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RESUMEN EN ESPAÑOL
METÁFORAS, BLENDS Y ASOCIACIONES CULTURALES EN EL ÁMBITO PUBLICITARIO:
UNA COMPARACIÓN CULTURAL Y DE GÉNERO DE CUATRO IDIOMAS

Vivimos en un mundo regido por la comunicación y la información. A través de la publicidad, la
información es transmitida constantemente y desde prácticamente cualquier medio a un
público que no es totalmente consciente de la cantidad de mensajes a los que está expuesto.
El modelo de publicidad actual no se limita a vender un producto o un servicio, sino que ha
derivado en mensajes cada vez más complicados que buscan persuadir a la gente por medios
más sutiles. Los productos son presentados a partir de sus presuntos efectos o se busca que el
espectador se identifique con los valores que la marca quiere que se la asocie. En ocasiones, el
producto que se anuncia ni siquiera aparece.
Todas estas estrategias se utilizan a escala internacional dado el nivel de globalización
de las sociedades y los mercados. En parte por el afán de algunas sociedades de asemejarse a
otras, por la expansión de algunos productos a otros países, o sencillamente como
consecuencia del marketing, la publicidad resulta en una nueva vía de uniformidad cultural
entre diferentes sociedades. Esto parece contradictorio ya que, para intentar que el público se
sienta cercano o identificado con un producto o con lo que un anuncio les muestra, existe la
tendencia de presentar rasgos culturales tradicionales de la sociedad en la que ese anuncio se
va a emitir.
Por tanto, este estudio tiene como objetivo analizar la publicidad de cuatro culturas
diferentes (la inglesa –y estadounidense–, la española, la francesa y la japonesa) para
determinar si en los anuncios de dichas culturas predomina la tendencia de homogeneizar la
forma de anunciar los productos o la de centrarse en los valores, estereotipos y cultura del
público concreto al que van dirigidos, o si ambas tendencias coexisten en la publicidad. Dado
que en la actualidad muchas marcas existen a nivel internacional y por tanto numerosos
productos se pueden encontrar en países con culturas radicalmente diferentes, se plantea la
cuestión de si es necesario adaptar una campaña publicitaria al país al que va a ir dirigida o si
una misma campaña se puede utilizar en diferentes lugares. Además, dada la recurrencia en el
uso de metáforas, blends y asociaciones creadas por el contexto en el discurso publicitario,
esta tesis tratará de poner en relieve la influencia que tiene el género en estos mecanismos
tan influidos por el trasfondo cultural.
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Como consecuencia de la tendencia anteriormente mencionada de reflejar los valores
de una cultura en sus mensajes publicitarios, la publicidad constituye un campo representativo
de las tradiciones y la forma de pensar de cada cultura, si bien cada vez más los anunciantes
utilizan técnicas que se pueden emplear a escala global, como la aparición de personajes
famosos (principalmente norteamericanos debido a la expansión de la cultura estadounidense
a través de la música y el cine) para promocionar un producto.
Dada la importancia del discurso publicitario en la sociedad actual y el proceso
globalizador en el que el mundo está envuelto, los estudios transculturales en este ámbito
adquieren gran importancia, a pesar de la poca atención que se les ha prestado hasta el
momento. Su utilidad tiene una doble vertiente: por un lado pueden servir para realizar una
mejor planificación de las campañas publicitarias y por tanto traducirse en una optimización de
recursos para las empresas, y por otro lado son necesarios para despertar en la gente la
conciencia de los mensajes a los que son expuestos y las consecuencias que estos pueden
tener en la sociedad.
En el análisis llevado a cabo en este estudio se ha tenido en cuenta el trasfondo cultural
de cada sociedad, así como las asociaciones y evocaciones que aparecen en los anuncios y que
son generalmente la forma de apelar a las emociones del público. Una de las grandes
diferencias culturales que se pueden encontrar en la actualidad es la referente al género, por
lo que este tema se ha considerado de manera especial en esta tesis. Tanto la forma de
entender las diferencias de género y dirigirse a cada uno de los sexos como la visión indirecta
que se da de un sexo al dirigirse al otro son factores que van a marcar de manera
determinante el modo en la que la sociedad perciba los estereotipos y los perpetúe.
Estas consideraciones son fundamentales a la hora de formular las metáforas que tan
comúnmente aparecen en la publicidad, y cuyo análisis constituye uno de los pilares de este
estudio. Las metáforas y los blends son, además, mecanismos cognitivos que dependen en
gran medida de la cultura en la que se formulan.
En cuanto a las metáforas, tradicionalmente se habían considerado meros ornamentos
lingüísticos principalmente asociados con la poesía. Sin embargo desde la Lingüística Cognitiva
se han llevado a cabo numerosos estudios que desafían esa visión, siendo el más notorio el
realizado por Lakoff y Johnson en 1980 en su Metaphors We Live By. Estos autores defienden
que las metáforas son, en realidad, instrumentos cognitivos que estructuran nuestra forma de
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conceptualizar el mundo. El pensamiento y las metáforas están tan entrelazados que aunque
el lenguaje cotidiano esté lleno de ellas, los hablantes no las perciben como tal.
Las metáforas consisten en entender un concepto en términos de otro a partir de una
relación de semejanza. El “dominio fuente” (source domain), que es más concreto, se proyecta
sobre el “dominio meta” (target domain), más abstracto. Los rasgos que se proyectan del
dominio fuente al dominio meta se conocen como “proyecciones” (mappings) y vienen
motivados por una serie de “esquemas de imagen” (image schemas), que son estructuras pre
lingüísticas que determinan nuestra forma de pensar. Un ejemplo de este fenómeno sería EL
TIEMPO ES DINERO, de donde salen expresiones como “perder tiempo”, “ahorrar tiempo”,
“calcular el tiempo”, “invertir tiempo”, etc.
Algunos autores, como Forceville (2007) consideran sin embargo que a la teoría de
Lakoff y Johnson le falta contemplar las metáforas que no son puramente verbales, lo que le
llevó a desarrollar las llamadas “metáforas pictóricas”, y más adelante las “metáforas
multimodales”. En cuanto a las primeras, son las metáforas cuyos dominios fuente y meta
consisten, como su nombre indica, en representaciones pictóricas. Como señala Forceville,
este tipo de metáforas se encuentra muy frecuentemente en la publicidad, correspondiendo el
producto que se anuncia con el dominio meta. Con respecto a las metáforas multimodales,
Forceville las define como las metáforas cuyos dominios fuente y meta se transmiten exclusiva
o predominantemente en dos modos diferentes. Kress (2010) señala que cada modo está
relacionado con un significado y su elección responde a la relación del orador con su audiencia.
Por otra parte, Fauconnier y Turner (1995) han desarrollado una teoría que ellos
consideran que engloba a la teoría de la metáfora conceptual (pese al desacuerdo de otros
autores como Forceville (2009)): la teoría de integración conceptual. Consiste en la proyección
de dos o más “espacios mentales” (input mental spaces) en un espacio nuevo (el blend) que
contiene las proyecciones parciales de los espacios mentales pero que tiene una estructura
propia. También se crea un cuarto espacio, el “espacio genérico” (generic space) en el que se
reflejan la estructura y la organización compartida por los espacios mentales. Las propiedades
de los espacios mentales que se proyectan en el blend se representan mediante una serie de
mappings que unen dichos espacios.
El proceso de creación de un blend consiste en tres procesos: (i) composición, que
consiste en crear nuevas relaciones entre los espacios mentales; (ii) complementación, en la
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que a partir del conocimiento previo se completa la información; y (iii) elaboración, que trata
de una simulación mental de la situación creada en el blend.
Partiendo de estas teorías, para este estudio se ha recopilado un corpus formado por
anuncios de revistas de dos productos diferentes: perfumes y relojes. Las culturas cuya
publicidad se ha analizado son la española, la inglesa (representada tanto por el Reino Unido
como por los Estados Unidos), la francesa y la japonesa. Un total de sesenta anuncios han sido
seleccionados (ocho anuncios de cada producto, cuatro para un público masculino y cuatro
para un público femenino, excepto en el caso de Japón, donde no existe publicidad de colonias
para hombre).
Los anuncios han sido analizados desde un punto de vista visual que incluía la posición
de los elementos en la imagen, los colores utilizados, la imagen en sí y sus posibles
significados; a continuación, se han analizado los rasgos textuales, tales como el tipo de letra y
colores, posición del texto, forma de dirigirse al público o evocaciones; posteriormente se ha
llevado a cabo un análisis de los mecanismos cognitivos presentes en el anuncio, tales como
las metáforas, blends o asociaciones creadas por el contexto; y, por último, los casos de
interdiscursividad, inferencias culturales, asociaciones creadas por el conocimiento previo del
público e información adicional sobre la campaña.
Aparte del análisis de los sesenta anuncios del corpus, uno de cada categoría (quince
anuncios en total) han sido analizados en profundidad y, dada la subjetividad de la
interpretación de la publicidad, se ha llevado a cabo un cuestionario acerca de esos quince
anuncios entre personas nativas de cada cultura.
El cuestionario ha seguido los parámetros apuntados por Forceville (1996) y ha
consistido en cuatro preguntas: (i) ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción); (ii) En tu
opinión, ¿qué evoca?; (iii) ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?;
y (iv) ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Los participantes de este cuestionario han sido dos hombres y dos mujeres de cada una
de las culturas seleccionadas, haciendo un total de dieciséis personas, y pertenecen a un grupo
de edad de entre 20 y 30 años. A pesar de saber que se trataba de un cuestionario motivado
por un trabajo de investigación, ninguno de los participantes fueron informados sobre el tipo
de estudio del que se trataba o del tema del mismo.
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Los resultados de este estudio con respecto a la perspectiva cultural han puesto de
manifiesto la coexistencia de ambas tendencias dentro del discurso publicitario. A pesar de las
similitudes existentes entre las campañas y su forma de enfocarlas al público, muchos rasgos
de la cultura a la que el anuncio estaba destinado han aflorado.
Algunos aspectos llamativos han sido la tendencia de la sociedad japonesa de acercarse
a las sociedades occidentales pero sin perder su identidad y expresarla a través de los colores o
de otros estereotipos tradicionales.
La percepción de cada anuncio por parte de los participantes en el cuestionario han
resaltado las diferencias en la mentalidad de cada cultura, y lo profundamente arraigados que
están los roles sociales en las personas, así como las diferencias en la forma de expresar sus
ideas de una cultura a otra.
Desde la perspectiva del género, las convenciones tradicionales, como la idea del sexo
en los anuncios de perfumes para mujeres, permanecen inalterables: también es la categoría
en la que los blends aparecen con más frecuencia en los anuncios analizados. El uso de los
colores también ha resultado ser significativo y respalda la tendencia tradicional.
En resumen, la publicidad es un reflejo de la sociedad para la que es creada, con lo cual
las diferencias culturales efectivamente existen, aunque no de una manera tan relevante en lo
referente al género. Por otra parte, las técnicas utilizadas a la hora de anunciar los productos
son bastante unificadas, con lo que la tendencia homogeneizadora realmente aparece en la
publicidad. Posiblemente la relevancia dada a cada una de las tendencias dentro de una
campaña podría diferenciar un anuncio del resto y traer cambios en la sociedad.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this dissertation is to examine the multimodal strategies and cultural features used
in English, Spanish, French and Japanese adverts of perfumes and watches for men and
women in order to determine whether advertising is more influenced by the cultural values of
the target public or by the global homogenising tendency in which the world is immerse. In
order to do so, the different metaphors, visual blends and associations used in the selected
adverts are analysed following Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Forceville (1996, 2006, 2007, 2009)
and Fauconnier and Turner (1995, 2002), and also examined by means of a questionnaire.
Besides, the relationship between the metaphors found and the gender of the target public is
also established. Results found indicate the coexistence of the aforementioned tendencies, as
well as the decisive influence of culture in the creation of metaphors and their relation to
gender issues.
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1. INTRODUCTION
These days advertising is present in every aspect of our lives; products and services are
advertised in the radio, television, the Internet, road hoardings, etc. As a consequence of this
promotion of the advertising industry, the agencies are developing more and more innovative
techniques, such as uploading videos on the Web that spread widely among its users or
employing users’ information (such as the searches performed on search engines or the
content of e-mails) to determine the type of products that may be of interest for a particular
person.
Adverts aim mainly at persuading their audience and, therefore, the verbal and nonverbal strategies used have to be compelling and attractive for the public to the point of
sometimes hiding the real intentions of the advert. As a matter of fact, it is quite common to
find adverts that apparently do not even give any importance to the product, but rather focus
on entertaining or surprising the audience. Adverts transmit a message that goes beyond the
advert itself: they use images to signify a myth that is already present in society. As Bignell
(2002) claims, “the ad works by showing us a sign whose mythic meaning is easily readable (…)
and placing this sign next to another sign whose meaning is potentially ambiguous”.
It must also be borne in mind that there is an agenda behind adverts that aims to
persuade the audience by making them interpret the adverts in terms of the attributes they
can attain by buying a product; social success, prestige, trendiness, etc. This audience is
immersed in a given culture and, thus, advertisers need to meet that culture’s standards in
order to promote the acceptance of the product. Accordingly, the advertising techniques being
used in an advert should be influenced by the geographical area (and hence the cultural
background) in which the advert is launched. The use of stereotypes, the values transmitted by
the advert, the use of signs and social myths would need to be adapted to the target culture.
However, the global nature of today’s society has created a homogenising tendency
that weakens the influence of cultural values; some products have achieved worldwide
popularity when they were typical of a certain geographical area. Moreover, the techniques
used to sell a product in different countries may coincide even when the target public belongs
to a radically different cultural setting.
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Among these selling techniques we can find strategies such as metaphors or visual
blends, which are cognitive mechanisms and therefore depend highly on the culture in which
they are used as well as in the personal knowledge and experience of the speakers.
Other strategies that often appear in adverts are implicatures and presuppositions,
which can be used to manipulate the point of view of the audience. Intertextuality is also
commonly found in adverts and depends on the culture of the target viewer if it is to be
properly understood. The choice of the vocabulary and other multimodal features such as
colours or forms can also have a great impact on the public. The use of language in relation
with gender is another linguistic feature that needs to be accounted for. These days society is
becoming more and more aware of the gender discrimination existing in language. The main
problem of this issue is that, unconsciously, people use language in such a way that gender
bias can easily occur. This linguistic use happens prominently in certain cultures like the Asian
ones. In Japan, the manifestation of gender in language is twofold; not only the language used
when addressing a woman is different, but also women are expected to use specific words or
expressions to the point of even using specific personal pronouns only intended for women.
Even though the aforementioned topics have been widely investigated, they are
strongly influenced by the culture in which they occur. Therefore, contrastive studies play an
essential role on these fields even if traditionally they have not been a central focus of study.
And they turn out to be even more important in the field of advertising, which is so influential
and practically omnipresent.
Although today’s world is a global one, different cultures have different perspectives
and this fact is highly reflected in language use in advertising; hence, this paper attempts to
determine whether the influence of the global homogenising tendency has truly unified the
way in which products are advertised or if cultural background is still decisive when a
campaign is launched. Besides, due to the fact that metaphors, visual blends and contextual
inferences or associations represent one of the culturally-determined linguistic features that
are recurrent in advertising language, this paper will also try to show that, in advertising, these
phenomena are greatly influenced by the gender of the target public.
In order to test this idea, this paper will focus on adverts from four distant cultures:
within the Western countries England, France and Spain represent different ways of
conceptualising the world in spite of their geographical proximity. And as opposed to the
Western world, Japan represents Oriental cultures but shares the Western economic model.
- 11 -

Since this paper focuses on adverts aimed both at men and women, the way each gender is
stereotyped in each society is examined, but also the perception of gender issues by each
gender is studied by means of a questionnaire.

1.1 AIMS OF THE STUDY
This paper pursues a twofold objective: first, it aims to establish whether adverts are
influenced by a homogenising tendency or whether the influence of the cultural background
still prevails; it also aims to reveal the multimodal strategies used in different adverts in each
of the mentioned countries as well as the cultural features that appear in them; finally, it aims
to establish the relationship between the cognitive mechanisms found and the gender of the
target public by analysing the different metaphors, visual blends and associations used in
adverts.
In order to fulfil these aims, a number of adverts are selected and analysed.
On the one hand, the study of the adverts from a visual point of view is expected to
reveal the basic strategies used to persuade the audience and the most common or dissonant
traits in each culture.
On the other hand, an examination of the cognitive mechanisms that appear in the
advert is also carried out; focusing on metaphors, visual blends, cultural inferences and visual
associations, this study hopes to go deeper into the analysis of the selling strategies used in
each culture and relate these strategies to the gender of the target public.

This paper is divided into the following five sections. The first section introduces the
topic of this paper; the second section outlines the theoretical background, focusing on
literature about metaphors and advertising; the third section describes the data and the
research methods used; the fourth section presents and comments on the results, and, finally,
the fifth section draws the conclusions from the analysis.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. MEANING IN ADVERTISING
Adverts are a special way of communicating meaning. They can be broadcast through a wide
range of means and thus their format, that is, whether the advert will consist on a mere oral
message or it will have pictures or even other special items such as samples, is determined by
the limitations of the chosen means. As Williamson (1978: 31) put it, “the technique of
advertising is to correlate feelings, moods or attributes to tangible objects, linking possible
unattainable things with those that are attainable, and thus reassuring us that the former are
within reach” (in Bignell, 2002: 34).
Although it is clear that the main function of adverts is to persuade their audience to
purchase a certain item or service, following Cook (1992: 17), adverts are “(…) much more than
an act of communication whose sole purpose is to sell a given product. Such characterization is
too simple (…). Ads are more complex than this and deserve far more attention”. Concerning
the classification of advertisements within a genre, this author claims that they do not quite fit
into any existing category because of the variety found in their substance. Cook categorises
adverts following different criteria: the medium in which they appear; the consumer an advert
is aimed at; the product or service they advertise – or, as the author remarks, the non-product
they advertise when they deal with charities or political parties –; the technique used, whether
it is hard sell or soft sell, if they give reasons to buy a given product or aim at people’s
emotions, if they use slow drip or sudden burst techniques, etc. This paper will focus on the
target public at which adverts are aimed since it examines the influence that this audience has
in the way the advert is created.
Concerning the aforementioned homogenising phenomenon created by the global
nature of today’s world, Kress (2010) observes that there is nothing new in it; the only novelty
is the growth of this tendency, probably caused by the disappearance of some frontiers in
fields like transport, economy, culture, communication, etc.
The nature of advertising is so diverse that many different linguistic resources can be
found; this section will briefly introduce metaphors – the different ways in which they can be
present in advertising and how they can be analysed in this context –, visual blends and
intertextuality, since it plays an important role in advertisements.
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Concerning advertisers, Velasco Sacristán and Fuertes-Olivera (2006: 1984) remark
that the use of metaphors aims at making the audience establish the similarities between the
advertised item and the item used in the metaphor. They also use gender metaphors to
convey certain implications while hiding their intention to do so. The use of certain images in
advertising can have a sexist effect when they reflect gender stereotypes such as the idea that
women are objects whose sole purpose is to attract men, or men as being only worried about
success and competition.
Gender metaphors are defined by Velasco Sacristán (2003) as those that project some
kind of bias against men or women in their conceptual mappings. She also considers that
metaphors are often based on stereotypical background and sometimes a cultural gender
metaphor can entail discriminatory preconceptual image schemas.
Intertextuality is another feature widely used in campaigns; references to other texts
are carried out more frequently than people realise, and adverts are no exception. An explicit
mention of another text or product is not always necessary. As Chandler (1995) remarks:
Modern visual advertisements make extensive use of intertextuality in this way
[through the use of shapes]. Sometimes there is no direct reference to the product
at all. Instant identification of the appropriate interpretative code serves to identify
the interpreter of the advertisements as a member of an exclusive club, with each
act of interpretation serving to renew one’s membership.

Just like any other text, adverts do not exist in isolation from the rest of the existing texts and,
in some occasions, intertextuality can create a feeling of complicity or familiarity in the target
audience of an advert.

2.2. CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR
The way in which advertisers use metaphors in commercials is revealing since it seems to
contradict the approach from which metaphors had been regarded. Traditionally, metaphors
had been considered to be mere linguistic ornaments, normally associated with poetry, which
were used for the sake of beauty. It was not until the arrival of Cognitive Linguistics with
authors such as Lakoff and Johnson (1980) that metaphors transcended the traditional
approach and were studied “as a means of structuring our conceptual system and the kinds of
everyday activities we perform” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980:145). That is, metaphors are said to
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constitute a way of thinking rather than a way of speaking. Hence, following Lakoff and
Johnson (1980), metaphors are present in everyday conversation and in every field.
In Cognitive Linguistics, conceptual metaphors consist of understanding a domain in
terms of another one, as in the well-known example of identifying quality and position through
metaphors such as MORE IS UP, which are conveyed in conventional expressions like “to be at
the top”, or “prices are rising”.
They are cognitive instruments since they provide a way of thinking about concepts
that would be difficult to grasp otherwise. Metaphors are created through the observation of
certain similarities; a domain – the source domain – is mapped onto another domain – the
target domain – and the similarities that we project from the source domain onto the target
domain are called “mappings”. In this way the target domain, which is typically more abstract,
is conceptualised in terms of the source domain, which tends to employ a more concrete
concept. These mappings that exist in conceptual metaphors may be motivated by “image
schemas”, which consist of a number of pre-linguistic structures that determine our
understanding and reasoning.
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) divided metaphors on the basis of the different types of
structures that can be found in the source domain:
(i) Orientational metaphors are those that have a pre-conceptual image-schematic structure
in their source domain; in these metaphors concepts are related to each other in terms of
space, as in HAPPINESS IS UP (“to feel on top of the world”, “to boost someone’s spirits”,),
SADNESS IS DOWN (“to fall into a depression”), etc.
In addition, Johnson (1987) indentifies a number of image schemas which include spatial
motion (centre-periphery, containment, blockage, etc.), forces such as attraction, link or
counterforce, and others such as spatial concepts or part-whole relation.
(ii) Ontological metaphors are the ones that are related to our experience as entities,
including personification and container metaphors; an abstract domain, such as an idea or
an emotion, is expressed as a concrete one, as in CRISIS IS AN ENTITY (“the economic crisis
is destroying jobs”), LIFE IS A CONTAINER (“to be full of life”, “get the most out of life”,
“live life to the fullest”), etc.
(iii) Structural metaphors are those that have a complex structure with various elements and
relations in their source domain instead of simple image schemas or entities; a concept is
- 15 -

understood in terms of another that has a structure of its own. These metaphors are
much more present in everyday life than people realise. Many examples of structural
metaphors can be found in common expressions: ARGUMENT IS WAR (“to win an
argument”, “indefensible claims”), TIME IS MONEY (“to waste time”, “to budget one’s
time”, “to invest time”), the conduit metaphor (“to get an idea across”, “to stuff ideas into
a sentence”, “to give an idea”), LOVE IS WAR (“to make conquests”, “to fight for
someone”), etc.

2.3. PICTORIAL METAPHOR
Forceville (2007) points out that Lakoff and Johnson (1980) with their conceptual metaphor
theory and later researchers failed to investigate the non-verbal manifestations of conceptual
metaphors. As he claims, the knowledge that forms conceptual schemas is partly verbal, but
not exclusively. Thus, a metaphor can have a source and a target domain that belong to
different modes, that is, they can be multimodal. As such, Forceville (2007: 27) remarks that
“non-verbal communication is more easily comprehensible and has greater emotional appeal
than verbal communication”, which makes it more effective within the genre of advertising.
The metaphors contained in advertisements tend to be multimodal since they use both images
and text; however, pictorial metaphors are also rather common.
For Forceville, pictorial metaphors can be:
(i)

Contextual metaphor, when one of the terms is shown and the other one is hinted by the
context. If the pictorial context disappears the second term cannot be identified and the
metaphor cannot be construed. The product is often by itself (or metonymically) the term
that appears in the advert. Forceville’s example LUCKY STRIKE IS BAR OF SOAP (Figure 1)
shows the target domain of the metaphor, Lucky Strike cigarettes, in the place of a bar of
soap (the source domain). Although the bar of soap is not shown, the rest of the image
strongly suggests it.
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(Figure 1. LUCKY STRIKE IS BAR OF SOAP)

(ii) Hybrid metaphor, when an item contains elements of both terms that would normally be
considered as belonging to different domains; in these metaphors the target domain is
visually blended with the source domain. Forceville’s example COMPUTER COMPONENTS
ARE NOTES IN A MUSICAL COMPOSITION (Figure 2) has the notes as the source domain,
and can be identified because of the stems and the musical score. The target domain of
the metaphor, the computer components, appears as the note heads. So the computer
elements are blended with the musical notes, thus forming a hybrid source-target.

(Figure 2. COMPUTER COMPONENTS ARE NOTES IN A MUSICAL COMPOSITION, Advertisement in PC
Magazine (1999)

(iii) Pictorial simile, when two terms that do not belong to the same domain appear
juxtaposed in an image in a way that makes the viewer interpret one in terms of the other.
Forceville’s example DOMMELSCH BEER IS (LIKE) LEANING TOWER OF PISA (Figure 3)
shows the target domain (the beer) and the source domain (the Tower) juxtaposed. One
of the features the author suggests that can be mapped from the source to the target is
“reason for national pride”.
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(Figure 3. DOMMELSCH BEER IS (LIKE) LEANING TOWER OF PISA)

(iv) Integrated metaphor, when an object is depicted in such a way that it resembles
something else even with no contextual hint to help the viewer identify the source
domain. In this metaphor the target appears in a way that is physically possible (unlike the
hybrid metaphor) and resembles something else (the source domain). Forceville’s
example, SENSEO COFFEE MACHINE IS SERVANT identifies the shape of the machine (the
target domain) with the shape of a servant (the source domain) who bends while offering
a cup of coffee on a tray.

(Figure 4. SENSEO COFFEE MACHINE IS SERVANT (PHILIPS)

In brief, these four categories can be summarised in the following scheme:

(Table 1. Types of pictorial metaphors. Forceville,(2009)
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2.4. MULTIMODAL METAPHOR
Forceville (2009) points out the difficulty of delimiting what belongs to a particular mode since
the boundaries are sometimes fuzzy: what can be considered to be music in one culture may
not be regarded in the same way by another culture, even spoken language has exceptional
cases such as sign language. To make a general categorisation, he distinguishes between the
following different modes: spoken language, written language, pictures, music, non-verbal
sound, smell, taste and touch. But he also notes that these modes could be further subdivided
since they represent very broad concepts: pictures, for instance, would include either static or
moving images, photographs, drawings and diagrams. Since the way a message is transmitted
limits the modes that can be used, in the study of the mode (either in monomodality or
multimodality), the medium used must be taken into account. As Kress (2010) posits, each
mode has been assigned certain meanings, and the choice of the mode reflects the rhetor’s
relation with the target audience; the result will reflect specific aesthetics that carry social and
cultural significance.
As the word indicates, monomodality refers to messages rendered exclusively by one
mode, whereas multimodality entails the use of more than one. In the case of metaphors,
Forceville (2007: 16) proposes that metaphors can be considered multimodal when the target
and the source are transmitted “exclusively or predominantly in two different modes”. The use
of pictorial and verbal items is one of the most common combinations, and is the one most
frequently found in magazine advertisements (although in some rare cases these adverts may
include samples of perfume or textures that entail the use of another mode). An illustrative
example of the difference between monomodal and multimodal metaphors is catered by
Forceville (2006: 6):
Imagine somebody wants to cue, for whatever reason, the metaphor CAT IS
ELEPHANT pictorially in an animation film. She could do this for instance by
depicting the cat with a trunk-like snout and large flapping ears; by showing the cat
with a canopy on its back in which a typical Indian elephant rider is seated; by
juxtaposing cat and elephant in the same salient pose; or by letting the cat behave
(for instance: move) in an elephant-like manner. These variants would constitute
monomodal metaphors of the pictorial kind (…). Now imagine the producer wishes
to cue the same metaphor multimodally. She could for instance have the cat make a
trumpeting sound or have another cat shout “elephant!” to the first one (…). In
these cases the source domain ELEPHANT would be triggered in two modes (sound
and language, respectively) that are different from the target (visuals). By this token,
the metaphor would be truly multimodal. But, as in the case of the visual mode
alone, the producer would of course not have to choose between any of these
modes: she could depict the cat with a trunk-like snout and large ears and have it
trumpet, and have another cat shout “elephant!” In this case, the source is cued in
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three modes simultaneously, only one of these (namely: the visual) exemplifying the
same mode as the target. In such a case I propose to label the metaphor multimodal.

Another interesting issue raised by Forceville (1996) deals with the subjectivity in the
interpretation of advertisements; even if contextual factors – often verbal content – delimit
the possible interpretations an advert can have, different subjects may focus on different traits,
the advert may evoke different ideas in them or metaphors can be construed in a different
way. Consequently, this author emphasises the need of studying whether or not people
understand the metaphors that are present in an advert and what is the most accepted
interpretation, as well as the associations evoked in people or the ones that people think
advertisers are trying to evoke. This idea has motivated the use of a questionnaire in this study
in order to capture native speakers’ subjective interpretations of the adverts.

2.5. CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATION THEORY
Visual metaphors have also been studied within conceptual integration theory, or conceptual
blending, developed by Fauconnier and Turner (1995), which presents visual blends as
complementary to conceptual metaphors. Blending consists of the projection of two or more
input mental spaces (that can be regarded as parallel with metaphor’s target and source
domains) into a new one (the blend). This last space contains partial projections from the input
spaces but it conveys a new meaning that is not present in the inputs; as Fauconnier (1997:
149) points out, "the blend inherits partial structure from the input spaces and has emergent
structure of its own". A fourth space (the generic space) is created, where the schematic
structure and the organisation that input spaces share are reflected.

(Figure 5: Fauconnier and Turner’s visual blend representation)
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As can be seen in Figure 5 (Fauconnier and Turner, 1995), the input spaces and the blend are
linked by cross-space mappings that represent the properties of the input spaces that are
projected into the blend, and the line between both input spaces corresponds to the shared
properties.
As Coulson and Oakley (2005: 1512) explain, “In this theory, understanding meaning
involves the construction of blended cognitive models that include some structure from
multiple input models, as well as emergent structure that arises through processes of
blending.”
An example of blend is catered by Lundmark (2003) in her analysis of an advert of the
newspaper Financial Times Weekend appeared in Decanter in June 2000 (Figure 6). This advert
shows a number of objects (a lobster, a chair, a watering pot, etc.) wrapped in newspaper
sheets. The claim of this advert says: “And you thought we only covered business”.

(Figure 6: Finantial Times Weekend advert)

As the author points out, the word cover is used to play with its polysemous meaning: it can
have both a physical meaning and refer to something that is put over something else or a
metaphorical meaning and refer to the inclusion of a topic (more specifically, in this context,
the inclusion of a topic in the newspaper). In this case the blend is created as follows
(summarised in Table 2): one of the input spaces (the source space) derives from the picture
and contains several objects that are covered in newspaper sheets. The other input space (the
target space) derives from the text and includes the actual newspaper and the journalists who
write about business. The blended space results in a scenario where the journalists of the
newspaper cover diverse types of news.
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a’

b’

Source
Elements
Sheets of
paper
Covering
(physically)

c’

a

b

Target
Elements
Newspaper

Covering
(including
reporting)

c
Various items

Generic
Elements
a’’
Agent

Blend
Elements
aa Newspaper
(reporters)

b’’

bb

c’’
Business
news

Activity

Entities
(concrete
or
abstract)

cc

Covering
(including,
reporting)
Various
types of
news

Relations
Employed to
perform
(a’’, b’’)
Applied to
(b’’, c’’)
Found inside of
(c’’, a’’)

(Table 2: Finantial Times Weekend blend (Lundmark (2003: 21))

In the case of this advert the author highlights the importance of metonymy (previously
emphasised by Turner and Fauconnier, 2000) since the objects from the source space are
metonymically linked to the different topics dealt with in the newspaper (food, gardening,
interior decoration, etc.) and also the sheets that are used to cover the objects bear a partwhole relation with the newspaper.
As for the process of creating a blend, according to Fauconnier and Turner (2002),
blending theory involves at least three steps:
(i) The composition consists of creating new relations between one or more elements
from the input mental spaces. These relations did not exist before in either of the input
spaces. Coulson and Oakley (2005) exemplify this stage with the integration of the
element “dinner” with the frame “wedding anniversary”. As they point out, “emergent
structure arises from contextual accommodation of a concept from one domain to
apply to elements in a different domain”.

(ii) The completion entails the addition of information about scenarios or relations by
means of background knowledge. The structures that were projected into the blend
are completed; following the previous example, when integrating wedding anniversary
and dinner, other elements such as upscale restaurants or elegant clothing may be
added.
(iii) The elaboration implies a mental simulation of the situation created in the blend. At
this stage the structure is new, and, continuing with the wedding anniversary example,
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it could be elaborated as the husband planning the evening and the moment of giving
the present to his wife.
There are some differences between blending theory and conceptual metaphor theory,
although they are often considered to be complementary (Grady et al., 1997; Lundmark, 2003;
Rohrer, 1998). To start with, “[blending theory] addresses novel, short-lived and often unique
cases, whereas [metaphor theory] focuses on conventional, regular and more stable patterns”
(Lundmark, 2003: 3). Besides, Fauconnier and Turner (1995) opt for the use of mental spaces
rather than conceptual domains since the former term entails that they can be modified and
are constructed for local purposes as we speak or think. They also argue for the previously
explained many-space model that contains the two-space model used in metaphor theory.
Although some authors (Forceville, 2009) do not agree with the claim that blending
theory can surpass Conceptual Metaphor Theory, it is an undeniably useful tool in the analysis
of images. However, bearing in mind the nature of advertising and the importance of the
medium when analysing images, this paper will focus on the use of multimodal and pictorial
metaphors (following Forceville, 2007), but will also make recourse to visual blends. Since
these phenomena are greatly influenced by the culture in which they are created, cultural
associations and inferences will also be studied, especially taking into account gender issues,
as they constitute one of the topics that are more influenced by culture.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. HYPOTHESIS AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The fact that we live in a global world influences the way people communicate and interpret
information. On the one hand, there is a homogenising tendency that is strengthened by the
spread of certain cultures like the American one, through music, films and books. On the other
hand, there is also a search for cultural specificity and a defence of a country’s traditions and
cultural heritage.
It is hypothesised that both factors are at work in advertising since the aim of this
genre is to persuade people, and in order to do that, advertisers need to connect with the
public’s interests and emotions, whether they attend to trendy and global values or to
traditional ones.
This paper thus sets the following research objectives: (i) the analysis of the similarities
and differences in the strategies of persuasion used in advertising campaigns in four different
languages and cultures in order to confirm or refute the influence of both factors. In this
respect, the influence of gender is chosen as a domain where these similarities and differences
are more visible. (ii) The analysis of visual strategies and cognitive mechanisms such as
metaphors, blends and meaning associations in magazine advertisements in order to reveal
whether these tendencies actually coexist, and if one of them is predominant over the other
one. (iii) Since advertisements usually appeal to emotions or associations, the interpretation of
an advert may differ from one viewer to another one. In order to consider the viewpoints of
people from both sexes and contemplate the cultural associations of the adverts from the
point of view of a native speaker, a questionnaire is distributed to assess informants’ reactions
to the adverts.

3.2. DATA
The corpus used is formed by a number of adverts selected from magazines. Magazine
advertisements were chosen instead of others (television adverts, radio adverts, advertising
hoardings, etc.) for the following reasons: whereas the adverts broadcast on TV or radio
contain a wider variety of modes due to the inclusion of movement, sound effects or music
and other features that can enrich the message they seek to transmit, the amount of
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information contained in them is too vast to be analysed here, especially taking into account
the large number of adverts that the contrastive analysis carried out in this paper required.
Magazine adverts, on the contrary, normally combine textual and pictorial modes in a limited
space that is easier to examine. They are also embedded in a social context that provides extra
information about the product; the magazine where they appear, and even their location
within the magazine, contain data about the target public for that product, the associations
the viewer is intended to make at the sight of the advert, and other considerations that need
to be taken into account when analysing them.
In order to compare and contrast adverts from four different cultures
(American/British, Spanish, French and Japanese), a wide range of magazines was examined.
The English adverts were found in Marie Claire, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Vanity Fair, FHM,
Men’s Health and Esquire. For Spanish adverts, the magazines Marie Claire, Telva, Elle,
Cosmopolitan and GQ were used. Some of the adverts were taken from the Internet since the
campaigns were not being advertised in magazines anymore. The French ones appeared in
Biba, Vogue, Le Point, L’équipe, L’express, GQ and Public. And the Japanese adverts were
published in Classy, Oggi, Woman, Uomo, Safari and Men’s non-no. Some of the magazines
existed in more than one country, and especially many of the campaigns found in them were
planned on a global scale. This study will thus identify those elements which are culturespecific and those which are a result of homogenisation.
The choice of magazines and adverts has followed a criterion of comparability; the
products are directed at comparable groups of people in terms of sex and age (adult males and
females) in each of the four different cultures. The magazines are not specialised in any
subject; they are aimed at the general public.
With regard to the products analysed, watches and perfumes, the idea was to choose
two products that were normally used by men and women so that the influence of gender
could be studied. At the same time, they needed to be present in everyday life and be
advertised in a characteristic way.
Perfumes are very common items that are constantly advertised everywhere. The huge
number of advertisements that are created for perfumes have forced advertising agencies to
create a very rich variety of claims and images; moreover, they are products that are closely
associated to masculine and feminine identities, and this has derived in a highly metaphorical
advertising field. Surprisingly, a cultural problem was found here: the absence of colognes
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aimed at men in Japanese magazines –except for very few occasional adverts of occidental
brands that could not be used since they were worldwide campaigns. Apparently, fragrances
are not commonly used by Japanese men, and, at the most, men colognes are associated to
deodorants, so they are not advertised like they are in Westerns countries.
Watches were chosen because they are supposedly more neutral in that they are not
usually associated to gender issues, in contrast with perfumes. However, the way they are
presented in publicity greatly varies according to its audience. Besides, the wide range of
prices and brands make them a product that can be aimed at very different socio-economic
audiences, and the features that are stressed may thus vary.

3.3. RESEARCH PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS
3.3.1. Features of Analysis
Once the products and the sources were chosen, the analysis was approached as follows: four
different tokens of each product were chosen for each gender (a total of sixteen adverts for
each language except for Japanese, where no adverts of cologne for men were found), so the
final corpus was made up of 60 adverts.
An overall analysis of those adverts was carried out to find the main similarities or
differences. This analysis provided a more complete view of the general characteristics of the
adverts according to the product and the gender at which they were aimed. The criteria
followed for this analysis included:
(a) visual characteristics of the adverts: the position of the elements within the page
(whether the main image occupied the whole page and if other elements such as text
was superimposed to it, the order in which the viewer would perceive the elements,
etc.), the colours used and the meaning of those colours (in terms of gender or if they
were used to strengthen a particular idea, such as night, calmness or wealth), the
image shown and the meaning conveyed by each element within it (evocations,
impressions, etc.)
(b) textual features, such as the position of the text, the fonts and colours used, the way
in which the audience was addressed, the evocations contained, or even the absence
of any text.
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(c) cognitive mechanisms such as pictorial and multimodal metaphors and visual blends,
or associations; in the case of metaphors, the mappings and implications of the
metaphor, the meaning they transmitted. The choice of blends and the input mental
spaces and their transcendence within the advert and the associations created from
these elements.
(d) interdiscursivity, cultural inferences and meaning associations evoked by the advert,
the background knowledge required in order to successfully interpret the advert, the
presence of cultural items and additional information about the campaigns, such as
whether it was planned on a global scale or if it had been adapted depending on the
country where it appeared.
It was decided to summarise the analysis in charts that included information about the
pictorial items –such as the position of the elements, a description of the image and its
colours– and the text, both in terms of appearance and content; then, cognitive and pragmatic
features such as metaphors and blends, cultural or intertextual references and connotations
were examined. The format of these charts provided an easy way to compare the recurrent
patterns in each product in each language, so that more general conclusions could be drawn.
Since an in-depth analysis of the whole corpus would be too extensive, it was decided
to choose one representative token for each product and gender. The in-depth analysis of
these fifteen adverts was performed in order to find more patterns that were common or
different in each category. For the organisation of this study, this paper follows Lacy (1998)
and Chandler (2001). The analysis focuses on formal aspects, such as angle, height, distance,
frame, and content. The content includes features like the examination of the items that
appear in the advert, lighting, setting, context, message, anchorage or genre. Pictorial and
multimodal metaphors, visual blends and other associations, as well as gender issues, are also
present in the final part of the analysis.

3.3.2. Questionnaire
Advertising is a very subjective area that can have multiple interpretations depending on its
viewer. Interpretations can vary because of the cultural background or personal experiences of
each person, and can sometimes require the viewer to create associations with factors from
everyday life (for instance, when the person depicted in an advert is someone known in the
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country where that advert appears). This consideration led to the introduction of a
questionnaire in order to test people’s perceptions of the adverts; four people of each culture
(two men and two women) were asked to answer four questions about each of the adverts
that represented their language. Japanese participants only had three questions since there
was no advert of cologne aimed at men.
This questionnaire was based on Forceville (1996), and the questions refer to the
following aspects:
(i) What can you see in this advert? (brief description): This question was asked in
order to elicit a description of the advert to compare the way each viewer
perceived the iconic signs and the text that were present in it;
(ii) In your opinion, what does it evoke?: The aim of this question was to learn the
associations that the advert evoked in the participant, which could be highly
cultural-dependent;
(iii) How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?: Informants were asked
this question in order to how hidden or evident the advertiser’s intention was, and
to what extent the informant is aware of the cognitive mechanisms employed; and
(iv) What feelings does this advert inspire in you?: This question aimed at making the
participants think about the feelings or emotions that the advert inspired in them
to judge the effectiveness of the advert as well as its emotional appeal.
The informants were men and women from 20 to 30 years old who did not know the
aim of the study. Although they were aware that it was carried out for some kind of academic
research, none of them was informed about what was being observed. The diversity of
countries where the participants lived determined that the questionnaire would be sent by
email with some brief instructions and the questions they needed to answer. They were asked
to reply in their mother tongue so that they could focus on their cultural background and have
no problem subject to language use. Concerning the origin of the participants, the ones who
answered the Spanish version of the questionnaire were all from Spain, and the French and
Japanese versions were completed by inhabitants of France and Japan, respectively. However,
for the English version half of the participants were British and the other half were American.
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The results of this questionnaire have also been arranged in the form of a chart for the
sake of clarity. The charts allow the viewer to clearly compare which of the answers coincide or
differ among the participants.
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4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the analysis are presented in three different sections: first, a representative
selection of the corpus is analysed more extensively; then, a general overview of the whole
corpus and a comparison between products and the different cultures is presented; finally, the
answers to the questionnaire are examined.

4.1.

DETAILED ANALYSIS

As mentioned in the method section, the criteria followed for the analysis of the corpus is
based on Lacy (1998) and has considered both formal aspects and content of the adverts. The
formal aspects that have been taken into consideration include angle, height, distance, frame
and content (from a merely visual point of view). As for the content, aspects such as lighting,
setting, context, message, anchorage or genre are studied. Besides, metaphors, visual blends,
and associations, cultural inferences and interdiscursivity, and gender considerations appear at
the end of the analysis.

4.1.1 English advertisements
4.1.1.1 Perfume for women: DKNY Be Delicious (Figure 7)

Figure 7: DKNY Be delicious

This advert appeared in the magazine Cosmopolitan (UK edition) that was published in June,
2010. Cosmopolitan is a very popular magazine aimed at women that deals with topics such as
sex, health or fashion. The advert shows a medium close-up of a young woman who is eating
an apple while looking at the camera. The position of her hand, together with the bitten apple
creates a narrative effect, it evokes motion. Her body position, slightly turned to her side, her
parted lips and intense gaze make her look rather suggestive. Her looks are natural in general:
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her make-up is quite subtle, except for the heavy rouge on her cheeks that suggest
delicateness and innocence. Her hair is long and loose and looks a bit messy, natural.
Underneath her there are some apples that look extremely fresh; they even have water drops
on them. They are all green with a pale pink part and are bathed in petals and blossoms.
Among them there is a bottle of perfume that has the shape of an apple on which New York
City is reflected. The brand appears on the bottle in the shape of the stickers used on fruit. The
colours used for the advert – mainly pink and green – follow a very natural line that contains
no dissonance. The image has a lot of light, which highlights the naturalness and freshness of
the scene, at the same time it emphasises the imperative “be”. The background of the picture
shows apple trees full of flowers that evoke the scent of the perfume in the viewer.
The city of New York is represented in this advert by several means: firstly, the
omnipresent reference to apples (when New York City is also known as The Big Apple); also,
the name of the brand itself; and finally, the reflection on the bottle shows the Empire State
Building, a symbol of the city, as if the scene had taken place in Central Park and the city had
been conveniently reflected on the bottle.
The quality “delicious” in the apple may not have been inferred by the viewer had the
text not mentioned it. The colour of the fonts works also as an anchor that connects the name
of the product (“be delicious”) with the flowers, the woman and the apples. Underneath the
name of the product continues in a handwritten style that is coquettishly overlapped with the
words above it. This anchors the attitude of the woman and other qualities that have been
previously mentioned to appear in the advert, such as femininity, delicateness and freshness.
This advert can be aimed at women, as potential users, sending them the idea that if
they use this perfume they will feel fresh and look tantalising and delicious to others. It can
also aim at men by conveying the idea that if a woman in their life uses this product she will
become as attractive as the woman in the photo or as appealing as her.
As for metaphorical content, the viewers may construe the metaphor DONNA KARAN
PERFUME IS AN APPLE by mapping features such as freshness, naturalness, appeal or
deliciousness. According to Forceville (2009) it is a pictorial simile since both the target and the
source domain appear together and the bottle is understood as an apple in terms of the apples
around it. There is also a visual blend between an apple and the bottle of perfume.
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The metaphor WOMAN IS DELICACY can be inferred from the claim “be delicious”, in
which several features are mapped: women have to be delicious; they have to be appealing for
men. The domain of DELICIOUS also conveys the idea of EDIBLE, which, again, presents women
as an object and men as their finality. The same idea underlies the mapping of the quality
APPEALING, since it is men who have to find women attractive.
This advert maps the image of a woman onto the image of a delicacy. They present
both domains as having the same purpose, to attract someone. The colours, the setting and
the text are clearly aimed at women, not only due to cultural conventions such as flowers or
pink colour, but also because of its reference to Eve, since this image may evoke the scene of
the Garden of Eden; Eve has just bitten the apple and is trying to tempt Adam to eat from it as
well.

4.1.1.2 Cologne for men: Hugo Boss Night (Figure 8)

Figure 8: Hugo Boss Night

This advert appeared in Autumn, 2010 and was taken from the website http://models.com.
This advert communicates the idea that, by buying that cologne, men can have a nightlife (and
therefore meet many women) and be mysterious and manly.
The subject shown in the first page of the advert is a man, the actor Ryan Reynolds,
who is buttoning his shirt, getting ready to go out. His dark shirt, together with the dark
background and the lighting create the feeling that this man has an active nightlife where he is
very successful (hence the confident look on his face). This nightlife probably includes meeting
a number of women, so this advert reflects social success. At the same time darkness and night
are considered to be mysterious and elegant, features that are efficiently transmitted by this
picture and evoked by the name of the cologne.
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There is little lighting in this advert because of the nature of the message; a key light
softly illuminates the man’s face from his left side, so the left half of his face is more visible
than the right half of it. This gives the impression of this man having a dark side that is hidden.
There is a background light that makes his suit visible, but it only affects the right part of his
body, the left part cannot be distinguished from the background. Another spotlight seems to
illuminate the bottle, highlighting the text on it. There is no background image, only an
extremely dark shade of blue (almost black). This colour is used to represent the night. The
most obvious connotations adhered to the night are mystery, fun, free time and sex, together
with an uninhibited behaviour. A person can have two sides, a formal life during the day that
includes work, responsibility and more conventional features, and a darker one, at night, when
they can behave more freely. This cologne appeals to the supposed charm nightlife has. The
bottle on the second page of the advert is as big as the man in the first page and the photo
does not show its cap. The resulting shape is rather phallic, emphasising the manliness of the
users of this product. The image of success represented by Ryan Reynolds also finds an
anchorage in the text, this time in the name of the product and brand: the fact that the
cologne is called Boss gives a hint of the concept the brand wants to transmit to its potential
users. Maybe because of that, the brand is given great importance in this product. This may
respond to the fact that, from the very beginning, this brand has tried to identify its products
with a particular kind of men: a successful, self-assured and classy young man.
This campaign also appeared on television showing the setting where the man is
getting dressed; this setting consisted of a luxurious room on top of a building with view to the
whole city through a glass wall. Since this commercial may probably have been seen by the
audience, it can influence the viewers of the press version. In this case, with regard to
metaphorical meaning, the domains of SUCCESS and POWER are more clearly activated than
just by the press advert that gives no information about the setting. This background
knowledge would enable viewers to construe BOSS COLOGNE IS POWER or BOSS COLOGNE IS
SUCCESS.
The domain SUCCESS contains many similar elements with the domain POWER. Among
these elements, the ones that can be mapped onto the target domain BOSS COLOGNE include
that powerful and successful people tend to be admired, or even desired, by women. Boss
campaigns always emphasise the attraction that its users have over women. On the other
hand, success and power may also be a source of envy for other men. Although this is not
explicitly shown in the advert, the masculine audience can feel that they would like to have
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what the advert is showing. Another mapping that is transferred from the source domain,
either power or success is the idea of freedom of action. Boss cologne always presents its users
as independent, resolute men who do not hesitate to do their will. The visual juxtaposition of
the man and the bottle creates a metaphorical similarity that is reinforced by the fact that the
brand’s name is also a man’s name.
With respects to gender, the idea of success and power are still nowadays strongly
associated with men. Moreover, it is traditional to associate nightlife with meeting people, and
there are strong social conventions associated with gender that are entailed in this idea. The
idea that men are regarded as very masculine if they seduce many women whereas women as
seen as tramps if they do the same remains as the predominant stereotype. In fact, it is in
advertising campaigns such as this one that most stereotypes are created or modified.

4.1.1.3 Watch for women: DKNY (Figure 9)

Figure 9: DKNY

This advert appeared in the magazine Glamour (UK edition) in the number that was published
in April, 2010. This magazine is aimed at women from their 20s to their 50s and deals mainly
with fashion issues. The picture shows a long shot of four women standing together and
wearing the watch; they are all connected among them. Their clothes play with the colours in
pairs (two of them wear a blue top; two of them wear a gray top with a yellow or pink
cardigan). All the colours chosen for this photo are light shades and show the variety of colours
in which the product is available. The fact that they are all in touch with each other transmits
the idea that they are close friends. Their hairstyle, clothes and make up is very similar, it
makes them look natural; even though they are in the middle of a city and they care about
their looks, they can enjoy simplicity. There is a lot of light in this advert since the photo shows
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an outdoors image. The light coming from the background clearly separates the women from
the rest of the shapes and objects.
The origin of the brand is New York City and therefore the audience immediately
associates the blurred background image with Central Park. This park is well known all over the
world thanks to the films and TV series. It carries the connotations of a unique place in the
middle of a big city that gives New Yorkers a chance to lead a healthier lifestyle. At the same
time some buildings appear behind the park. This evokes urban lifestyle, where fashion and
looks are important. Following this association, the audience can also identify these women
with the popular TV series Sex and the City. This relation can entail other features from that
series such as success, promiscuity, fashion and friendship.
Even though this advert does not present watches as jewels, it strongly emphasises
their potential as fashion accessories. The only quality that is mentioned in the advert is the
range of colours in which they are available. Besides, the other concepts that are conveyed are
youth, beauty, fashion and friendship; hence, the message sent by this advert is that by using
this watch women can become independent, fashionable women with a successful social life.
With regard to metaphors, the first thing that strikes the viewer is the similarities
between the women. They all have some kind of mirror image: they have the same hairstyle,
their make-up is akin, they share the same attitude, and they all wear a similar watch. An
effect of coordination is thereby created, and, because of the item advertised, TIME IS
COORDINATION can be inferred. Since time is an abstract entity that is so transcendental in
nowadays’ world, the watch appears as the only way to control it and therefore time is
metonymically related to the watch. The conceptual domain TIME contains some features that
can be mapped onto the domain COORDINATION. One of these features is its rhythm, its pace.
The importance of this quality in coordination is evident. Precision can also be mapped from
one domain to the other, and it is the basic characteristic needed in time’s metonymical
extension, the watch.
This advert is clearly aimed at a feminine audience. To start with, the logo is pink,
which is strongly associated with femininity. Besides, the only detail provided about the
product is that it is available in many colours. This information is supposed to be the main
interest for women since men are said to care less about their aspect or the little details like
matching the colours of their clothes and accessories. In fact, this advert shows the watch as a
mere accessory rather than a useful tool.
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4.1.1.4 Jorg Gray (Figure 10)

Figure 10: Jorg Gray

This advert was found in the magazine Esquire, in the number that appeared in August, 2010.
Esquire is a magazine aimed at men that is published in the U.S. by the Hearst Corporation.
The photo shows a close up of the watch that occupies the centre of the image. The
brand and logo are written above it. Next to the watch, on the right-hand side of it, there are
some technical details about the product. The watch has black plastic straps with grooves in
the shape of parallel lines and the brand of the product. The face is also made of plastic and
has a ring around it with big numbers. Its fonts are in white and orange and its background is
black. In the face the brand is again mentioned. Since the brand appears so many times the
viewer can deduct that it is an asset when trying to persuade the audience to purchase this
watch. This tries to give the impression that it is a quality brand that is probably expensive but
also trustworthy. However, the casual look of the watch indicate a more informal use, it
evokes leisure, sport. The advert is very dark; the key light that illuminates the product is
directed to the face of the watch and is reflected on the straps. There is a nuance of
background light that separates the outline of the watch from the background. The
background colour is dark brown; it is so dark that it seems to be black. Since the other colours
used in this advert are white and orange, brown is in the same line. Such a dark background
makes the face of the watch stand out much more. It also emphasises the presence of text in
the page. The aforementioned impression that the brand is one of the most relevant features
about this watch is reinforced by the big fonts in which it is written; the brand is trying to
convey that this product is backed up by a powerful brand. The fonts used for its name are
quite original and evoke technology, even if they are not easy to read.
Because of the fact that the publication is American, there is an anecdote that may be
well known for its target readers but is probably unknown for the rest of the people. President
Obama was given a Jorg Gray watch by a secret service agent, and the fact that he usually
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wore it was interpreted as an attempt of the President to be seen as closer to common people.
Hence, casual as the product may look, the viewers that have this background knowledge
about this brand will have an extra appeal and connotations of quality and success. For this
sector of the audience –probably the ones the advert is aimed at– any product that is
advertised using this brand will send the message that its owner is successful (at least
economically), has good taste and is concerned about the appearance and quality of his/her
goods. For the viewers that do not have this previous knowledge on the brand, it looks like a
sporty watch.
With regard to metaphors, the background of the advert shows some skyscrapers on it,
making the watch look as big as they are. This perspective establishes a comparison between
both domains, WATCH and BUILDING. Buildings entail a certain degree of technology and
careful planning and construction, so these features are mapped onto the watch, since the
complex mechanism that can be seen in the picture transmits the idea of precision: it controls
time, so its effectiveness is associated to complex tools. WATCH TECHNOLOGY IS INTELLIGENT
BUILDING could be construed. This comparison can also transmit the idea that these objects
are extremely important in everyday life since we build our lives around them –both our
properties and our time.
Finally, there are some features that define this advert as aimed at a masculine
audience: the use of dark colours, the technical data and the lack of any aesthetic feature,
functionality and quality take priority over its design.

4.1.2. Spanish advertisements
4.1.2.1. Perfume for women: Tous H2O (Figure 11)

Figure 11: Tous H2O
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This advert appeared in the women magazine Marie Claire in December 2010. It is a medium
shot picture taken from a straight on position. The image shows a woman looking at the
camera. She is naked and her hair is wet, as if she had just had a shower. This is connected to
the cause being advertised together with the product. The position of this hand and her facial
expression suggest that she is waiting to see what the viewer is going to do, her gaze is
inquisitive with a partially lifted eyebrow and her lips are slightly parted. She is only wearing a
bracelet with the shape of the bottle of perfume; it resembles a drop of water and it insinuates
that she is indeed contributing with Intermón Oxfam’s cause. The choice of a fair-skinned
woman with blue eyes is interesting since it is not the prototypical Spanish woman. It can be
due to a potential future use of this campaign in other countries whose audience may find it
easier to identify themselves with those features.
There is no background image, only a light gray shade that contributes to create an
atmosphere of purity and simplicity. The colours used in this advert are all very light and soft,
the most attention-calling one being the bright blue shade of the bottle and the logo behind it.
When aimed at women the message inferred by the audience would be that using that
perfume they will not only be as attractive as the woman in the picture, but they will also help
others. When aimed at men the message is similar: if they buy this perfume for a woman, she
will become as attractive as the depicted woman and at the same time it will be a good action.
All the text in the advert anchors the idea of solidarity and water. The name of the
perfume, H2O, uses the chemical formula instead of the word, giving an impression of
seriousness and sophistication; still, it is widely known and most people can identify its
meaning. Underneath the logo “ecochic perfume” is written; this evokes a stereotype that has
become popular over the last few years. It has become fashionable to care about ecological
issues but at the same time taking care of one’s appearance (as opposed to the traditional
shabby-looking ecologists). The claim “Perfume of life, jewel of solidarity” makes reference to
the campaign. It suggests that this perfume (which is identified with water) is life and at the
same time it is a jewel (word game that refers to a jewel because of the shape of the bottle
and solidarity as a jewel, something valuable). The bottle of perfume that appears on the
corner of the image is juxtaposed between the image and the white part of the advert where
the text appears. This fact conveys the idea that the bottle is the centre of it all, the image and
the text; it transcends the image and is linked to the text.
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With regard to metaphorical meaning, multiple metaphors can be interpreted in this
advert. One possibility would be PERFUME IS JEWEL. Some features of the conceptual domain
JEWEL are mapped onto the target domain PERFUME: Jewels are something valuable, bright
and beautiful. These features can be seen in the shape and colour of the bottle of perfume.
Besides, the fact that the woman is wearing a bracelet that contains the same shape entails
that it is considered as a jewel.
Another possibility is PERFUME IS WATER. Again, this metaphor is reinforced by the
shape and the colour of the bottle, which resembles a drop of water. There is also a visual
blend between the drops of water and the bottle. Both water and perfume are transparent
liquids and, as the advertisers may have intended to associate, the fact that water is precious
and necessary for life can also be mapped to the perfume. In the context of this advert both
domains are also represented by a “company”: Perfume is granted by TOUS just like water is
catered for by Intermón Oxfam.
This advert makes a reference to the fact that water is life. Water is considered to be a
precious commodity that has a different consideration depending on the country; in some
places water is given for granted whereas in other countries (the countries where Intermón
Oxfam works) there is no easy access to it and in different places lives seem to have different
values.

4.1.2.2. Cologne for men: Loewe 7 (Figure 12)

Figure 12: Loewe 7

This advert appeared in bus stops from September 2010 to February 2011. It also appeared in
many fashion blogs and websites devoted to celebrities, perfumes and fashion
(www.controlpublicidad.com). The fact that the advertisers followed this strategy reveals that
the potential audience is massive as are the situations in which people have been exposed to it.
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These situations will determine the way the advert is interpreted; for example, it will not be
perceived in the same way by a 50 year-old man on his way to work or a 20 year-old tourist
who is visiting the city.
The photo shows a medium shot of a man, Cayetano Rivera, who is dressed with the
bullfighter’s costume and stands facing the audience. He is getting ready for a bullfight and so
he needs the most important things: the costume and his Loewe cologne. His right arm is
covered by the cape, but his left hand is on his hip showing confidence, courage and readiness
for action. He is looking at the camera but instead of looking at it straight, his head is slightly
turned to the right. This gesture gives him an alert gaze, emphasised by his serious face
expression. His haircut, sideboards and features look rough but attractive at the same time. He
is the prototypical man; a bullfighter. So this product will appeal to real men.
The photo is taken in black and white and the only colour that appears in the advert is
the blue bottle. This choice puts the focus on the bottle of cologne, since bullfighter’s
costumes tend to be extremely colourful and bright. The only colourful item, the bottle, in this
advert is the first thing that attracts the viewer’s attention. Since a black background has been
used, the bullfighter looks somehow merged with the background, his hair and part of his
costume cannot be distinguished from it.
The use of a bullfighter is in itself a meaningful election since bullfighting is being
seriously questioned by society. At the same time, Loewe is a very exclusive brand whose
clients have high purchasing power and it is among these people that bullfighting has most of
its supporters. In any case, the message that is transmitted to the men who see this advert is
that if they use this cologne they will be brave and masculine and will succeed. Women who
see it will infer that if they buy this cologne for a man he will be as attractive and brave as this
man.
With regard to metaphors, since this cologne is aimed at real men, the mapping
suggests that MASCULINITY IS A BULLFIGHTER. The bullfight costume makes the audience infer
that just like a bullfighter has his instruments that he needs to use in order to face the bull, a
man has his cologne that he needs to use in order to face everyday life. The conceptual
domain that is activated by the image of Cayetano Rivera evokes manliness and bravery,
qualities that are immediately mapped on the domain BULLFIGHTER. The bullfighter needs to
be brave, and for women –the main target audience of the advert– bravery is traditionally
seen as a necessary quality in men.
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Concerning gender, this advert is very significant. Roughness is often related with
masculinity, the values that “have to” appear in an advert aimed at men are manliness,
courage, emotions, danger, etc. Men tend to admire other men for what they are, rather than
judge them for the people or roles in his life. In this advert Cayetano can be admired because
of his courage, his strength, his manliness or his success, but no one will consider whether he
has a successful personal life or many friends or children, as normally happens when adverts
are aimed at women.

4.1.2.3. Watch for women: Tous (Figure 13)

Figure 13: Tous

This advert appeared in Marie Claire in December 2010. This magazine is aimed at women and
deals with issues such as beauty, fashion and health. The time of the year when this advert
appeared was December, and thus the Christmas campaign was in its climax. The kind of
audience who might be interested in this watch may be interested in it just because of its
brand. Therefore, showing the brand has the utmost importance, but including an appealing
message is necessary, too. In this case, the viewer will perceive that this watch is a wish come
true. Emotional Christmas feelings together with the hint of magic reinforce the charm of the
product.
There is a computer-generated polar bear entering a room. The bear has been the
symbol of the brand TOUS in many different products such as rings, necklaces, handbags, Tshirts, etc., so even if this bear does not really resemble the one normally used for TOUS
products, it does have a strong relation with the brand. When it enters the room, the floor is
covered with a red carpet. Red and white are the colours of Christmas, and this idea is
reinforced by the presence of snow. Since the door is slightly open, some snow has entered
the room and is covering the floor, and more snow is falling into the room. Snow and
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Christmas are commonly associated with presents, warm feelings and happiness, so the
appearance of the bear in such circumstances and carrying a watch with it indicates that the
bear has gone into someone’s house to leave a Christmas present. Therefore, this watch will
make the receiver happy. The watch is white and has the shape of TOUS’ bear on the sphere. It
looks elegant and rather plain.
The key light illuminates the bear and the watch, giving them prominence. On the
other hand, there is a secondary light that is part of the setting: Since the people in the house
are sleeping and the bear is slipping into the house with a present, the lights in the room are
off and the only light beam comes from the street. Since there is no light in the image, all the
setting is quite dark and is it difficult to distinguish the drawings the door has. It all contributes
to create the meaning of Christmas night presents as a magical event.
Supporting this message there is a claim written in the white part of the page: “Make a
wish”. This sentence addresses the viewer so directly that can make them feel involved in the
message. It is a typical sentence used in special occasions such as birthdays or New Year’s Eve,
so it adds this meaning of festivity to the product. At the same time, the fonts used for the
logo are unequivocally pointing to the brand, which is crucial in order to understand this
advert.
As for metaphors, some features that are projected can give place to the metaphor
WATCH IS WISH COME TRUE. This advert contains a metonymic relationship between the
brand and the product conveyed through the bear and the watch; the watch depicts an iconic
representation of a bear which has a very particular shape. The mere shape of this bear is
instantly related to the brand it belongs to, and therefore to the associations carried by the
brand. Other features that can be mapped from the domains watch and wish, are the
following: (i) One can ask for the watch as a present (especially in the context set by the
advert), just like one can ask for a wish. (ii) The fulfilment of this petition results in happiness,
which is another feature strongly associated to the concept of Christmas, entailed in the advert.
The claim “make a wish” establishes that in this time of the year wishes are prone to come
true. And, according to the advert, one of the wishes the audience can long for is the watch.
(iii) Finally, presents and wishes (the watch being either of them), are both normally obtained
thanks to someone else. This “someone else” is, in the Christmas setting, often some fantasy
character that delivers the presents at night. In brief, the advert creates the association that
TOUS makes wishes come true.
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4.1.2.4. Watch for men: Viceroy (Figure 14)

Figure 14: Viceroy

This campaign appeared in the media in the summer of 2010. It has been found in the Internet,
in the site www.viceroy.es.
This medium shot has been taken from a straight on position. Fernando Alonso is
leaning on a tilted surface that resembles a table. Alonso’s public image includes success,
professional achievement, seriousness, self confidence and professionalism. This advert tries
to transfer all these qualities to the watch. He is dressed in black over a black background, so
only his face and arms stand out in the advert. His facial expression suggests confidence (slight
smile) and decisiveness (eyebrow position and gaze). His arms are placed one over the other
showing both wrists, which would not have happened if he had crossed his arms. This arm
position lets the viewer see the watch and also the bracelet Alonso is wearing on his left wrist
(Viceroy also sells jewellery even if that is not mentioned in the advert). The only hint of colour
in the photo appears in the red circles inside the face of the watch. The table where Alonso is
leaning is tilted upwards. This gives a feeling that the hand that is wearing the watch is
ascending and creates dynamism. A key light is directed to Alonso’s arm, more specifically to
the wrist where he is wearing the watch. There is a background light coming from behind him
that separates him from the background, and a “V” made of light contributes to create
dynamism in the picture. This advert tells the audience that Alonso is so successful and feels so
confident because he wears this watch and therefore using it (either the viewer himself or
when given as a present) will make its user enjoy the same qualities.
There is a relation between a racing driver and a watch; car races are based on time,
for the driver, time is the most important factor. So, concerning metaphors, the audience can
infer the metaphor TIME IS SPACE or TIME IS MOVEMENT IN SPACE. In this case, time is
metonymically related with watch. The watch is also similar to a race in that there is a path
that has to be followed once and again, just like the path the hands of the watch cover. As a
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matter of fact, time is often conceptualised in terms of a line along which we place events:
therefore we can use the expression “how far” to ask about future events or “look forward” to
something. As for mappings, Fernando Alonso is wearing this watch because time is vital for
him, succeeding is a matter of tenths of seconds. At the same time, he is a pilot in car races, so
metaphorical expressions such as “a race against time” or “time passes” establish a parallelism
between time and speed, between the car and the watch. Alonso’s aim is to win the races, he
has to be in control of the car, but he also needs to control time, which he can do by means of
the watch.
As for gender, the choice of black as the main colour points at a masculine target
audience. Besides, the association of time and races would not work with a feminine public
since car racing, speed and competitiveness are fields that are mainly associated with men.

4.1.3. French advertisements
4.1.3.1. Perfume for women: L’Occitane en Provence: Pivoine (Figure 15)

Figure 15: L’Occitane en Provence: Pivoine

This advert appeared in Vogue magazine, in the number that appeared in August 2010. This
magazine, which is very influential, is aimed at a feminine audience and deals mainly with
fashion issues.
This advert consists of a photo of a pink bottle of perfume that is surrounded by pink
petals that pretend to form a flower, so that he bottle is emerging from the centre. The top of
the bottle is hidden by more pink petals, and some of them are flying into the sky. The way in
which the bottle is presented may remind of a woman’s body in a situation similar to that of
Botticelli’s Birth of Venus. The flying petals move in the air like the woman’s hair would. And
even the flower underneath the bottle can be interpreted as “giving birth” to the perfume.
This image evokes nature and spring, and was therefore taken in a natural setting. Around the
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subject we can see little plants that create an illusion as if the advert had not been carefully
prepared, as if it was a natural situation that could happen. Another function covered by the
plants is giving a narrative force to the advert; a soft breeze is moving them and making the
petals fly. This movement transmits calmness and freshness. Underneath this scene the sky is
blue and there are some clouds, but both the twigs and the sky are blurred and their colours
are very soft, reinforcing the feeling of peace and quiet.
According to the website of the brand (www.loccitane.com), the original idea of the
campaign was to relate this perfume with the nymph Peony, who was turned into a flower by a
goddess who was jealous of her. However, this message is probably misunderstood unless the
audience is familiar with the story of the nymph or the underlying intention of the campaign.
The main message a feminine audience may understand puts in relation using the perfume
and being beautiful and having a nice scent, just like the flower.
The name of the product, Peony, is probably an attempt to anchor the advert and the
aforementioned legend of the nymph, but again, it will only work with very specific audiences.
The lack of additional text or visual references limits the understanding of the advert to the
domain of the flower, its scent and its beauty.
On the other hand, the fonts used are very specific of the brand, which appears in
three different places; it seems that the brand is more important than giving additional
information about the product itself.
Within the conventions used in perfume advertising, this advert shows an interesting
variable. Most adverts depict the user of the product showing a stereotype the users may want
to become similar to, but this advert only shows the product. It is harder for the viewers to
identify themselves with the potential user of the product, but at the same time it is can be
considered more honest in the sense that it shows the product actually being sold.
With regard to metaphors, if the initial idea of the campaign is taken into account, the
image depicts a nymph emerging from inside a flower. In this case the ontological metaphor
PERFUME IS NYMPH could be inferred; qualities such as magic, myth and beauty would be
transferred to the woman who used this perfume. This metaphor has strong gender
implications since nymphs were strictly feminine creatures that are mainly associated with
superb physical features; the association of men with mythical beings, such as goblins or satyrs
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would not be desirable. A visual blend can also be found between a vase and the bottle, or a
flower and the bottle.
A metonymy based on a ingredient for product relationship can be seen between the
flower and the perfume. Showing the components of the product is a way of creating
expectations in the potential users, just like when food products give information about the
ingredients.
4.1.3.2. Cologne for men: Guerlain: Habit Rouge (Figure 16)

Figure 16: Guerlain: Habit Rouge

This advert appeared in GQ magazine in November 2010. Although this advert is seen in the
informal context of a magazine, there is a contrast between the light-hearted content of the
magazine (and the other adverts that appear in it) and the lack of colour and sobriety of this
advert.
From a technical point of view, the camera was placed at the level of the man’s hands,
so when the audience looks at his face it seems that they are looking up, which places him in a
position of dominance.
A smart, elegant man is standing with his back to us. He is looking to the left with a
serious and strict facial expression. His neat suit makes his body look angular, all the lines are
straight. Even some elements in his face, like his cheekbone, forehead and nose create straight
and hard lines. His hands are placed in his back, one of them is holding the other, and this one
is closed giving the impression of aggressiveness normally associated with fists. On top of that,
apparently held by the fist, a bright red riding crop goes all the way up from his hand to his
neck, dividing his back in two. His jacket has no wrinkles or imperfections. The only
particularity it has in the red light-like line that surrounds part of it. The fact that the photo is
displayed in black and white emphasises the use of lighting; there is a higher contrast between
illuminated areas and shades and the image is devoid of any softness or other implications
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carried out by colour. And the only colour that appears is red, which is the colour of
aggressiveness. There is however a little ambiguity concerning this advert; the shadows cast by
light on the back of the man create certain angles that resemble shoulder blades giving it a
feminine shape. The riding crop has phallic and dominant connotations.
The lack of background makes the viewer construct meaning from the advert only
from the image of the man. The main impression the advert makes is seriousness, strictness,
strength and maybe power.
Concerning the message of this advert, when aimed at a masculine audience, this
advert transmits the idea that this cologne makes the user (much) more masculine; he will be
taken seriously and he will be powerful yet elegant and will have power over others. If aimed
at an audience that may be sexually attracted towards the man in the photo, it can make the
viewer think that the man in his/her life can become powerful and masculine if he gets this
cologne. However the riding crop can create a negative effect since it evokes violence and
aggression and nowadays society is developing a strong consciousness of the use of gender
violence.
The image of masculinity given by this advert is anchored by its claim, which appears in
the middle of the page, under the name of the product. It imitates a dictionary entry and
states that this cologne belongs to a genre, and it is not only masculine, but, as clarified in
brackets, very masculine. The use of ellipsis and the lack of any unnecessary word highlight the
straightness and frugality of the advert.
With regard to metaphors, the photo invites the audience to construe the pictorial
simile COLOGNE IS LIKE A SUIT due to the red line that surrounds both the bottle and parts of
the suit: in this case, features such as the elegance of the user are mapped from the source
domain into the target domain. Besides, the writing on the suit, in the middle of the page
resembles that of the label of the bottle in shape, content and position.
Another metaphor that can be inferred is COLOGNE IS POWER, which is reflected by
the riding crop but also by the suit and the look of the man.
This advert shows a stereotype of men as strong, powerful and serious. Men give
orders and are obeyed (by their employees, in some cultures even by their families) and in this
advert this is reflected by the riding crop. Men are also rational and serious (as opposed to
women, who are stereotypically weaker and sentimental), which is obvious in this image. And
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men are the ones who work and earn a salary doing something important, as is entailed by the
suit the man in the photo is wearing. If it had been an advert of a perfume for women, and the
technique used had been the exploitation of femininity, the photo would have probably been
very different. It would have probably shown a woman emphasising physical beauty and warm
personality, she might even have been described using her roles as a wife or as a mother. Even
though stereotypes are changing and women are also shown as workers, this seems to be only
a little part of their occupations (unlike in the case of men), since the house and the family,
together with taking care of themselves are seen as priorities.
4.1.3.3. Watch for women: Opex (Figure 17)

Figure 17: Opex

This advert appeared in Vogue magazine during the summer of 2010. This magazine is aimed
at women who are interested in fashion issues. Thus, the message conveyed is directly
associated to this target public. At first, the most noticeable trait of the image is the shape of
the watch. The fact that its shape is not the common one indicates that the product has been
carefully designed and is meant to be fashionable and decorative.
This advert shows a watch that is partly submerged in a white liquid. The watch is not a
conventional one; its strap is much longer and thinner and is made up of two cable-like cords.
The way these cords are attached to the face of the watch looks casual and improvised since it
consists of a mere knot. The way the shape is curled as it dips into the white liquid reminds of
a snake or a dragon (maybe even the Loch Ness monster) appearing in the middle of a lake or a
sea. Some parts of the straps are blurred, which creates a feeling of movement. The product is
depicted as an accessory, an ornament. And at the view of appearance, it has probably been
designed with this intention. The liquid in which the watch is bathing can evoke milk and
therefore Cleopatra’s bath.
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The background of this advert consists of the liquid in which the watch is floating. It
looks soft and calm. It is interesting to note how the ripples in the liquid do not appear in the
place where the watch is, but behind it, creating narrative movement in the picture; the watch
is moving forward, as if it was a living entity with will.
The main colour in this advert is white. Although there are some elements in gray, they
are minimal. White is the colour of elegance and glamour, but at the same time, unlike other
colours, it is devoid of strong associations in our culture. Some text seems to indicate the
direction the strap is following underneath the liquid. The text “pleasure is designed” anchors
the aforementioned idea that this product is a designer item: its shape and making is more
important than its primary function (telling time). Also the choice of the fonts is relevant. The
mention to pleasure is written in rounded fonts and its size is about the size of the watchstrap.
All these references about design and the inclusion of the word pleasure make the
audience infer that if they use this watch they will be fashionable and trendy and their lives
will be more pleasing. It is therefore aimed at a feminine audience because of the features of
the watch and the importance given to appearance. When aimed at a masculine audience the
message would be similar, it would involve that giving it to a woman will be pleasing and will
make that woman look classier.
This advert belongs to the scarce group of adverts that show the actual product
(although some traits can somehow direct the meaning the audience will infer) rather than
their potential users. Although this characteristic is more common in watch adverts than in
other products, the tendency (especially when the advert is aimed at women) is to show a
setting in which the watch is just a small part of it.
Concerning metaphorical items, in the claim “pleasure is designed”, we can identify
that WATCH IS SUBJECT OF PLEASURE since the watch seems to be enjoying a bath, the
movement the image has makes it look as if it was a living creature. PLEASURE IS OBJECT
would be constructed according to the claim, pleasure can be designed. These metaphors
point at the view of the watch as an item used for its visual effect, the qualities that should
appear when advertising a watch (that is, the features that are relevant for its basic function –
telling the time–) are not mentioned; there is no reference to its precision, mechanism or
quality, only to its appearance. This is very common in adverts aimed at women, who are
supposed to worry more about what the watch will look like when they wear it than about its
actual use.
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4.1.3.4. Watch for men: Jaeger-Le Coultre (Figure 18)

Figure 18: Jaeger-LeCoultre

This advert appeared in GQ magazine in November 2010. Due to the target audience of this
magazine, the message sent through it reaches an audience that may not be so interested in
the complicated mechanics of the watch, and therefore the idea is simplified by the use of
similes. The person who sees this advert will perceive it as a quality product that has the finest
technology (so sophisticated that it needs to be “translated” for the non-specialists) and is
probably very expensive. It can therefore show wealth and style, together with concern about
quality items.
At first sight, what the audience see in this advert is a watch with many data in its face
displayed in the centre of the page. It looks complex and sophisticated, but at the same time it
is rather elegant. Its watchstraps are made of bright black leather and the metal around the
face seems to be gold. The lower part of the face shows the inside and at the same time
contains more information for the user. Above this picture there is another image of the watch,
this time seen from the inside. The amount of pieces and screws in it makes it look very
complete and complicated.
The background has no complex image, only a surface that resembles asphalt or stone.
This surface evokes technology and modernity and highlights the face of the watch.
The text in this advert anchors the idea of quality and gives additional information
about the brand and the product. It can be divided in three parts: (i) a claim that is easy to
understand and conveys the main innovation of the watch: “two brains for an unbeatable
precision”. (ii) The information displayed in the gray stripe shows additional features of the
watch, even if it is not entirely technical, it does explain what this innovative system consists of.
It finishes by saying: “had you ever worn a real watch?”, again, anchoring the idea of quality
and exclusiveness. (iii) The text at the bottom of the page reveals that the brand is partner of
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UNESCO in the preservation of the places considered as world heritage and then goes on to
inform the viewer about the location of its shop. This information about the partnership may
be irrelevant for the purpose of the advert, but it conveys the idea that it is an important and
serious brand that has powerful relations (again, anchoring the idea of wealth and power).
This advert may represent the stereotypical advert of a watch. It shows the watch in
the middle of the page and mentions its main features (although it is original in the position of
the hands; only one of the pairs is pointing at 13:50). This is normally the convention in most
adverts for watches (at least when they are aimed at men).
As for metaphorical content, the main multimodal structural metaphor that can be
construed is WATCH IS PERSON: both a watch and a person have face and hands, but this one
has an organ –the brain– that controls several functions. Even by the look of the face some
similarities can be found; the upper spheres resemble eyes, the one in the middle could be
seen as a nose and the lower semi circle could be interpreted as a mouth, which would give
the face of this watch a much more literal meaning. And, according to this advert, MECHANISM
IS BRAIN; it is inside the head, and it is an organ that regulates several functions.
Gender is clear in this advert when compared with other adverts of watches for
women: Precision, technology, wealth, innovative mechanism, etcetera are used as claims for
men to be attracted to the product, unlike the features that are normally emphasised when
watches are intended for women (design, trend, colours...).

4.1.4. Japanese advertisements
4.1.4.1. Perfume for women: Mystic Angel (Figure 19)

Figure 19: Mystic Angel

This advert appeared in the magazine Classy in June, 2010. This magazine is aimed at young
women (in their 20s or 30s), so the context in which it may be seen is rather informal. The
message sent to the audience of this advert is not related to the product being advertised
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(probably because being a print advert, it is very difficult to convey information about a
perfume that will actually evoke a scent in the viewer).
The image shows two women standing next to each other. One of them is dressed in a
filmy white dress with a big white flower. Her face looks very natural, with almost no make-up
on it. She has a big smile on her face and looks naive and her hairdo is slightly girlish. Partly
hidden behind her we can see a woman with a very different attitude. She is wearing a
provocative bright red dress and a scarf of the same silky fabric around her neck. She is
wearing a lot of make-up that includes bright red lips, rouge and heavy make-up in her eyes.
Although her hairdo is somewhat similar to that of the other woman, her ponytail does not
look so innocent, but fairly provocative. She has a serious yet alluring facial expression, as if
she was trying to seduce the viewer. The fact that she is placed behind the other woman gives
the impression that this is the real personality of the angelical-looking one. Although they look
different from in each other in appearance and attitude, the text indicates that it is the same
woman showing two different personalities.
In front of the woman dressed in white there is a photo of the bottle of perfume; both
the bottle and the top are bright red with golden fonts or details, and its shape of the top
resembles a jewel.
The lack of any image in the background prevents the audience from figuring out
where the women are. However, the position of both women transmits the aforementioned
idea.
The colours chosen for this advert are very significant due to the conventions evoked
by the image and the text; red stands for the devil, but also for attractiveness and sensuality,
whereas white is the colour of innocence and purity. The colour of both the fonts and the
background ranges from yellow to ochre, colour that is related to money or light (both
concepts might be related to the different personalities of the women).
The message that the advert transmits implies that by using this perfume, women will
develop a personality that is not constrained by social rules and people’s expectations, a freer
and sexier self. It can be appealing for women since it tells them that this perfume will activate
their sensual and attractive side while keeping their naive one and it can also appeal to a
masculine audience since men can understand that the women in their lives will have these
two sides, each of them being desirable for different circumstances.
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This message is anchored by the claim, which says “this perfume is the trap. I hope the
other me will notice”. Although the colours and the aesthetics used clearly evoke the idea of
good and evil, the name of the product, Mystic Angel, together with the small symbol on the
top right-hand side corner of the page (the shape of a heart with an aura and angel-like wings
and the words “angel heart in it”), reinforce this connotation.
As for the metaphorical content of this advert, the metaphors PERFUME IS ANGEL and
PERFUME IS DEVIL can be inferred through the perspective of an occidental conception. The
“angel” domain would be activated by the woman dressed in white and anchored by the text,
and the “devil” domain would be related with the woman dressed in red and the design of the
bottle. It is very common in Western representations to identify goodness, angels and
obedience with white and rebelliousness, temperament and controversy with red. The
“westernisation” that is taking place in Japan has led them to use these kinds of
representations and include them in their culture.
From a sociologic approach, it is interesting to note that in Japan, people – and
especially women – are subject to a number of social rules that they are expected to follow.
But since attitudes and ways of thinking are changing fast, younger women do not feel inclined
to do so and look for a way of escaping. This advert presents a way to escape from this
convention; women can keep up appearances while giving free rein to their personality.
Regarding gender issues, these metaphors are frequently aimed at women. Men are
not normally associated to this bipolar personality. On top of that, coyness and naivety are
qualities often attributed to women, but not to men. And the sensuality represented by the
“evil woman” in this advert is also a concept more frequently attributed to women. Had the
perfume been aimed at men, this approach would surely not have been used.
4.1.4.2. Watch for men: Citizen Eco Drive (Figure 20)

Figure 20: Citizen Eco Drive
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This advert appeared in a page of the magazine Safari during the summer of 2010. Since the
advert appeared in a magazine, the context in which the audience sees it is mainly informal. It
appeared in a magazine aimed at men from their 30s to their 40s that often deals with fashion
issues. The advert shows the upper third of the man, so it is a medium close-up of the subject.
We can only see his head and chest up to the elbow but this seems to be enough in order to
imagine the rest of his body position.
Since the product being advertised is a watch for men, the depicted man is one who
reflects the same values the watch wants to advertise. Citizen Eco-Drive is conceived as a
modern watch with modern values: there is no need of periodical maintenance like changing
the battery, which also involves ecological advantages. The man in the advert has long, wavy
and dishevelled hair which is not a feature of Japanese people. He has therefore an interest on
his looks; he wants to be in fashion. On the other hand, he is wearing a light blue leather-like
jacket and a big, black handbag. Again, these clothes imply that he cares about his appearance
and likes modern items. He is looking at some indefinite point with curiosity and decision. He is
probably travelling so he cannot worry about his watch’s maintenance; he needs something
practical that accords with his modern and care-free style.
The background consists of a blue sky with some hints of clouds on it. This draws the
attention exclusively to the man and reinforces at the same time the idea of ecology, but also
evokes freedom and nature.
The colours used for this advert are mainly different shades of blue. The fact that his
jacket and the sky look similar could lead us to think that he is integrated in nature. At the
same time, blue is a colour that is associated with calm and tranquillity.
The message sent by this advert is intended for a masculine audience that can identify
themselves with the man that appears in the photo. It could be understood as “if you have this
watch you would look fashionable. You would travel around the world and therefore be free
and lead an exciting life”. Although the image conveys this idea, it is in fact reinforced by the
text. The image may evoke freedom and journey, but it is the text what concretes this
impression by saying “to the world” or “the watch that travels to the world”. The name of the
brand itself (“Citizen”) is significant as an anchor in the advert.
As for metaphors, this advert contains the metaphor LIFE IS JOURNEY, in which the
product is personified and presented as WATCH IS A TRAVELLER. This idea is supported both by
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the image (the watch is “accompanying” the man in his journey) and by the text (“the watch
that travels to the world”). The sentence “instantaneous transfer to 26 cities in the world”
contains a significant time reference; it seems as if this watch was above temporal and physical
laws and could transport the user to other places literally in no time. Besides, the use of time
references when a watch is being advertised resembles a word game. These metaphors seem
to imply that wearing this watch leads to an adventurous life, emotions, unknown things and
interesting experiences. At the same time the idea of freedom is a very significant concept in
Japanese society because of the pressure they experience from their childhood to the
retirement. This metaphor appears in an advert aimed at men since it would not be so
acceptable for a woman to travel on her own and look for emotions; although things are
changing in Japanese society, women are still normally seen as housewives, or looking for
protection rather than experiences.
4.1.4.3. Watch for women: Seiko (Figure 21)

Figure 21: Seiko

This advert appeared in a magazine called Oggi, in the number published in June, 2005. It is a
magazine aimed at young women that deals mainly with fashion and fitness issues. It is
normally read in an informal context.
In this advert, the subject depicted is a woman who is wearing a white, wide shirt,
standing in the left half of the page. She looks confident and satisfied, and her head is slightly
raised. Her hair is long and straight and looks carefully done but natural. Her look is also
natural when it comes to make-up, the most noticeable trait are her lips, which are lightly pink
and glossy. Her nails are also painted in pale pink and carefully manicured. Her left hand is
placed in an elegant fashion over her waist, and her right hand is moving as if she was trying to
reach for something, showing narrative value. It is interesting to note how she looks utterly
static, there is no movement whatsoever in her, except for the hand where she is wearing the
watch. This can be related to the concept of time as something in constant movement. The
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naturalness of her looks contrast with the idea of princesses. Her make-up, her clothes and
even her attitude are devoid of majesty. She could even remind the viewer of the story of
Cinderella, who was so natural and plain that no one could imagine that she could become a
princess. In this case, rather than a glass slipper, the artefact that relates her with royalty and
evokes luxury is the watch. In spite of her plain appearance, just by wearing this watch she
becomes a princess. It is surprising the choice of the picture since the watch is hardly visible,
even if her arms are shown in the picture.
This picture has no background image, so the attention centres on the woman and the
watches. This advert uses very light, pale colours such as white and pink. This transmits the
idea of simplicity and naturalness, apart from the feminine connotations of the colour pink.
Although in Japan this colour was originally related to samurai who died young in battle and
then to lust, gradually it has acquired the meaning of femininity. It is also interesting to note
that in Japan the occasional prejudices towards pink colour do not exist.
As usually happens, the message sent to the viewer is not directly related to the
product being advertised, but to the imaginary additional consequences of using it. Women
who see this advert infer that if they wear these watches they will become princesses, not
literally but with respect to the way they feel, the way they are perceived and even the way
they act. This message evokes the idea of princesses normally held by young girls that does not
include any negative aspect such as obligations or responsibility. The domain of princesses is
activated by the claim of the advert, since there is nothing in the picture that reflects this (no
crown or tiara, no luxury clothes or jewels, etc.). Therefore, this is a clear case of the
importance of anchorage, that is, how the text can explain the meaning of an image that
would, otherwise, be easily misinterpreted.
Concerning metaphors, this advert sends the message that through the use of this
watch women can become princesses (and therefore lead a glamorous life, be rich and loved
and be regarded as special), showing a metonymic link between royalty and the watch. The
text seems to point to this direction when it introduces the notion of princesses and makes the
viewer associate the woman’s gesture and body posture as royalty features. On the other hand,
the fact that she feels like a princess constitutes a simile.
The claim “design your time” on top of the advert points at the metaphor TIME IS ART;
mapped features are that time can be designed, it can be customized and what is done with it
can be appreciated by others.
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As for gender issues, this advert aims clearly at a feminine audience, not only because
of the colours used and the information provided (about becoming a princess and getting
beautiful presents), but also, and especially, because of the analysed metaphor. It is interesting
to note how the most appealing figure for women in royalty is normally a princess whereas
men show a stronger attraction to the figure of the king. This may be associated to the degree
of power (and responsibilities) normally ascribed to these positions and the urge for power
men are supposed to have.

4.2.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

From a more general perspective, and comparing the four cultures, some contrasts are
remarkable. Concerning perfumes for women, the eight adverts coming from English and
Spanish magazines used women to present the product; however, only three did of the French
and Japanese tokens followed that strategy – two French adverts and one of the Japanese
ones. The use of flowers was, to a lesser extent, also recurrent: six of the sixteen adverts used
them – two English, two French, and two Japanese adverts. Femininity and sex were common
underlying notions – each of them appeared in ten of the sixteen adverts included in the
corpus. English and French adverts seem to use more the ideas of sex and temptation,
whereas Japanese and Spanish campaigns used other strategies such as nature, solidarity or
provocation.
In spite of certain culture-influenced choices (the use of a certain type of flower, the
appearance of a particular celebrity, etc.), none of them was particularly dissonant with
respect to the other cultures.
With regard to colognes for men¸ the presence of men in the image was also a
repeated pattern: eleven adverts from the twelve that formed the corpus depicted men (five
of them wore none or little clothes), projecting an image of manhood and strength. However,
obvious references to sex were only present in five adverts – two were English, two were
Spanish and one was French. Success could be thought as another exploitable resource, but,
again, it appeared in only six of the adverts (with more presence in the English tokens than in
the Spanish or French ones). In this case the corpus was more reduced due to the absence of
Japanese adverts of cologne for men.
As for watches for women, once again, women were more prone to appear in the
image than watches – in eleven out of sixteen adverts women were depicted; the watch
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appeared on its own in only five adverts, and together with another image but in a prominent
position in four cases. This pointed to a perception of the watch as a accessory or a jewel, idea
that was found in thirteen of the adverts – in three of the English, French and Japanese tokens
and in all the Spanish ones. Surprisingly, the concept of femininity was not so often used; it
appeared in eight of the adverts, three of them being Japanese campaigns. Success, either in
sports or in love life, was present in five of the adverts, but, interestingly, it did not occur in
Japanese campaigns.
Regarding watches for men, the tendency is to show the watch rather than its users –
twelve adverts showed the watch on its own or in a prominent position, only four showed the
user more than the product. This tendency was more evident in Western countries’ adverts
than in Japan, where only two of the adverts gave preference to the watch over the user. The
general tendency is to transmit an image of success and technology over the idea of manliness.
The notion of success was present in nine of the adverts – three were English, three were
Spanish, three were French and only one was Japanese. Here again, Japanese advertisers did
not use this notion much. Technology either depicted through the watch itself or through
other elements present in the advert (buildings, cars, etc.) also appeared in nine tokens. It was
France which used more this notion than the other countries – three of the adverts used it as
opposed to the other advertisers, which used it twice in each country.

4.2.1. English advertisements: Perfumes and colognes
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
The adverts of perfume for women that have been analysed had a number of features in
common, such as the fact that all of them used the image of a woman (or a number of men
and women in the case of D&G) to transmit the ideas they want viewers to associate with the
product. In most cases primary signified concepts are sexual attraction and temptation, as can
be seen in DNKY Be delicious advert, in which a young, beautiful woman is eating an apple
giving place to metaphors such as WOMAN IS DELICACY or DKNY PERFUME IS AN APPLE if the
pictorial simile that concerns the shape and position of the bottle of perfume is taken into
account. This image transmits deliciousness and freshness, but also temptation in a twofold
way: the sexual attraction that some viewers can feel for the woman in the advert and the
intertextuality between this scene and the biblical one where Eve eats the apple in the Garden
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of Eden. A visual blend between an apple and the bottle appears in this advert, transposing
onto the product certain qualities of the domain apple, such as deliciousness or freshness.
Another pictorial simile can be observed in Gaultier’s advert, which is also presented
mainly in pink, and shows a woman who is taking her raincoat off and showing her brassiere
under it. This image expresses sensuality and provocation, and these qualities of the perfume
are transposed onto the woman, and therefore onto the potential user who sees the advert
by means of the pictorial simile GAULTIER PERFUME IS WOMAN. This is emphasised by the
visual blend created between the body of a woman and the bottle of perfume. The domain
activated by this advert is that of an existing cliché that is usually found in films; a woman
wearing nothing but lingerie under a raincoat. Since this cliché is associated to cinema, the
perfume is instantly associated to glamour.
The advert created by D&G also uses the idea of temptation and sensuality to attract
its viewers. Six of the most famous top models pose naked and are touching each other.
Interestingly, this advert is aimed both at men and women, and the relation between the
models and the perfume is Tarot. Tarot cards and other esoteric practices are normally
associated to women, but in this advert each of the models symbolises a Tarot card whose
name is written on the bottle. The variety in the meaning and the variety in the races of the
models lead to the metaphor VARIETY IS ATTRACTION.
The concept of temptation and sexual attraction as the feature that could persuade a
higher number of purchasers is symptomatic of the Western cultures where these adverts
were conceived. Not only cultural references such as the mentioned intertextuality or clichés
reveal the cultural precedence of the adverts, but also the consideration of sensuality as the
most desirable trait to acquire from a product.
Sex is also present in Kenzo’s advert. This advert shows a woman sitting on a roof, and,
next to her, the bottle of perfume that resembles a Japanese sword is as big as she is. Her
clothes, lips and the flowers around her are red, the colour of passion; she seems to be giving
herself to the samurai owner of the sword, which, at the same time, is a symbol of masculine
values such as violence, strength and power. Therefore, the bottle contains an integrated
metaphor, KENZO BOTTLE IS (LIKE) A SWORD; this metaphor can also be perceived as a visual
blend between the katana and the bottle of perfume.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
Adverts of cologne for men used men to convey their message as well. The four adverts used
similar colours (black, white and blue) since these colours are considered to be manly.
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Even though two of the adverts were not created by English advertisers (Jean Paul
Gaultier’s and Davidoff’s), they follow the same line of Boss’ advert. The main idea expressed
by these adverts is that using this product will make men manlier. Gaultier and Davidoff are
more evident and show men with naked torsos, weights and the sailor cliché to reflect that
idea. Gaultier’s bottle contains a visual blend between a man’s torso and the bottle of
cologne, and Davidoff’s bottle, which contains a visual blend between a weight and the
bottle, can be considered a contextual metaphor. Not only does it convey that DAVIDOFF
COLOGNE IS STRENGTH, it goes further than that. The man in this advert is not just a strong
man; he is also a champion, as is anchored by the name of the product. They are combining
the idea of strength with the notion of competitiveness.
Boss campaign refers to manliness as well, but in a more subtle way. A famous actor is
buttoning his shirt – which somehow looks parallel to the unbuttoned shirt in Calvin Klein’s
advert –, the setting (which can be seen in more detail in the TV advert that was also
launched with this campaign), his clothes and attitude invite the audience to construe BOSS
COLOGNE IS POWER or BOSS COLOGNE IS SUCCESS. This metaphor is hinted in a way that can
only work with men: the colours, the attitude and the phallic form of the bottle that appears
on the side of the page (and is as big as the man) clearly evokes manliness.
The last advert is the most different one; its message is not so aggressive but more
elegant and mature. It shows a man dressed in impeccable non-casual clothes looking
relaxed. The shape of his face, the hair that can be seen under his unbuttoned shirt and his
attitude make him look manly, but the colours, setting and fonts used, together with the
bottle of cologne, give the whole advert the idea of freshness and elegance. This impression
is strengthened by the name of the product, Aqua. If the audience construes CK COLOGNE IS
WATER, some qualities of water can be mapped onto the cologne (freshness, purity, etc.) and
then to the user of the product.

4.2.2. English advertisements: Watches
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
In the case of watches, the public at which the campaign is aimed seems to influence the way
the product is advertised. All the campaigns that were aimed at an English audience
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advertised the product by means of a woman, but the one that belonged to a global
campaign (Dior) used only the watch to advertise itself.
On the other hand, there is a clear distinction that goes beyond that consideration. The
kind of watch being advertised determines the colours, the tone and references in the advert.
DKNY watches are fairly informal, they present a fashionable article that can be used in
everyday life, and, in order to do so, they focus on the variety of colours and they express it
through the colours in the clothes of the models in the advert. The setting helps to create
associations with the popular TV series Sex and the City, which also evokes fashion and
friendship.
The rest of the adverts sell a different kind of watch. It is noticeable just by the colours
that are used: black, silver and gold immediately activate the idea of a quality product in the
mind of the viewer. Dior’s campaign is the most direct one; it only shows the watch and
mentions the jewels that the watch contains, making the audience perceive it as a jewel by
itself: this evocation to wealth and jewels can lead the audience to construe DIOR WATCH IS
TREASURE. Citizen and Rolex also try to present a feminine looking product but at the same
time they use associations that are normally ascribed to men. Citizen watch uses the text to
transpose the quality of unstoppable from the watch to the woman, so the metaphor WATCH
IS ENERGY can be construed. Moreover, the reference to her being Britain’s number 1 female
skier activates the domain of speed and races, which points to TIME IS RACE (time and watch
being metonymically related). This watch, thus, combines a feminine appearance with
competitiveness and success.
The same happens with Rolex watch. While they present a watch that is silver and
golden and is carried by a beautiful, delicate woman, the information anchored by the text
mentions the breakage of the sound barrier. The success obtained with the plane in 1947 is
now attained with the watch: ROLEX WATCH IS ACHIEVEMENT. So this advert also combines
the beauty of a jewel with the idea of achievement.

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
Men’s watches present variety in the way they present the product as well. Two adverts
(Chanel and Jorg Gray) directly showed the watch as the main image whereas the other two
(Breitling and Frederique Constant) showed a man and the watch superimposed to his image.
Once again, the colours used in all the adverts were mainly black and blue.
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In this case the adverts can be divided into those presented as tools whose efficiency is
represented through the use of water, and those that are presented as more sophisticated or
technological items.
In the first group, Chanel watch is presumably immersed and has bubbles over it. The
metaphor WATCH IS SUBMARINE can be construed by mapping features such as its
technology, resistance to water and the similarity between the face of the watch and the aim
of a weapon. The name of the collection, Marine, can also have connotations for those
viewers that are familiar with the U.S. Marine Corps, associating the watch with strength and
manliness.
Breitling is also depicted as a tool, in this occasion for Herbert Nitsch to break
freediving records – again, competitiveness appears. The text used in this advert plays with
the order of words within sentences and uses expressions that can refer either to the watch
or to Nitsch (“a peerless athlete with a mind of steel”). This watch inspires the metaphor
WATCH IS ADVENTURER, it is Nitsch’s companion in his ventures.
In the second group, Frederique Constant shows a young man driving a convertible car.
The movement of this photo is reflected by the blurred trees, and the sophisticated man and
the car evoke associations that are very different from those of the previous adverts. The
watch in the advert is placed over the car, creating a relationship between both objects; this
gives way to the interpretation that TIME IS MOVEMENT, in which “time” is metonymically
related to the watch and “race” to the car. Also, the claim live your passion can lead to the
metaphors RACING CAR IS PASSION or OWNING A WATCH IS PASSION, since they are presented as
part of life’s passions.

The other advert that would fit into the second group is Jorg Gray’s one, which shows a
watch and hints some skyscrapers behind it. The fact that the watch is the same size of the
building establishes a relationship between both concepts, so WATCH TECHNOLOGY IS
INTELLIGENT BUILDING can be construed.
Just like in cologne adverts the most recurrent signified concept was manliness, in the
case of watches it is adventure. Chanel’s Marine watch, Breitling’s Nitsch campaign and
Frederique Constant’s advert transmit the idea of speed, power and success that can make
the product more appealing to potential buyers.
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4.2.3. Spanish advertisements: Perfumes and colognes
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
Among the adverts of women perfumes analysed, all of them were aimed at Spanish women.
Even though Trésor campaign was created in France for a French public, it has been adapted
according to the country where it was to be published. Hence, the woman they have chosen
for the advert is Penélope Cruz, who incarnates the idea of success and achievement, it
cherishes the idea that entering the (in appearance) dream-world of American cinema is
attainable. This idea is rendered in the metaphor PERFUME IS SUCCESS.
The other adverts also show women in order to represent their product. Loewe’s
perfume, like Lancôme does, presents a woman dressed in a smart outfit, though it is hardly
visible and the attitude of the woman is completely different. Instead of looking elegant and
feminine, it transmits an idea of carefree lifestyle and strong personality that can be expressed
in the metaphor USING LOEWE PERFUME IS DRINKING TEQUILA – background knowledge
turns out to be essential in order to construe this metaphor and determine the associations
inferred by it. This metaphor is indicated by the body posture of the woman and the visual
blend between a lemon and the stopper of the bottle of perfume.
The other two adverts (Custo and Tous) show naked women but, here again, in very
different attitudes; while Custo uses the hybrid metaphor WOMAN IS PEACOCK to transmit
beauty, passion and attraction, Tous shows a calm woman that irradiates freshness and
cleanliness, and makes the audience think about the value of water. It establishes a
relationship between the perfume, water and jewels, so PERFUME IS JEWEL or PERFUME IS
WATER can be construed.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
As for men cologne adverts, manhood seems to be the main value for the four analysed
campaigns (Rochas, Antonio Banderas, Loewe and Victorio & Lucchino). By showing celebrities
or very masculine men, the four advertisers try to transpose the manliness of these men to the
cologne. In the case of Loewe, the metaphor MASCULINITY IS A BULLFIGHTER is strongly
subject to cultural references. Antonio Banderas plays with the name of his cologne, The Secret,
and transmits that THE SECRET IS KEY FOR SEDUCTION; he presents himself as the holder of
the key for seduction, idea conveyed by the visual blend between a lock and the bottle. Rochas
advert reminds of a sniper, which is strongly associated to men and appeals to the idea of
exciting lifestyle and the glamour attributed to action men in films. This is conveyed in the
metaphor ROCHAS COLOGNE IS INTENSITY and the visual blend between a bullet and the
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bottle of cologne. Finally, Victorio & Lucchino’s Hombre cologne tries to transmit the idea of
manhood even with its name. The seductive attitude of the man who is lying on a bed points
to HOMBRE COLOGNE IS SEDUCTION.

4.2.4. Spanish advertisements: Watches
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
Concerning the watches, the adverts aimed at women focus on the concepts of happiness and
elegance; Plastichic shows a very happy young woman that reflects a casual style and looks
close at the viewer. A visual blend relates the watches with plastic solidarity bracelets,
transposing positive connotations onto the product. Tous appeals to the tradition of Christmas
and the emotional load it entails. According to this advert, WATCH IS A WISH COME TRUE, and
the one in charge of making it real is the bear that stands for the brand. Longines and Patek
Philippe advertise a different type of watch, so their main value is elegance and other classical
domains such as romance. Longines depends on the background knowledge if the viewer is to
relate the image with the A Thousand and One Nights setting. It establishes a relation between
elegance, attitude and the watch, so LONGINES WATCH IS ELEGANCE AND WEALTH can be
construed. Much more philosophical is the idea in Patek Philippe’s advert, where the watch is
said to mark the beginning of a long love story, reminding the viewer of the well-known
sentence at the end of the film Casablanca, and therefore entailing that TIME IS LIFE, but also
that LOVE IS A JOURNEY and TIME IS MOVEMENT IN SPACE.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
Finally, it is interesting how two of the tokens of men watches adverts (Viceroy and Rolex) use
famous sportsman to sell their product. Confidence and success are easily identified both with
Fernando Alonso and with Federer, and both practice a sport that has recently become more
popular due to their part in it. The metaphor TIME IS SPACE, or even TIME IS MOVEMENT IN
SPACE can be found in Alonso’s image. In the case of Rolex, its crown-shaped logo and the text
explaining Federer’s achievements point at WATCH IS SUCCESS.
Rolex Oyster Perpetual advert transmits the idea of technology and wealth, whereas
Bell & Ross’ strategy presents BELL & ROSS WATCH IS EQUIPMENT, focusing on its resistance
and endurance. With the claim “time instruments” and the disposition of the images, the
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advertisers establish a comparison between the diving helmet and the watch as elements that
are essential for the diver.

4.2.5. French advertisements: Perfumes and colognes
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
French advertisement of perfume for women showed two different trends; two of them
(Gaultier and Lanvin) tried to transmit their message by means of women, whereas the other
two (Sisley and L’Occitane en Provence) directly showed the product. In the first two adverts
the message showed a contradictory message: Gaultier tries to differentiate its product by
showing a rebellious woman with an aggressive, unfeminine look, but some features in the
advert point to the contrary, like the visual blend between a very feminine woman body and
the bottle of perfume. The colours used in this advert are mainly black and white, but pink and
red are present, too. Besides, even though her outfit is not especially feminine, she is wearing
high heeled shoes. The name itself of the product, Madame, is very significant. It tries to
transpose energy and vivaciousness from the perfume to the woman in the advert, quality that
would be further projected into its user. This can be expressed by the metaphor MADAME
PERFUME IS NON-CONFORMITY. This concept is strongly culturally related since the same
image would be undesired, or even unthinkable, for women in other cultures.
A different type of contradiction is shown by Lanvin, which sells an image of delicacy
and femininity contained in a childish-looking girl dressed in a tutu-like dress but at the same
time has a flirty body position and nails painted in red. There is a hint of identification between
the girl and the bottle that can be seen in the pink tulle ribbon placed over the bottle. In this
case the mapped features of delicacy, attractive and softness invite the audience to construe
the metaphor LANVIN PERFUME IS FEMININITY.
L’Occitane en Provence has also chosen to use conventional colours and items; the
pink peony is clearly a symbol of femininity and beauty. This advert contains references to
background knowledge that can determine the interpretation of the advert. As has been
previously discussed in the in-depth analysis of this image, the perfume acquires the qualities
of the nymph Peony, leading to the metaphor PERFUME IS NYMPH. A visual blend between a
vase or a flower and the bottle is also present, strengthening the impression of the naturalness
and honesty of the product.
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A different strategy is followed by Sisley, which presents the product as an elitist item
by showing the outline of a coat of arms made up with plants. This perfume evokes nature and
freshness through the metonymical relation between the plants and the perfume and, apart
from a visual blend between a coat of arms and the plants, evokes the metaphors PERFUME IS
PRESTIGE, and, explicitly in the text, PERFUME IS SUNSHINE DRESS and PERFUME IS SUMMER
GARDEN.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
In the case of colognes for men, all the adverts use colours that are in the same line when it
comes to meaning (black, white, blue, etc.). Chanel, Guerlain and Hermès (Terre) have opted
for using men whereas Hermès (Voyage) has chosen to show animals. The fact that two of the
adverts belong to the same brand creates certain parallelisms between them: they both use
nature as a key concept and establish a relation between the claim and text in the advert and
the image depicted.
Another common trait among the four adverts concerns the message; all the adverts
try to transmit values that conventionally related to men. Hermès (Voyage) hints the metaphor
HERMÈS COLOGNE IS A FLYING DOVE and shows free, wild animals. This is similar to the way in
which the same brand presents HERMÈS COLOGNE IS POWER OF EARTH by evoking the
vastness of earth and the scenario of a shaman in American Indian culture. Guerlain also
focuses on manliness when the metaphors COLOGNE IS POWER or the simile HABIT ROUGE IS
LIKE A SUIT are construed; and Chanel invites to formulate the metaphor COLOGNE IS
LUXURIOUS LIFESTYLE. Even though they are different, the four ideas (freedom, manhood,
power and wealth/class) seem to be perceived as men’s primary goals.

4.2.6. French advertisements: Watches
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
The adverts of women watches that have been analysed can also be divided into the ones that
use women to attract the audience (Richard Mille and Delaneau) and the ones that only show
the product (Omega and Opex). In the latter, the focus is placed on appearance and pleasure,
while the first ones – which interestingly only show arms and legs –, seem to conceive the
product as a tool.
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The ideas of exclusiveness (Omega, Richard Mille, Delaneau), originality and mystery
(Delaneau and Opex) or even uniqueness (Omega and Richard Mille) are much more
expectable than that of masculinity and power transmitted by Richard Mille in their film-like
photo. This contrast is reflected in the metaphors that can be construed from the adverts and
their evocations (Omega’s OMEGA WATCH IS CONSTELLATION OF STARS, Opex’ WATCH IS
OBJECT OF PLEASURE / PLEASURE IS OBJECT, Delaneau’s idea of mystery) while Richard Mille’s
advert uses TIME IS RACE and WATCH IS A RACING MACHINE, metaphors that are commonly
found in adverts aimed at men.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
Finally, in the case of watches for men, again, half of the adverts (Panerai and Tag Heuer) used
a man to sell their product. In both cases they appealed to old pictures of a WWII diver and
Steve McQueen respectively. The use of these pictures entails a previous knowledge on the
topic if the advert is to be decoded successfully. Still, the message is clear enough even if the
viewer does not possess that information, and the metaphors TIME IS RACE or PANERAI
WATCH IS SURVIVAL can be construed.
On the other hand, Jaeger-Lecoultre and Zenith have chosen to show the product as
the only image of the advert. The first one plays with the idea of the human brain and invites
the audience to construe MECHANISM IS BRAIN, which involves that WATCH IS PERSON. Thus,
the advertisers are transposing the idea of intelligence and efficiency onto the watch. Zenith,
however, appeals to the concept that MORE IS UP to convey that the zenith, being on top of all,
is the best. Typically “up” is associated with good features and quality, as can be seen in
expressions like cheer up, get over something, top work, etc. These two adverts, as well as
Panerai’s, focus on the idea of the quality of the product.

4.2.7. Japanese advertisements: Perfumes and colognes
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
The first remarkable feature concerns the adverts of cologne for men. The lack of
advertisements of this category in magazines is due to the fact that Japanese men do not use
this product, it is considered to be a female item. The most similar product aimed at men are
deodorants, but they are not often advertised either. There were some tokens of colognes
adverts that were part of global campaigns such as Bulgari or Gucci, but according to native
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Japanese people, their use is not common. This can explain why no campaign was found that
had been created, or at least adapted, for the Japanese market.
Concerning the adverts of perfume for women, three of the four examples that were
analysed were aimed at Japanese society – two of them were Japanese brands, one of them is
an instance of a foreign brand that has adapted the campaign to the Japanese society. It is
interesting to see how one of the adverts made by Japanese advertisers tried to imitate
Western values and models; Mystic Angel advert shows two women, an angel and a devil; this
is fairly conventional in Western adverts, and even the aesthetics of the characters in the
image respond to Western conventions. This advert, as has been argued in the previous
section, presents the angel as a representation of how women should behave in public life,
perpetuating a fairly sexist stereotype, and the devil to show the inner personality of women,
the tendencies they are required to hide from others. This advert is absolutely different from
the others in the sense that it is closer to Western standards, probably due to the fact that it is
Western women who have more freedom to behave as they wish: to show the side of their
personality that they choose.
On the other hand, the two campaigns that were aimed at Japanese women present
similar traits such as the formal aspects of the advert: the main image is the bottle of perfume
and the rest of the page shows the brand and text. The use of pink as the main colour and the
reference to seasons is another feature that is highly cultural-related. But the most significant
parallelism from a cultural point of view is, undoubtedly, the inclusion of cherry blossoms in
the advert. Apart from being the symbol of the country, this flower has a deep meaning in the
conscience of Japanese people. Not only does it have historical connotations – it was the
symbol of samurai warriors – but it also has social implications nowadays since it is a family
tradition to gather under the cherry blossoms in spring. These adverts also have the
peculiarity that they do not show a woman so that viewers can identify with her, but they
evoke freshness, nature and calmness. It can be said, thus, that they appeal to emotions
aimed at the women themselves rather than on the (sexual) attraction that can be exerted on
others by means of the perfume. This advertising style, which is used by Lanvin as well, can be
thought of as more honest since they try to sell a perfume by showing the bottle, not the
hypothetical effects that it can have by showing beautiful women succeeding in diverse
circumstances.
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It is interesting to see the coincidence in the strategy used by Lanvin and Givenchy. The
first brand’s advert belongs to a global campaign whereas the second one was planned for the
Japanese market; however, they both coincide in the use of synaesthesia. Lanvin uses it in the
very name of the perfume (Burst of Arpeggio), and Givenchy in its claim, “With this perfume
(you) play the melody of Spring”: they both create a relation between the scent of the
perfume and music.
In this category the comparison in gender and metaphor with men cologne adverts
cannot be established due to the absence of this product. And with regard to the metaphors
that can be construed in the adverts aimed at women, most of them are related to nature
(such as Givenchy’s PERFUME IS SPRING FLOWERS or Ghost’s PERFUME IS SUMMER MOON,
which contains a visual blend between the summer moon and the bottle). The concepts taken
from nature are somehow feminine, since both spring and the moon have traditionally been
associated to women. This is reinforced by the colours used (pink and white mainly). In a
different line, Lanvin uses SCENT IS WATER or SCENT IS HEART which, although it may also be
related to women, is more evidently associated to life. Mystic Angel’s PERFUME IS ANGEL and
PERFUME IS DEVIL, however, point at Western conceptions.

4.2.8. Japanese advertisements: Watches
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN
In the case of watches we can also find numerous differences between the campaigns created
for Japan and the campaign of Saint Honoré watch, which seems to be a global campaign.
Although all the adverts show women wearing watches rather than the watches on their own,
the features that are conveyed by these women differ. Seiko, Citizen and Skagen adverts play
with the idea of childishness, femininity and beauty; the fonts themselves use a handwritten
style, in pink and in particular typography. Seiko and Skagen even evoke fairy-tale princesses
and the Little Mermaid. They sell the idea that young women do not have to feel ashamed if
they want to use things that are not intended for their age: they can find a way to combine
their tastes – designs, colours and concepts that may be considered to be infantile – and what
they are expected to like – again, the cultural stereotype concerning women’s behaviour
appears. In Japan, people are supposed to behave in a particular way in each situation and
adapt their appearance according to the setting. This has led to the concept on – off that is
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mentioned in the adverts: some things are appropriate for working life (on) whereas others
can only be used in leisure time (off). However, these watches can be used in both
circumstances since they have the design a woman may like (off style) and the one they are
supposed to use (on style).
All this idea of femininity can be observed in the metaphors that can be construed in
each of the adverts. Either through girlish concepts, such as in the case of SKAGEN WATCH IS
LITTLE MERMAID, the underlying idea is femininity, innocence and sweetness (as mentioned
before, these traits form the Japanese stereotype of women’s expected behaviour). Citizen
watch associates the product with femininity and happiness, and at the same time, it
preserves the cultural stereotype concerning the woman’s attitude and appearance. Seiko
watch creates a metonymic link between the watch and royalty at the same time that the
metaphor TIME IS ART evokes beauty. The most different one, again, is Saint Honoré’s advert,
which depicts an image of a woman that, even if she looks very feminine, conveys the ideas of
dynamism, movement, independence and a woman of the world (expressed by the metaphor
WATCH IS MOVEMENT).
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN
In the case of watches for men, the tendency is utterly different: technology (Wired watch
through WATCH IS A LIGHTBEAM and Chopard through TIME IS MOVEMENT or WATCH IS A
RACING CAR, or even the visual blend between the watch and a tyre), freedom (Citizen advert
can elicit LIFE IS A JOURNEY or WATCH IS A TRAVELLER), or the value of the product (WATCH IS
TRADITION, WATCH IS CONTINUITY or WATCH IS ENDLESS FUTURE in Patek Philippe advert).
These values are typically associated to men and are also found in Japanese cultural identity;
needless to say, technology plays an important role in their lives, but also the idea of freedom
is significant due to the constraints to which they are subject in their society. Tradition is also
important in Japanese society, but this case is not so important since the Patek Philippe
campaign was not thought specifically for them.
Surprisingly, the parallelisms found in these adverts do not always correspond to their
target public. Two of the adverts that have been analysed are part of global campaigns
(Chopard and Patek Philippe), and the other two are global campaigns (Seiko and Citizen),
however, when it comes to the form of the advert, Chopard and Seiko chose to show the
product whereas Citizen and Patek Philippe decided to show men that transmitted the values
they wanted the public to associate with the watch. Yet, Citizen used a Japanese famous actor
and Patek Philippe, as could be expected, used Western men.
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Concerning the fonts, Japanese brands only use text in Japanese, while the others use
a different strategy; Chopard, in spite of being Swiss, used English for the text, while Patek
Philippe mixed English and Japanese.
The coincidence in colours could also be expected. The four adverts use colours that
are associated to manliness, such as black, white and blue. However, another coincidence that
was more surprising was the fact that none of them included any technical information about
the product.

4.3.

QUESTIONNAIRE

Since the analysis of the adverts entails evocation and interpretation of cultural-related items,
empirical research was considered to be necessary. Hence, a questionnaire based on Forceville
(1996) was carried out. This questionnaire included the following aspects: (i) a brief description
of the advert; (ii) what the advert evoked in the informant; (iii) how was the brand trying to
persuade the viewer; and (iv) the feelings or emotions that the advert inspired in the viewer.
This questionnaire was answered by sixteen informants: two women and two men
from each of the cultures where the adverts were published. They were asked to answer in
their mother tongue and no information about the research topic was provided.

4.3.1. English participants
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: PERFUME - DKNY BE DELICIOUS (see page 12)
The answers to the first question, the description of the advert, were very similar among the
informants; they all mentioned the woman, the apple and the bottle was mentioned by three
of the four participants. Only one of the participants included the reference of New York City.
Two of them made reference to the similarity between the bottle and an apple, although one
of them did not mention the bottle, but only that there was “an apple shaped object”, and,
surprisingly, the other one said that one of the apples appeared as a bottle of perfume, rather
than the other way round.
The second question was the evocations contained in the advert. Three of the
participants identified the advert with Eve and the Garden of Eden, and one of them included
the term “sin”, which being a negative term was probably not intended by the advertisers. Sex
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was also mentioned by three of the participants, but the one who did not include it in this
question made a reference about it in question four (he said he felt lust towards the girl). Both
female participants also mentioned features such as fruit (both of them), spring, beauty, etc.
The third question, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, the ideas
of attraction, sexiness or temptation were noticed by all the participants. One made the
distinction between the strategy used for a feminine audience (natural fragrances) and for
masculine audience (sexiness). The others perceived attraction as the strategy used for women,
too. One of the participants also mentioned the physical appearance of the woman in the
picture and New York City.
As for the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, whereas two
participants mentioned attraction again, the other two focused on different aspects: a female
participant emphasised the evocation that New York City had in her and put it in relation with
happiness, and a male participant confessed he felt interest, but also confusion.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: COLOGNE - HUGO BOSS (see page 14)
In this case, the answers for the first question, the description of the advert, all the participants
mentioned a man – only one said the man’s name and one said “actor” –, and a bottle. Three
of the participants made comments about his clothes (suit, elegant, well dressed), and
surprisingly, both men said that the bottle was a bottle of aftershave (or deodorant). One of
them noted the fact that the bottle is the size of the man.
The evocations contained in the advert were, for these participants, quite
homogeneous. Sex was mentioned by all the participants – both men noticed the phallic shape
of the bottle. Success and style appeared in the answers of two of the participants, for the
others sex was the main notion.
The question about the identification of the strategy the brand was using to persuade
the viewer showed different perceptions: while two of the participants interpreted that by
using the product the user can increase his sex appeal, another one – a female – focused on
the presence of Ryan Reynolds as a claim for both women and men. She related this strategy
to the suit (“a suit which would draw in business types, wives, mistresses, etc.”), hinting at the
idea of success that may also be represented by the actor. The last participant also highlights
the use of an actor, but from a more general point of view: it is not that Ryan Reynolds uses
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this cologne and men want to be like him, it is famous and rich people who use it and who men
long to be (again, the underlying idea of success).
It is noticeable that with regard to the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, desire and
wish to be successful appear again; however, one of the participants focused on the price,
which he presumed to be too high (though it does not appear in the advert). This negative
impression may have been caused by the setting chosen for the advert, but also by the
personal opinions of this particular person.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: WATCH - DKNY (see page 16)
This advert was described in a similar way: all the participants noticed the four women
– though female participants called them “girls” and male participants called them “women”
and included subjective adjectives (beautiful, attractive). The four informants also mentioned
the colourful watches. Both men also included some comments on the background, one
focusing on the park where the women are and the other one on the blurred background
image (which he identifies as probably New York City). None of the participants mentioned the
similarities between the women of their clothes.
For the participants, this advert evoked different things. While for the two women the
main notion was friendship (one of them also added New York City and “cool clothes”), men
focused on aesthetic ideas: the watch was identified as an item that could be used for any
medium or high class woman by one of them, as “generic fashion” for the other one.
In their opinion, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewers is by
associating the watch with the features in the women wearing it: being good looking, young,
successful. One of the participants included “happy” in this list, which is in direct opposition
with the answers of the others for the following question.
When asked to look at this advert, the emotions felt by the participants were mainly
seriousness, even boredom. The participant that felt Hugo Boss cologne to be overpriced
mentioned, for this product, “cheapness”.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: WATCH - JORG GRAY (see page 17)
The brief description of this advert shows that most of the participants (three of them) failed to
see the buildings hinted in the background. They all mentioned the watch and qualified it as
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“black”, “distinguished”, “grey” or “sports watch”. One of the men made reference to the dark
background, but said nothing more about it. The other man noticed the “city background”.
With regard to the evocations contained in the advert, they all agreed on the idea of
sportiness, and both women found it manly. For men, it evoked stylishness and thought it to
be expensive.
As for the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, two of the participants,
who had not noticed the city background, said that it implied simplicity since they only showed
the watch. For the other two, the size of the watch in the advert and its “gadget looking” were
the keys of the campaign.
The feelings raised by the advert were in half of the cases, indifference. Another
participant found it “bland” and said she would not be inspired to buy the product. Only one of
them related the watch with a feeling of power and style.

4.3.2. Spanish participants
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: PERFUME – TOUS H2O (see page 19)
The description of the advert included more or less the same characteristics: the model, who
wore no clothes, the bracelet – identified by one of the participants as a “water-shaped
bracelet”, which is the only identification of the brand with water –, and in two of the answers,
the reference to Intermón Oxfam campaign. While one of the female informants mentioned
serenity and relaxation in the model’s facial expression, one of the male ones considered it to
be a “suggestive pose”.
The evocations contained in the advert coincide only on the idea of solidarity
mentioned by the two male participants. Women focused on what her physical appearance
showed and included youth, simplicity, audacity, serenity, satisfaction.
Regarding the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, all of them
considered the appeal to generosity and solidarity as the main tool. Idealism, simplicity and sex
were also mentioned as secondary means of attracting the audience.
The feelings or emotions raised by the advert were negative in the case of female
participants: one of the mentioned envy for the image of the girl, the other one did not like the
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facial expression of the model. Men were divided into innocence and naivety, and attraction
for the model.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: COLOGNE - LOEWE (see page 21)
This advert has been described by mentioning, first of all, the bullfighter – only identified as a
famous man by the women. One of the participants remarked the contrast between the black
and white photo and the blue bottle of cologne, and another one observed an indentification
of the image of the bullfighter with the cologne.
As for the evocations contained in the advert, masculinity was mentioned by the two
women, power and bravery by the two men. Strength, attractive and passion were also
mentioned by the informants.
Concerning the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, all of the
participants identified the association between the image of the man – and his qualities,
strength, attractive, success – and the cologne. They point at the message “to be like he is, use
this product”.
Surprisingly, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert were mainly negative. Either
indifference or even reject towards bullfighting or indignation about the way the product is
sold. Only one of the participants mentioned sobriety and elegance as the feelings he got from
the product.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: WATCH - TOUS (see page 22)
The answers to the first question, the description of the advert, included the bear and its
identification with the brand, the snow and Christmas, and wishes. One of the participants
understood the bear as a statue, which changed his interpretation of the advert.
The second question was the evocations contained in the advert. All the informants,
except the one who thought the bear to be a statue, agreed on the notion of Christmas and
presents or wishes. The other one mentioned cold, heat and comfort.
For the female participants, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer
included a Christmas campaign that presented the watch as a wish (which was the metaphor
contained in this advert). The man who also mentioned Christmas thought that it was aimed at
showing a new item sold by the brand.
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As for the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, the notion of
Christmas favoured positive feelings such as presents, holidays, tenderness, or home.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: WATCH - VICEROY (see page 24)
Viceroy advert was described by mentioning the racing driver, whom all the participants
identified; one of the informants did not even mention the product being advertised.
The evocations brought about by the advert were different; even though men
mentioned success, one of them associated the success of the brand to the success of the
driver, while the other man moved on to speed, technology and exclusivity. Women focused
on simplicity, elegance, self-confidence, etc, giving less importance to the person chosen to
advertise the product.
The third question, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, two of
the participants observed that the brand wants the viewers to identify the product and the
person, saying that the qualities of that person will pass to the users of the watch. The other
two informants though, suggest that time is essential for racing drivers and compare the
technology of the watch and that of the car.
With regard to the feelings inspired by the advert, the answers are very similar to those
of Loewe’s cologne. The reject for the person in the photo or his occupation can cause a
negative impact of the advert, according to two of the participants. Another one, again, felt
indignation about the strategy followed by the advert. Only for one of them this advert
inspired confidence.

4.3.3. French participants
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: PERFUME: L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE, PIVOINE (see page 25)
The description of the advert reveals a pictorial simile, BOTTLE OF PERFUME IS (LIKE) A VASE
that has been seen by two of the participants. These two informants also mention the
reference to nature made by the elements that surround the bottle. One of the participants
failed to notice the anchorage between the name of the product and the type of flower (and
perfume).
Concerning the second question, the evocations contained in the advert, the two
female participants mentioned femininity and the scent, although one of them identified it
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with a “rose-smelling perfume”. The two male participants coincided on the idea of freshness
and nature (one of them, like the women, mentioned the perfume of flowers).
With regard to the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, two
participants concluded that the brand tried to evoke La Provence, and, as one of them clarifies,
transpose the features of this region and peony flower onto women. This association between
the flower and the perfume was also noticed by another informant. The idea that women were
convinced that by using this product they would be beautiful, attractive and feel nice was also
mentioned.
As for the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, they were all
in the same line: nice and light perfume, peace, tranquility, Provence, freshness, etc. One of
the participants also added sensuality and beauty (because of the colours used).
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: COLOGNE – GUERLAIN, HABIT ROUGE (see page 27)
With respect to the description of the advert, the man, his elegance and the lack of colour
except for the red riding crop were mentioned by all the informants. One of the informants
made some rhetorical questions about the possible intentions of the riding crop.
For the second question, the evocations contained in the advert, masculinity, power
and dominance were the most common notions. However, the meaning of red colour as
passion, love or desire was commented on by one of the participants, and different features
were observed by another informant: he found nonconformity, provocation and
mischievousness hidden behind the appearance of the man.
In the opinion of two of the participants, the strategy the brand was using to persuade
the viewer consisted on associations; either the association between the product and
masculinity (idea that seems to be shared by another informant), or between the cologne and
the suit, since both are objects that need to be chosen carefully, they are fashion accessories.
This participant added that the use of this cologne would derive in a feeling of strength,
manliness and elegance.
Regarding the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, both
negative and positive feelings were listed. Positive feelings, such as control, respect, manliness
and power are tarnished by negative feelings such as domination, sexism, hypocrisy and
perversion.
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ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: WATCH - OPEX (see page 29)
Participants have described this advert as a watch that emerges, bathes or creates a whirl on a
white substance. Only one of the participants mentions the modern design of the product, and
another one observes that it seems to be standing by itself over the liquid.
As for the second question, the evocations contained in the advert, two of the
informants identify the watch with the shape of a snake: one of them associates it with the
snake in the Garden of Eden, and thus with temptation, and the other one notes that it
resembles the Loch Ness monster, and hence it evokes mystery. Three of the participants
mention purity and pleasure, the other one, in the same line, opts for delicacy and lightness.
Concerning the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, one of the
participants claims that the advertisers’ try to use mystery and curiosity to attract people. He
also adds the refinement and elegance, view shared by the other informants. One of them
highlights that the brand transposes the features of the image – sensual, desirable, beautiful,
pure, feminine, and fashionable – to the watch.
With regard to the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert,
strangeness and mystery are mentioned by one of the participants. Both women see
femininity in it, one of them also feels softness, purity, beauty, art and elegance.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: WATCH – JAEGER-LECOULTRE (see page 31)
For the description of this advert, all the participants mention the mechanism of the watch, but
only one of them states that it is compared to a brain as both are complex and compact. He
goes on to wonder about the sense of the claim that appears on the advert. In his opinion,
these questions lead to the conclusion that the watch has a human character that can be
associated to its user. For another informant, it is significant how the claim talks about the
brain, but not about the watch.
The second question was the evocations contained in the advert. For all the
participants the notions of precision, quality, rigor and innovation were predominant. One of
the informants suggests that the image resembles a globe, so it evokes a compass. She also
mentions manliness because of the colours used in the advert, and identifies the watch as a
person whose mechanism is its “brain”. The importance given to the notion of double evokes
double quality, precision, etc.
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As for the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, they mostly agreed
that the brand focused on the precision of the product and its exclusivity and good
performance. One of the informants suggested that the brand makes men identify themselves
with the watch, reflecting intelligence.
The feelings or emotions raised by the advert were mainly positive; seriousness, good
performance, intelligence, elegance and manliness were some of them.

4.3.4. Japanese participants
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: PERFUME – MYSTIC ANGEL (see page 32)
The description of the advert reveals the differences in the way of thinking between Oriental
and Western countries; one of the participants, the one who has had more contact with other
countries, provided a description of the women depicted in the photo. The other informants
made an evaluation of the photo and failed to describe the physical appearance of the advert.
With regard to the evocations contained in the advert, the influence of cultural
differences can be again seen. One of the informants identifies a word game in the name of
the perfume: mystic would refer to the woman in the left, and angel to the woman on the
right. She emphasizes women’s wish to be mysterious (coquettish and mature) and angelic
(pure and obedient) at the time. The other female participant adds that both personalities are
mixed inside women. Interestingly, both men consider the perfume as a means to be noticed
by men, and the only mention to women’s personality refers to a change from rational to
irrational.
The third question, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, one of
the female participants thinks that the strategy responds to the stereotype concerning the
behaviour of Japanese women, and she identifies this perfume with a change in their attitude.
This view is shared by the other female participant. Again, male informants state that the
brand tries to present the product as a means to attract men’s attention.
As for the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, the main
feelings caused by this advert are impact due to the different look of each photo and attraction
for the woman.
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ADVERTISEMENTS FOR WOMEN: WATCH - SEIKO (see page 34)
The answers to the first question, the description of the advert, were not as different as they
were in Mystic Angel case. Most participants have underlined the clean and simple image of
the actress.
The second question was the evocations contained in the advert. For one of the female
participants, this advert evokes the image of a modern princess since the woman in the advert
works but is also polite, elegant, clean and honest (which is reflected in her white shirt). The
way the colour is used is seen as soft, loving, agreeable and respectful for people’s harmony,
which is a crucial cultural concept. The other female participant comments on the wish to use
feminine, beautiful accessories that are discreet. For the male participants it evokes simplicity,
femininity and practicality.
As for the third question, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer,
both female participants observe that the brand uses the image that the actress Misaki Itou
has (intelligence, good person, pure and clean). One of them thinks that the fans of this actress
who are in their 30s also want to be beautiful, while the other one pinpoints at the importance
of time and watches in Japan. Men focus on the practical use of the watch since it can be worn
at work and out of it.
Concerning the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, female
informants feel influenced by it to the point that one of them confesses that she bought a
similar one after seeing it, and the other one says that she also wants to be beautiful. Men
perceive simplicity in the advert and feel security and honesty out of it.
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MEN: WATCH - CITIZEN (see page 36)
The description of this advert shows, again, a big contrast between the participant who has
been more in touch with other cultures and the others. She is the only one who describes the
man, who is completely ignored by one of the informants and recognised as a famous actor
only by female participants.
Regarding the evocations contained in the advert, the most mentioned one is the idea
of a journey. This journey leads to freedom, challenges and victory for one of the informants,
to an unknown land for another one. It is also seen as a watch that can be used any time and
for any occasion.
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The third question, the strategy the brand was using to persuade the viewer, shows a
different perspective; female participants associate the advertising strategy with the people
who want to leave Japan or who want to lead a more flexible lifestyle, which is attributed to
company employees. Men, on the other hand, consider the design of the watch and its
practicality. The strategy of using the actor to influence people is also mentioned by all the
participants.
As for the fourth question, the feelings or emotions raised by the advert, a relevant
cultural topic can be observed: the stiffness of everyday life grants journeys and freedom with
a romantic idealism. All the participants said that they wished to travel or that they felt like in a
journey when they saw the advert; one of them even mentioned breaking free.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper tried to study to what extent culture is considered crucial in an advertising industry
that is more and more focused to a global market rather than limited to a particular country.
In order to analyse that, two different standpoints where observed: (i) a cross-cultural
comparison of the countries being examined and the presence of cultural background in
advertising, (ii) and the role of gender within each culture – and compared with other cultures.

5.1.

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Even though the general lines followed by advertisers may coincide, there are some important
contrasts between the patterns used for each country. It is natural to find more similarities
between Spain, France and England because of their geographical and historical proximity,
apart from the fact that the cultural references that exist in these countries are often the
same; not only do these countries share a historical common background, but also in the
present the entertainment industry to which we are exposed is mainly the same (i.e. cinema,
music, products, etc.). Oriental countries are more in contact with Western countries than in
any time in the past because of the rise of new technologies, and this is causing changes in
their way of thinking. Their tendency is to become more similar to Western countries, but the
values and traditions are difficult to change. This is reflected on the recurrent use of notions
such as success in Western adverts that are almost non-existent in Japanese tokens. The strict
hierarchy that exist in this country is a great limitation for the aspirations that seem so natural
for us. The ideas of nature and simplicity that are so crucial in Japanese culture represent
another cultural difference that can be observed when compared to Western cultures.
Manliness is another value that differs: in most of the adverts of cologne aimed at men
Western adverts transmit the importance of being manly and strong. Japanese men do not use
this product, so the lack of adverts for this category – or any other product that is advertised in
such a way – creates a gap between cultures.
The questionnaires, even though the informants’ perceptions were fairly in line with
the analysis carried out in this paper, have also shown cultural differences related with the way
in which things are perceived, for example the importance given to honesty and purity in the
advert of Seiko watch, the relevance given to time in watch adverts or the awareness of
appearances and the role they are supposed to play within society.
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An interesting cultural difference happens with pink colour: in Japan its traditional
meaning referred to lasciviousness and it has a masculine association since pink cherry
blossoms represent the samurai who died young in battle. More recently it has adopted the
meaning of happiness and, as a metaphoric extension, has been applied to childish women. In
Spain this colour represents little girls; its association with women has a negative connotation
of cheesiness. In England, pink represents romance and even youth, depending on the shade.
In France, as well as in Spain, pink is considered as the colour of girls (as opposed to blue,
which is the colour of the boys); it also means ingenuity, femininity and youth. However, in
spite of all these cultural nuances, the use of pink in adverts aimed at women is fairly regular in
all countries, highlighting the influence of cultural globalisation.
There are some other cultural imprints in some adverts, though not as many as it could
be expected; there certainly are hints of homogenisation in the techniques used to sell a
product in different parts of the world. One example of this is the tendency on behalf of
French, Spanish and Japanese advertisers to write the claims in English, presumably to gain a
more sophisticated or prestigious image for the product.
As for metaphors, in general they were not explicitly identified by the participants of
the questionnaire; however, the associations created by these metaphors were indicated by
means of expressions such as “it resembles...”, “the product is associated with...”, “they
identify the product with...”, etc. These associations were often identified with the advertisers’
selling techniques.
With regard to Western countries, the fact that they are more similar between them
does not mean that there are no differences; for example, Spanish participants in the
questionnaire had a tendency to show more negative feelings towards the advert than English
or French participants. At the same time, as can be seen in Figure 21, their answers seemed to
be more intimate than those of the other countries, since they included very personal feelings
such as envy, nostalgia, tenderness or indignation. English and French informants chose to deal
with more neutral domains that were more in relation to the product than to their actual
feelings (a product that could be a good gift, models that look serious, overpriced product,
bland advert, elegance, directness, seriousness, good performance, peace, design, etc.).
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Figure 21: Mentions of personal feelings in the questionnaire

Another example of cultural differences is that French adverts of cologne for men did not
exploit the concepts of sex or success, which was fairly common in the other cultures. Instead,
the campaigns were more focused on manliness and nature.
All these factors reveal subtle differences in the way of thinking, and they should be
taken into account not only in order to successfully advertise a product in other countries, but
also in international communication.

5.2.

GENDER PERSPECTIVE

Societies seem to be changing the traditional line of thought and the audience is becoming
aware of the unconscious presence of gender issues in everyday language, and this can be
observed through the metaphors used in advertising.
A universal tendency of showing a person instead of the product was observed, but
the way in which the subject was presented seemed to vary depending on the gender of the
model and the viewer.
It is remarkable how in most of the adverts of perfume for women the underlying
notion of sex appeared. This was backed by the metaphors that were construed, either in the
form of hybrid metaphors, pictorial similes or any other. Examples such as BOTTLE OF
PERFUME IS SWORD or WOMAN IS DELICACY point to this conclusion. The use of the colours in
these adverts was also significant, since pink colour was used to evoke femininity,
perpetuating the stereotype. This category also presented most of the cases of visual blend,
which were much more commonly found in Western adverts – three of the adverts contained
a visual blend in the English and Spanish corpus, two of them in the case of the French adverts
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and only one of the Japanese tokens. These blends are influenced by the gender of the target
public in that they tend to associate the product with flowers, women bodies and sex.
When colognes were aimed at men the colours were blue and black, and the
construction of the advert and the metaphors that could be inferred point as manliness and
success as the main values (POWER IS BOSS COLOGNE, DAVIDOFF COLOGNE IS MANLINESS,
MASCULINITY IS A BULLFIGHTER, THE SECRET IS SEDUCTION, etc.). In most cases men were
presented as if women had to give themselves to them, while in women’s perfume adverts
women were seen as objects of pleasure. With respect to visual blends in cologne adverts,
they are less frequent than in women perfume adverts: only the English and Spanish corpus
contained cases of visual blends, and only in two of the adverts in each case. These blends
were also strongly related to the gender of the audience since they blended domains typically
associated with manliness, such as bullets, men bodies of weights.
Figure 22 illustrates the use of visual blends in adverts of perfumes and colognes in the
different countries: it is noticeable how in English and French adverts the use of this technique
is more frequent in the case of perfume adverts than in cologne adverts, whereas in Spanish
and Japanese samples the number of visual blends was the same for both products.
Visual Blends
4
3
2

Perfumes

1

Colognes

0

Figure 22: Use of visual blends in adverts of perfumes and colognes

With regard to watches, the ones aimed at women were generally presented as accessories,
the adverts made references to jewels or fashion, but femininity was not their main focus. In
the case of watches aimed at men, the repeated underlying idea was success and technology.
Again, this was reflected in the use of metaphors: metaphors used in women’s watches
included WATCH IS STAR IN A CONSTELLATION (reference to the jewels in its face), WATCH IS
CONFIDENCE (represented by a woman in a party dress in the middle of a palace), TIME IS
COORDINATION (an accessory used to match the other women in the advert), etc. Some
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instances of metaphors used in adverts aimed at men were: TIME IS RACE (implied by showing
the watch next to a car, or a racing driver), WATCH IS PERSON – MECHANISM IS BRAIN
(mapping the qualities of intelligence, complexity), WATCH TECHNOLOGY IS INTELLIGENT
BUILDING, etc. The nature of the product does not especially require the use of visual blending,
and almost none of the tokens contain any. There are two exceptions, one of the adverts
aimed at women from the Spanish corpus presents a visual blend between the watch and
plastic solidarity bracelets, which is significant since it emphasizes the use of the product as an
accessory; the other exception appears in the Japanese corpus of watches aimed at men,
where the domain of the watch is blended with the domain of a tyre. Again, this blend is
significant from a gender perspective.
As can be observed in Figure 23, the occurrence of visual blending in adverts of
perfumes and colognes was significantly higher than in adverts of watches.
Visual blends
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Perfumes
and
colognes
Watches

English Spanish French Japanese

Figure 23: Comparison of the use of visual blending

Still, there is some bipolarity in the selected adverts with respect to the attitude shown
towards women: the classical image of women as emotional beings (either childish or
accompanied by a man) and a more modern one that depicts women as strong and
independent; this new approach is becoming a new stereotype though, and it may be
considered to be sexist since behind that independent image the classical conception of
women underlies.
To sum up, advertising language tries to reflect the ideals of the society it is aimed to,
and therefore the predicted variability among different cultures exists indeed, although in
general terms it was not as relevant as expected with regard to metaphors and gender
influence; some campaigns coming from the same company are significantly similar in England
and in Japan. And although some cultural traits prevail in advertising campaigns, most
countries seem to use unified techniques. They also tend to coincide in the choice of some
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stereotypes as well as in the use colours, alignment and structure of the advert and even the
feature that is stressed in order to make the product more appealing for its customers.
Because of the limited size of the corpus used for this paper and the constantly
changing nature of advertising, the conclusions of this work must be taken with caution. Due
to the importance of this topic in everybody’s everyday life further research may be carried
out in order to widen the scope of the present study; since advertising is intended for the
public at large and it is ephemeral and constantly renewed, it is a powerful sociological tool to
see the changes that take place in a given society. And these changes can be easily analysed
through the contrastive analysis of adverts.
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6.1. ADVERTS
ENGLISH ADVERTS
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Cosmopolitan. UK. June 2010
Esquire. New York (Vol. 154). August 2010
FHM. UK. September 2010
Glamour. London (No. 109). April 2010
Glamour. London (No. 113). August 2010
Hugo Boss (Boss Bottled Night) advert: [online] http://models.com/Work/hugo-bosshugo-boss-bottled-night
Marie Claire. London (No. 264) August 2010
Men’s health. London. November 2010
Vanity fair. London (No. 600) August 2010

SPANISH ADVERTS
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Antonio
Banderas
(The
Secret)
advert:
[online]
http://mentenaturaldemoda.blogspot.com/2010/11/antonio-banderas-secret-nuevafragancia.html
Cosmopolitan. Madrid (No. 235). April 2010
Elle. Madrid (No. 283). April 2010
GQ. Madrid (No. 154). April 2010
GQ. Madrid (No. 157). July-August 2010
Loewe (7) advert: [online] http://www.controlpublicidad.com/control/noticias/quieroestar-al-dia-1/campaaas/cayetano-presenta-7-loewe
Marie Claire. Madrid. (No. 279) December 2010
Telva. Madrid (No. 853). May 2010
Viceroy advert: [online] http://viceroy.es/#/publicidad/esp
Victorio
y
Lucchino
(Hombre)
advert:
[online]
http://blogs.terra.es/blogs/arreglateya/archive/2009/10/02/custoyvictoriolucchinoest
renanperfumesmasculinos.aspx

FRENCH ADVERTS
×
×
×

Biba. Paris (No. 362). April 2010
Biba. Paris (No. 364). June 2010
GQ. Paris (No. 33). November 2010
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×
×
×
×
×

L’équipe. France (No. 1444). March 2010
L’express. France (No. 3083). August 2010
Le point. France (No. 1978). August 2010
Public. France (No. 349). March 2010
Vogue. Paris (No. 909). August 2010

JAPANESE ADVERTS
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Classy. Tokyo (No. 27). April 2010
Men’s non-no. Tokyo (No. 290).July 2010
Men’s non-no. Tokyo (No. 295). December 2010
Oggi. Tokyo (No. 133). June 2007
Safari. Tokyo. April 2010
Uomo (No. 65). Tokyo. August 2010
Woman. Tokyo (No. 303). August 2009
Woman. Tokyo (No. 308). December 2009
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: List of adverts in the CD and translation of the adverts in Japanese
APPENDIX 2: Tables with the analysis of the adverts
APPENDIX 3: Answers to the questionnaire and translation of the Japanese
informants
APPENDIX 4: Tables with the answers to the questionnaire
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APPENDIX 1: List of adverts in the CD
-

ADVERTS:
o

o

o

ENGLISH:
§ MEN:
· COLOGNES:
o A1: Hugo Boss Night
o A2: Calvin Klein Eternity
o A3: Davidoff Champion
o A4: Gaultier Le Male
§ WOMEN:
· PERFUMES:
o C1: DKNY Be Delicious
o C2: D&G
o C3: Gaultier Classique
o C4: Kenzo Flower

· WATCHES:
o B1: Jorg Gray
o B2: Breitling
o B3: Marine
o B4: Frédérique Constant
·

SPANISH:
§ MEN:
· COLOGNES:
o E1: Loewe 7
o E2: Rochas
o E3: V&L Hombre
o E4:Banderas The Secret
§ WOMEN:
· PERFUMES:
o G1: Tous H2O
o G2: Loewe Aire Loco
o G3: Custo
o G4: Lancome Trésor
FRENCH:
§ MEN:
· COLOGNES:
o I1: Guerlain Habit Rouge
o I2: Chanel Allure
o I3: Hermès Voyage
o I4: Hermès Terre
§ WOMEN:
· PERFUMES:
o K1: L’occitane Pivoine
o K2: Lanvin
o K3: Gaultier Madame
o K4: Sisley

WATCHES:
o D1: DKNY
o D2: Citizen
o D3: Dior
o D4: Rolex

·

·

·

·

WATCHES:
o F1: Viceroy
o F2: Bell&Ross
o F3: Rolex (Federer)
o F4: Rolex
WATCHES:
o H1: Tous
o H2: Longines
o H3: Plastichic
o H4: Patek Philippe

WATCHES:
o J1: Jaeger Le-Coultre
o J2: Panerai
o J3: Tag Heuer
o J4: Zenith
WATCHES:
o L1: Opex
o L2: Richard Mille
o L3: Delaneau
o L4: Omega Constellation

o

JAPANESE:
§ MEN:
· WATCHES:
o M1: Citizen
o M2: Chopard
o M3: Patek Philippe
o M4: Wired
§ WOMEN:
· PERFUMES:
o N1: Mystic Angel
o N2: Ghost
o N3:Lanvin Éclat d’arpège
o N4: Givenchy

·

WATCHES:
o O1: Seiko
o O2: Citizen
o O3: Skagen Little Mermaid
o O4: Saint Honoré

TRANSLATION OF THE FRENCH ADVERTS:
I1: Guerlain Habit Rouge
Red Suit
Gender: (very) masculine
I3: Hermès Voyage
Hermès’ Journey
On cologne’s wings
I4: Hermès Terre
Hermès’ Earth
The cologne: A new density
J1: Jaeger Le-Coultre
Two brains for unequalled precision
Duometer Quatieme Lunaire. Calibre Jaeger-LeCoultre 381. A real horology revolution,
the concept Dual Wing offers two different mechanisms synchronised by a single
regulating organ. The Jumping Second stop enables an adjustment of 1/6 of second.
HAD YOU EVER WORN A REAL WATCH?
J2: Panerai
Waterproof Luminor

Mechanic movement with automatic adjustment calibre OPIII certified COSC.
Waterproof 300 m. Unidirectional rotating glass. Face made of steel 44 mm. Loop
displayed in steel.
J3: Tag Heuer
Steve McQueen is more than an actor. Just like Monaco series, he is an icon. In 1970,
in the film Le Mans, he wore the original model. That’s how the legend began.
J4: Zenith
Timeless, ultra flat watch made in Switzerland.
K1: L’occitane Pivoine
Peony
K2: Lanvin
The perfume for women
K3: Gaultier Madame
The new eau de parfum
K4: Sisley
Eau de Sisley 1
Floral and romantic, eau de Sisley 1 is a sunshine dress, which has all the mysteries of a
summer garden.
L1: Opex
Pleasure is designed
L3: Delaneau
Dome « Psychodelic Circle », unique piece
TRANSLATION OF THE JAPANESE ADVERTS:
M1: Citizen Eco Drive
To the world.

The watch that travels to the world. It moves to 26 countries instantly. Eco Drive
electric wave watch.
M3: Patek Philippe
To inherit the heart with the heart, from father to son, from the current generation to
the next one.
M4: Wired
Ally of light
Wired Solar, a hybrid series of Wired. Both watches are solar and electric.
N1: Mystic Angel
This perfume is the trap. I hope the other me will notice.
N4: Givenchy
Feel Spring in your fingers with this perfume from the South of France!
Play Spring’s melody with this perfume
All year we miss Spring’s fragrances. Wrapped in a fresh, floral perfume, the heart
trembles. Play Spring’s melody with Givenchy’s perfume!
Floral and soft, like Spring days. Givenchy’s perfume has the following story. In 1957
this perfume was created for Audrey Hepburn, who loved it and said “it is forbidden
for any other person”, so the perfume got the name “L’interdit”, which is the French
word for “Forbidden”.
This name later became “Jardin Interdit” (Forbidden Garden). From its début in 2006
this light and nice perfume immediately captivated Japanese women and is a success
every Spring.
This year a limited edition of “Jardin Interdit Spring Melody” has appeared. Its creator,
Hubert de Givenchy would not let people enter his country house in the South of
France because “it is the forbidden garden”, and so he expresses the fragrance of the
flowers that blossomed in Spring.
This is a floral, green and fruit season. The highest notes are the fresh ivy leaves, the
middle notes are plum blossom and light wood, warm and sensual.
As in the legend of Audrey’s praise, let us enjoy singing the praises of Spring!

O1: Seiko
I use princess style.
Waterproof. You can ask for a catalogue by sending a letter to… [address]
If you buy it, you enter a contest where you can buy a beautiful prize. For further
information, ask in any shop that has this campaign or in the website.
O2: Citizen
It is not necessary to change the batteries or to put it right. Besides, it is the smallest in
the world.
Citizen’s XC series is Eco Drive 100%. You can try it in this website.
This is an analogical, electric wave watch developed thanks to the company’s research
in 2010.
O3: Skagen Little Mermaid
Its design represents the tale “The Little Mermaid” by the writer Hans Christian
Andersen.
The model Little Mermaid is an expression of soft, ephemeral beauty.
As an image of the mermaid’s tear, its face in pink pearl and its Swarovski crystals will
genuinely catch your eyes.
It is not necessary to spend a large amount of money in order to get quality and
beautiful design.

APPENDIX 2: ENGLISH – PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

COLOURS
IMAGES

DKNY – Be delicious

Gaultier - Classique

D&G

Kenzo – Flower

Woman – main image
Perfume – at the bottom
(among the apples)
Pink and green

Woman – main image. Brand and item
at the bottom right-hand side

Right-hand side – models
Left-hand side – products

Pink and brown

Young woman eating an apple,
the perfume is an apple and
reflects NY city. Sticker with
brand presents name and
brand of perfume

Young woman taking off a raincoat
and showing her lingerie (a brassière).
Both the brassiere and the setting
look classical.
Her leg is pointing at the perfume; her
hand is softly placed over the
designer’s name.

Green-ish and different shades of skin
Different colour in each bottle
Six models, three of each sex, all of them
connected with another one. Different
perfumes are presented; each has a
different colour, like the models.

Woman on the left-hand side, perfume
(bigger than the woman) on the righthand side.
White, grey and red (= passion)

Centred, caps in pink,
handwritten “fresh blossom”

Big X - names collection. Pink fonts,
part of them in handwritten style,
name of the creator written in original
style.
GAULTIER PERFUME IS WOMAN
(Forceville’s pictorial simile) –
feminine, attractive, sensual
Visual blend between woman body
and the bottle.

Fonts: The same as the ones used for the
logo
Tarot cards’ names on the bottles

No spaces between words in the name
of the perfume (Japanese-like)

Each perfume has different characteristic
and is identified by a different tarot card,
just like each person / sex / race has
different characteristics that are
represented by the models. VARIETY IS
ATTRACTION

Simile: THE BOTTLE IS (LIKE) A SWORD –
Forceville’s integrated metaphor: the
bottle is represented in a way that it is
similar to a Japanese sword (it can also
be considered a visual blend).

“X collection” – X as eroticism
Cliché from films: women wearing
only lingerie under the raincoat
Global campaign

Six models, five perfumes
Main races appear, but no oriental one.
Tarot Cards (names of perfumes)
Both for men and women

Sensuality, provocation, the setting
looks like an expensive hotel.

Variation, success, magic

Use of oriental woman in international
campaign
Japanese culture as being close to
nature, calm
Poppies= countryside vs. roofs= city life
Global campaign
Peace, joy (colours), sex, passion.

Japanese woman that wears a red dress
and red lipstick sitting on a roof
surrounded by poppies. Resembles a
flower
Background: city
Next to her: perfume (white, bigger than
her) – Samurai sword

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES AND
INTERDISCURSIVITY

REFLECTS

DKNY PERFUME IS AN APPLE
(Forceville’s pictorial simile natural, fresh, beautiful,
appealing)
WOMAN IS DELICACY
Visual blend between an apple
and the bottle
Hand – vector that creates
narration.
NY = trendy
Apple = temptation (Eve)

Deliciousness, freshness,
nature within the trendy NY
city, spring

APPENDIX 2: ENGLISH – WATCHES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION
COLOURS

IMAGES

DKNY

Dior

Citizen

Rolex

Central image – Four women
interwoven two-two by their arms
Bottom right-hand side – logo
Grey, pink, yellow, blue, green,
orange. Colourful clothes that
coincide with the union of their
arms (gray t-shirt vs blue one) and
similar garments.
Four young women physically
connected, serious yet confindent
expression. Background: Park
within a city (NY’s Central Park)
Same race, presumably WASP
Friendly attitude

Central image – watch
Logo on the upper right-hand side

Upper part – woman
Lower part – Watch and claims

Main image – woman
Next to her, smaller – watch

Bright black, gray and metal.
Sparkling diamonds.
The background seems to be
illuminated by the watch, as if it
shone.
A luxurious watch. The emphasis is
put on the spark of the diamonds and
the beauty of the product more than
on its precision or machinery (no
technical information is given about
it).
Reflection of light on diamonds

Mainly black and white, the watch is
silver and golden, has diamonds and
mother-of-pearl.

Blue, white and purple, but all tend to
sepia (as if it was an old photo or film)

Sports woman looking confident and
wearing her competition equipment.
Underneath, larger size, the watch.

Woman with a model-like pose and
feminine clothes and behind her a
plane. Her clothes and equipment look
old-fashioned. Next to her, a golden
watch. Her neckerchief shows action,
movement due to the effect of the
wind and the clouds.
She is wearing an aviator’s cap.

No claim or text

Hardly any text.
The logo of the brand uses
identifiable fonts.

Claim: “1947. The sound barrier is
broken. Rolex. For life’s defining
moments”

TIME IS COORDINATION (the four
women have a similar hairstyle,
make up, clothing style and
colours)
NY’s Central Park – Fashion,
cosmopolitan, trendy.

The advert evokes wealth and points
to the metaphor DIOR WATCH IS
TREASURE

The text mixes sentences that can
refer either to the woman or to the
watch.
Jewellery details
WATCH IS ENERGY: The text identifies
this feature of the product with the
same feature in the woman
TIME IS RACE
Mixture of sportive image with
jewellery details.
Elegance and fine jewellery

Competitiveness, success,
accomplished challenges, but at the
same time femininity, beauty, wealth.

Courage, femininity and achievement.
Women can be beautiful and wear
jewels and still achieve their
objectives.

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS
CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

Fashionable item, fits any garment.
For urban and rural settings.
Natural, healthy lifestyle, relaxed.

“Swiss made” makes reference to the
horologic tradition in the country.
Means quality.
Global campaign
The shape of the watch evokes a
pendulum
Wealth, beauty, elitism, glamour

ROLEX WATCH IS ACHIEVEMENT (the
transcendence of the breaking of the
sound barrier is compared to the
transcendence of the watch)
The success obtained with the plane in
1947 is now attained with the watch:
both represent a turning point, making
the user (of 1947’s plane, of the
watch), almost heroic.

APPENDIX 2: ENGLISH – COLOGNE FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

Hugo Boss

Calvin Klein – Eternity Aqua

Jean Paul Gaultier

Davidoff - Champion

Left-hand side – Man
Right-hand side – Bottle
Bottom – Claims and logo

Main image – man
Foregrounded – perfume and logo
Name of the product in the middle of the
man’s shirt
Blue and white. Colours that transmit
relax and purity

Main image – Photo. Text superimposed.
Bottle on the bottom right-hand side
corner. White stripe at the bottom with
name of product
Brown shades and blue bottle and fonts
(blue is the colour of the sea, of the
water). White clothes
A sailor with naked torso is staring at the
camera with a confident look (crossed
arms emphasise muscles and show
confidence). He has some tattoos.
The bottle looks like a man and is placed
back to back with the sailor.

Main image – photo.
Text superimposed
Bottle on the bottom right-hand side
corner
Blue background, white towels and
the bottle is black and metallic
(manly colours)
Man with his back to us, wearing
only a towel. Another towel on his
neck. He has had a shower after a
gym session. Light directed to his
back emphasising his muscles.
Weight-shaped bottle. Arms leaning
backwards and folded leg – gives
movement to the image.

COLOURS

Dark blue and black (masculine
colours)

IMAGES

A man is buttoning his shirt, looking
confident. His clothes are dark but
elegant.
On the other page, a bottle in phallic
shape is the same size as the man.
His gaze is confident and intense.

A man wearing non-casual clothes is
leaning on a sofa with relaxed face
expression and body position. His shirt is
unbuttoned showing some hair in his
chest and he is not shaved – manly look,
but in a mature and natural way. One
hand seems to point at the brand of the
product, the other one at the bottle.

Ellipsis in claims: “Boss bottled.
Night. The new fragrance for men
featuring Ryan Reynolds”. The brand
is often repeated.
BOSS COLOGNE IS POWER
BOSS COLOGNE IS SUCCESS
(mappings: the setting, the clothes
that the man is wearing and the
name of the product itself)

No text on the bottle - so that it looks
more transparent - pure

Special fonts for the name of the creator.
Name of product between inverted
commas and left in French (“the male”).

Capital letters.
Special font for the brand, the rest is
written in plain, easy-to-read fonts.

The brand projects the qualities of water
to the cologne, and thus to the user: CK
COLOGNE IS WATER, it is fresh, pure, it is
not a passing good, but eternal – not like
other similar products –

Forceville’s pictorial simile – BOTTLE OF
COLOGNE IS LIKE MAN BODY
Visual blend between the body of the
man and the bottle.

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND
INTERDISCURSIVITY

Night – men can go out and meet
women, friends… - social success
Launched together with a TV
campaign

The name of the cologne, Aqua, is
associated with purity and freshness.

Blurred background – a room in a city,
maybe a brothel
Sailor cliché – manliness, adventure
The man evokes Popeye the sailor man
Global campaign

REFLECTS

Confidence, success, luxurious
lifestyle, a man who gets anything he
wants.

Elegance, pureness, calmness, it looks
refreshing

Manliness, confidence, strength,
adventure, open to new, unorthodox
experiences

DAVIDOFF COLOGNE IS STRENGTH:
not only does it project the idea of a
strong man by means of the shape of
the bottle (Forceville’s contextual
metaphor), but it is a champion.
Blend between weights and bottle.
Importance of physical strength for
men.
Cultural habit of going to the gym for
weight training. Physical strength
and competitiveness are associated
to manliness.
Strength, manliness, success

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

APPENDIX 2: ENGLISH – WATCH FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

Chanel

Breitling

Jorg Gray

Frederique Constant

Left-hand side – Name and brand
Right-hand side – watch

Main image – man
Superimposed – watch
Text on the right-hand side

Main image – watch
Buildings are hinted in the
background

Blue background with nothing on it
(to emphasise the presence of the
watch) Black and blue watch
(masculine colours, blue colour for
water)
Dark-colour watch over dark
background with light illuminating
the upper part of its sphere and
bubbles over it.

Mainly black (manly and powerful,
serious). Black colour is associated
to the night. The water in the
background is dark.

Mainly black (manly and
powerful) and brown.

A man is coming out of the water
but not out of leisure: he looks very
serious and concentrated.
Watch position: sideways

Dark-colour watch over dark
background with light
illuminating its sphere. On the
background skyscrapers are
hinted

Main image – photo. Text
superimposed. Watch on the
bottom right-hand side corner.
Text next to it
Bright blue and green in the
photo. Black and grey in the
watch. Black stripe at the
bottom that becomes blue as it
gets to the right.
Young, smart man driving a
convertible car. The background
is blurred (speed) – trees
(countryside, not city).

Hardly any text and no claim

Long text introducing Nitsch’s
achievements. Chunked sentences
and ellipsis. Herbert Nitsch –
freedive record, freediving (records,
depth…)

Claim (“Designed to change the
way we view time”) in Italics.
Information about the watch
next to the image.
Logo / name of brand is often
repeated.

White fonts with different sizes
in the claim. The text mentions
precision, craftsmanship,
timepieces – emphasises
quality

METAPHORS,
BLENDS
AND
ASSOCIATIONS

WATCH IS SUBMARINE
(technology, water-resistant, the
centre of the face looks like the
target of a missile or similar
weapon)

WATCH IS ADVENTURER (“a peerless
athlete with a mind of steel”: at first
sight it may refer to Nitsch or to the
watch - watch= mind of steel?)

Relation between technology
and building (because of its size)
WATCH TECHNOLOGY IS
INTELLIGENT BUILDING

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

Name of the model: Marine –
evokes the Marine corps: manly,
brave, strong, admirable

Lengthy text
Discipline, Nitsch is able to support
difficult conditions and has a strong
will.
Nitsch, who does all those things,
uses that watch. Wearing that watch
can make you braver and daring,
apart from successful.

Big city – sophisticated,
important people.

RACING CAR IS PASSION,
OWNING A WATCH IS PASSION
(they are part of life’s passion)
TIME IS MOVEMENT
The position of the watch over
the car establishes a
relationship between both
items.
Global campaign
Speed, racing, passion, are
associated with the watch.

COLOURS

IMAGES

TEXT
FEATURES

Strength and manliness (“marine”)
Connotations of the brand: quality,
fashionable, stylish

Looks casual and sporty.
Precision and quality.

Quality, unique, valuable watch.
Success, wealth, precision.

APPENDIX 2: SPANISH – PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

LOEWE – AIRE LOCO

PURE CUSTO

TRÉSOR - LANCÔME

TOUS – H2O

Main image – woman
On top left-hand – brand
On bottom right-hand side – bottle

Main image – man and woman, drawings
in the form of a peacock tail
Top – brand and name on the left, two
bottles of perfume on the right
Pink and blue in different shades (pink
used for woman, blue for man)

Two pages. Left page – woman
Right page – bottle and name of the
product

Main frame: Woman
Underneath: Text, Intermón Oxfam’s logo
and on the bottom right-hand side, bottle
of perfume with logo and brand
White (purity) and light blue (water)

COLOURS

Black and yellow (freshness)

IMAGES

A woman dressed in a party costume is
licking her knee while looking at the
bottle of perfume. Heavy make-up.
Her dress, her hair and even her skin
are extremely pale, they look yellowish.
The bottle and the perfume are yellow,
just like the fonts of the brand.

A woman stares at the viewer while a
man approaches her to kiss her. They are
both naked and have drawings
resembling peacock tails behind them.
The bottles also have drawings that
resemble the drawings of peacock
feathers.

Penélope Cruz is looking at the viewer
as if she had been surprised by
him/her. Her hair is tied up but a thin
lock falls delicately on her hand, which
is on her shoulder. Her body is turned
sideways. Her skin matches the
background colour. On the other page,
the bottle looks like an inverted
pyramid.

A woman who is wearing no clothes holds
her head with her hand. Her hair is wet
and her make-up is very natural, so she
looks clean and fresh. On her right wrist
she is wearing a small bracelet with a
pendant in the shape of a water drop,
which is also the shape of the bottle of
perfume that can be seen underneath.

Irregular fonts for the name of the
product, set typography for the brand.
No claim or text, other than the name
of the product and the brand.

Typography of the brand: Set fonts

The name of the product is written in
handwritten style, kept in French.
Claim: “The fragrance for treasured
moments”
“Perfume… Precioso” (original choice
of adjective)

USING LOEWE PERFUME IS DRINKING
TEQUILA – (The woman’s appearance
is associated to nightlife, the image
evokes drinking Tequila: liking salt
(from her leg) and biting a lemon (the
bottle stopper resembles a lemon).
Visual blend of lemon and Tequila glass
and the bottle of perfume
Association of nightlife with carefree,
fun moments, alcohol, glamour, etc.

WOMAN IS PEACOCK
MAN IS PEACOCK (Forceville’s hybrid
metaphor)
The qualities of the peacock are
transferred to the users, though it is only
the male peacock which spreads out the
feathers

The use of the image of Penélope Cruz
makes the viewer associate the highest
peaks in her life to the perfume PERFUME IS SUCCESS

Peacocks evoke beauty, exoticism, sex
(they only open their tails as a mating
tool)

This campaign has used different
women depending on the country
where they appeared – to connect
more with viewers

Very small fonts, in italics. Solidarity
actions
“Ecochic fragrance” –stereotype
Name of the product in relation with
water.
Claim: “Perfume de vida, joya de
solidaridad”
PERFUME IS JEWEL (because of the shape
of the bottle and the bracelet on the wrist
of the woman; also mentioned by the
claim; the perfume functions as a jewel)
PERFUME IS WATER (both are perceived as
precious, necessary liquids, water is
associated with life)
Blend between drops of water and bottle
Positive feelings towards the advert raised
by the mention of Intermón Oxfam.
Donation of water

Fun, carefree lifestyle, wild personality.

Joy, youth, passion, attraction, seduction

Candour, elegance, success, the name
of the product evokes wealth

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS
AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

Golden (wealth) and black.

Freshness, purity, cleanliness, tranquillity.

APPENDIX 2: SPANISH – WATCHES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

COLOURS

IMAGES

LONGINES

Plastichic

Patek Philippe

TOUS

Woman centre – left side, arches of
oriental palace in the centre –right
side.
Underneath: Upper part of the watch.
Black and White
Watch: Silver, golden and blue. Small
jewels on it (wealth)
Young Indian woman (an Indian
celebrity) dressed smartly, not a dress
one would expect in Arab countries.
She is wearing a watch, has a confident
look and body position.
Underneath, over a blue background,
half of the watch is shown, glowing.

Upper part shows image of a woman
Lower part shows text.

Two pages. Left page: watch, rings, info about
the product and claim.
Right page: image

Main frame: image
Underneath: white part that contains
the claim, brand and information

Neutral colours in background and
clothes, variety of flashy colours in the
watches.
A young girl is wearing lots of watches
as if they were a set of bracelets; each
of them has a different colour.
She is informal, casual and is having
fun.

Different shades of brown (tradition, classy) as
in old films.

White and red (Christmas colours) and
dark blue (night, magic)

A formal, elegant woman is sitting in a
reflective way.
The background and the sofa where she is
sitting look formal and smart. She seems to be
waiting for someone.
In the second page the watch can be seen as if
standing on its own on the floor. Next to it
there are two rings that resemble wedding
rings. The brand is above; the claim and
information about the model are underneath.

A computer-generated teddy bear is
bringing a watch inside a house.
Outside it is snowing and dark, so it
appears to be a Christmas present
being brought by a magical creature
(which is TOUS’ famous bear).
The bear looks happy and soft, its lines
are curved.

Signature (as a personal guarantee).
Next to her the claim (“Elegance is an
attitude”) is written and signed by her
as if it was a quotation. For her name
the viewer can deduct her Indian
origin and therefore the location of the
setting (the Maharaja’s Palace in
Jaipur).

Half of the page is devoted to the text,
so the viewer can mistake it for some
kind of article rather than an advert.
Main sentence in a different font (a
more casual one). The rest of the text
is smaller and more normal. It tells the
story of the watch; it says where to
buy it and includes the price.
Claim: “Los relojes más ‘trendy’ by
Plastichic”
PLASTICHIC IS A PERSON
(personification included in the text:
“enamoró al país de la moda”, etc.)
Visual blend between solidarity plastic
bracelets and watch
Not a unique item, it’s so cheap and is
available in so many colours that you
can buy / wear many of them.
Not centered in the practical features
of the product but on its appearance.

Claim: “El inicio de una larga historia de amor”:
reference to time that evokes the last words in
the film Casablanca (“este es el comienzo de
una hermosa amistad”)
Fonts in yellow except for the brand, in white.

The claim (“Make a wish”) appears in
big fonts and has been left in English,
which can limit the understanding of
the viewers.
Information and brand are discreetly
placed underneath and in different
fonts and sizes.

TIME IS LIFE (the watch marks the beginning of
a love story, it indicates life’s events)
TIME IS MOVEMENT IN SPACE
LOVE IS JOURNEY

WATCH IS A WISH COME TRUE (the
advert depicts the watch as something
people wish for, and shows how TOUS
makes it come true)

Ring = love story, commitment, engagement.
Rings and watches as engagement presents,
but here the watch is for the woman, too.

Association of the bear with the brand
Tous: Spanish brand whose products
are aimed at women who care about
brands and can pay for them.

Casualness, youth, fun, happiness.

Seriousness, elegance, soberness, romance,
commitment

Homey setting, excitement, Christmas,
presents, family, hope

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

LONGINES WATCH IS ELEGANCE AND
WEALTH (reflected by the exclusive
setting and the elegantly dressed
woman)

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND
INTERDISCURSIVITY

The name of the watch, PrimaLuna,
evokes A Thousand and One Night,

REFLECTS

Elegance, international item. Exotic
background. Wealth

APPENDIX 2: SPANISH – COLOGNES FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

COLOURS
IMAGES

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

ROCHAS

ANTONIO BANDERAS – THE SECRET

LOEWE - 7

VICTORIO & LUCHINO–HOMBRE

Image that occupies the whole page.
Brand in the middle of the page.
Claim and bottle at the bottom, on the right

Whole page: image.
Bottle at the bottom, on the right.
Brand at the bottom, on the left

Whole page: image.
Brand and bottle centred at the
bottom

White and pale shades of blue. Contrast
created by purple curtain.
Some fonts in red.
A man with naked torso is wearing suit-like
trousers and looking through a window. An
exclusive neighbourhood in Paris can be
seen. He is not wearing any shirt; he may be
getting ready for work.
The bottle has the shape of a bullet and
evokes a sniper.

Mainly black (mystery, manly colour) and
white.

Image in black and white, the
bottle is blue (manly colour)

On the left, Antonio Banderas is dressed in a
suit; the left part of his face is hidden by
shadows. Serious face expression.
On the right side there is a hotel’s dark
corridor (only the floor and part of the walls
can be seen). Three women smartly dressed
in black or white step out of their rooms to
see him pass.
The bottle can hardly be seen except for the
metallic lock drawn on it.

Cayetano Rivera is standing
wearing the bullfighter’s
costume. His left hand is placed
on his left hip, defiantly. His head
is slightly turned to the side but
he is looking at the front. He
looks tough and serious, ready to
face the dangers of his job.

Whole page: image
On top: Name of product. Brand
underneath
Bottom right-hand side corner: bottle
Black and blue (manly colours)
Different shades of the colours are
created by lighting.
A man (a famous actor) is lying on a
bed. The blankets and pillows are
black. He is wearing a velvet-like blue
jacket and an unbuttoned shirt. He is
not shaved and his position shows
some hair on his chest (= manly).
His face expression is relaxed and
somehow tender; his eyes are smiling.
His hand is next to his face.

At the bottom the claim (“Intense par
essence”), left in French, is written in small
fonts and different typography in the first
letter. An acronym has been written using
the brand and the word “man”.
Alliteration: “intense par essence”
ROCHAS COLOGNE IS INTENSITY (snipers and
guns in general are associated to tough men,
danger and intense lifestyle)
Visual blend between a bullet and the bottle

Hardly any text.
Claim: “The new masculine fragrance” left in
English

Hardly any text.
Brand in the typography that
makes up the logo, resembling
metal.

Hardly any text.
The name of the product and the
brand are written in big, yellow fonts.
The font type is original, square and
rounded at the same time.

THE SECRET IS KEY FOR SEDUCTION (the
cologne is the key to be manlier, to seduce
more women, to succeed)
Visual blend between a lock and the bottle

MASCULINITY IS A BULLFIGHTER
(stereotypical values of manliness
associated with the cultural
values attributed to bullfighters)

The bottle is placed in diagonal to the Eiffel
Tower: similar shame.
Global campaign

Associations created by Antonio Banderas’
image: Latin lover, manly, seducer

Bullfighter: cultural reference
The brand Loewe has the
connotation of elitism

HOMBRE COLOGNE IS SEDUCTION:
seductive posture, though typically
associated with a more passive role;
blue colour of the bottle and the
jacket: he is seductive because he uses
the cologne
The bottle resembles an old watch,
which evokes classic gentlemen.
The typography matches the slightly
baroque style of the bottle

Classy man, risk, excitement, toughness

Mystery, secrecy, manliness, success,
curiosity

Bravery, manliness, success.
Women feel attracted to that
kind of men.

Classy, seductive man, self-confident
and successful

APPENDIX 2: SPANISH – WATCHES FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

VICEROY

ROLEX - Oyster Perpetual

Bell & Ross

ROLEX–O. Perpetual (Day-DateII)

Main image – man cut in diagonal
by a brilliant surface.
At the bottom: brand and logo on
the left that are almost the same
size of the watch, which is on the
right

Main image – watch
References to brand and model on top
and bottom corners. Additional
information on the side, written
sideways

Main image: divided into 4 parts
Under the images: brand and
model.
Additional information at the
bottom of the page

Main image – man on the right of the
page
Left-hand side: on top information
about him; at the bottom, a photo of
the watch.
At the bottom of the page: green
strip with information about the
model and the brand.

COLOURS

Black (manly colour) and red
(passion, energy)

Blue, golden and silver (manly colours)

Grey and black (seriousness,
technology), orange details in the
watch

Grey, black and green (formal,
serious colours)

IMAGES

Fernando Alonso is leaning on a
tilted surface. His arms are crossed
and his face expression shows
pride, sobriety and self-confidence.
He is wearing a black shirt.
The light behind Alonso seems to
draw a V behind him (V can stand
for the brand, but it also means
“victory”)

The watch in silver and gold (wealth) is
placed over a metallic surface
(technology) where the brand’s name
can be read.
Instead of the number 12, the watch
has a crown, which is the symbol of
the brand.
The face of the watch has dark blue
circles drawn in it.

The two parts on the left show
water and a diving helmet, the two
parts on the right show a front
view and a side view of the watch.
Parallelism in diagonal pictures

Roger Federer looks confident and
smiles while wearing the watch. He
wears a suit but no tie and upper
buttons are unbuttoned – casual

Hardly any text.
Viceroy’s set fonts for the brand
Reference to the year of
appearance of the brand.
TIME IS SPACE (relation of utmost
importance in races)
TIME IS MOVEMENT IN SPACE
The watch is metonymically related
to time.

Modern-like letters that look like
carved in metal.
The fonts used in the scarce text are
thin and plain.
Evokes wealth and solidity.
The colours evoke the deep blue sea,
which is related to the name of the
product.

White fonts in plain fonts that
combine English and Spanish.
Claim: “Time Instruments”

Fernando Alonso’s popularity and
success in car races are used by the
brand to advertise the product.

Oysters: Valuable items (pearls)
Importance given to the brand: it
appears many times (product backed
by the reputation of the brand)
Technology, modernity, wealth, style

Long text made up of chunked
sentences that talks about Federer’s
success rather than about the watch.
Claim: “Rolex. La corona del triunfo”
WATCH IS SUCCESS (reinforced by
claim)
Association between the watch and
Federer’s achievements, as if he was
successful and wore this watch as a
trophy.
The advert takes advantage of the
interest in tennis that appeared in
Spain because of Rafa Nadal (and his
relationship with Federer).
Smart yet casual, successful,
confidence.

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

Success, self-confidence, courage

BELL&ROSS WATCH IS EQUIPMENT
(“time instruments”; comparison
established between diving helmet
and watch - the diver needs
specific and advanced equipment
to fulfil his aims)
Relevance of time in diving.

Resistance, endurance, courage

APPENDIX 2: FRENCH – PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

COLOURS
IMAGES

JP GAULTIER – Madame

SISLEY

JEANNE LANVIN

L’OCCITANE - Pivoine

Centred – Woman
Superimposed – Bottle (very big shape)

Main image – shape of a coat of arms
Bottle of perfume in the middle

Main image – young woman
leaning on a bottle of perfume

Main image – Bottle of perfume on a
flower.

Black background and white and pink
(feminine colours in violent shades) and
red.
Woman with aggressive facial
expression and appearance: short and
spiky hair, unbuttoned shirt, bands in
her wrists and some kind of dog-like
collar on her neck. Strange body
position, defying and unfeminine. Very
high heeled shoes (femininity)
The bottle has a collar, too.

White, green and yellow (fresh, natural
colours)

White and pink, very delicate,
feminine shades. Red parts
(passion)
Woman dressed in a pink, tutu-like
dress leans on a pink bottle of
perfume that is about her size and
has a pink tulle ribbon with the
name of the brand on it. Childish,
transparent clothing and sash.
Red nails in hands and toes and
flirty look

Pink, green, and blue background

Three different fonts. Ellipsis
Claim (“La nouvelle eau de parfum”):
looks like a neon light
Name of product: different-sized letters
that look like cuttings from magazines –
like an anonymous threatening message
MADAME PERFUME IS NONCONFORMITY (They try to transpose
features from the woman into the
perfume and thus into its users)
Visual blend between woman body and
bottle
Despite the potentially provocative
outfit and name of perfume (madame),
the woman looks unfeminine and
aggressive - Contradictory
Website: “Una mujer moderna que no
tiene nada de señora. Carácter, estilo e
ingenio, es deliciosa y única”
Defiance, self-confidence, strength,
unconventionality, originality.

Complete sentences, very descriptive
instead of a short, straightforward
claim (“Floral and romantic, eau de
Sisley 1 is a sunshine dress that has all
the mysteries of a summer garden”).

Claim: “El perfume para la mujer”
(unique referent (el perfume) and
generic referent (la mujer)

Hardly any text

PERFUME IS SUNSHINE DRESS (explicit
in the text)
PERFUME IS SUMMER GARDEN
(mappings: mysteries: in the text)
PERFUME IS PRESTIGE
Blend between plants and coat of arms
Shield: tradition, aristocracy, classy,
wealth, elitism.
Nature – Phytocosmetology (the use of
natural plants extracts in cosmetics)
Metonymy: Perfume made of plants –
Part/whole relationship

LANVIN PERFUME IS FEMININITY
(The qualities of delicacy, attractive
and softness are transferred from
the girl into the perfume and thus
into its users)

PERFUME IS NYMPH
Metonymy: Ingredients for the product.
Visual blend between a vase and the
bottle, or a flower and the bottle.

Website: “the perfume is as
irresistible as a pretty pink dress”
The attraction of innocence and
flirtation at the same time.
Stereotype of women who want to
feel protected and men who want
to protect.
Innocence, femininity, delicacy,
sweetness, candour, attraction

Peony: Metaphor based on the legend
of nymph Peony – Courted by gods,
jealous goddess turns her into flower –
symbol of beauty and femininity
(background knowledge required)
Queen of flowers in Asia
Home of fairies and nymphs
Nature, femininity, delicacy, beauty

A big shield that contains images of
plants with drops of water on them
(=freshness).
The perfume has a soft colour and an
original top that resembles smoke or
vapour.
Shape of a coat of arms, but it is made
of plants.

A bottle of perfume on a bed of petals.
Some petals fly with the soft wind that
is moving the plants around the flower.
The bottle opener has petals of a flower
on it.

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND
INTERDISCURSI
VITY
REFLECTS

Wealth, elitism, tradition, but also
nature and freshness

APPENDIX 2: FRENCH – WATCHES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

COLOURS
IMAGES

OMEGA –Constellation

Richard Mille

Delaneau

Opex

Main image: Watch
Brand on top of the page
Underneath: Brand, model and
additional information
Black, dark blue and white

Sequence (from backgrounded to
foregrounded): city – car – leg – hand
holding a spanner – forearm with watch

Main image – Woman’s arms and legs
White part underneath that contains the text, brand
and logo

Main image – watch
Background image – white liquid
Brand on top, claim at the bottom

Yellow, orange, brown and white

Flesh colour and black. Bits of blue in the watch

White and light grey

A watch is glowing, as if the hour
marks were a constellation (they
are made of diamonds). The face
is not centred.

A woman wearing a bikini is holding an
adjustable spanner in her hand while
wearing a watch. She is heading towards
a car. The kind of watch looks strange in
this context.
The ad looks like a film poster

A woman’s arms and legs over a black background.
Provocative body position but feminine-looking
watch and manicure. The watch has several colours
and shapes made up of jewels but it has no numbers,
appearance prevails over practical considerations.
Contrast between circular shapes in the watch
(feminine) and square shape of the face.

A watch is emerging from some white
creamy liquid
It has a weird shape – spiral instead of
circular. It looks simple and trendy at
the same time. The face is elongated
and very small. It has no numbers.
Appearance prevails over practical
considerations.

“Constellation” written in childlike fonts
“OMEGA” is prominent –
importance of the brand
OMEGA WATCH IS
CONSTELLATION OF STARS (the
diamonds are like stars, they
form a shape and glow). The
positive connotations of stars as
top quality and uniqueness,
special items are transferred into
the watch.
Idea of stars as the summit,
bright, pleasure.
Association of the accuracy and
technology of the items used in
spatial missions and the accuracy
and technology used in watch.
Wealth, exclusivity, uniqueness,
luxury

Mention of price – exclusivity
Claim: “A racing machine on the wrist”,
left in English

Claim: “Feminine horology” written over the image
Underneath, on a white background, more details of
the watch that mix French and English (not
everybody may understand)
The advert evokes mystery; the body of the woman
is hidden in the background, just like the function of
watch is hidden (the face does not look like a watch
and has no numbers in it)

Claim (“pleasure is designed”) written
in black, round fonts following the
spiral formed by the watchstrap.

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND
INTERDISCURSI
VITY
REFLECTS

TIME IS RACE - Expressions (a race
against time), watch and car are
presented as the tools for each domain.
Even the price of the watch is
comparable to the price of the car.
Mention of prizes
WATCH IS A RACING MACHINE (time –
watch: metonymical relation).
Surprising advert – cars and women with
no trousers would normally be used in
men’s ads
Mentions prizes – cares about the
quality, not just the looks. Car races
Films appearance
Ability, defiance, power, style yet quality,
technology, independence

The audience has to imagine what the woman
wearing that watch looks like – mystery
The watch has a name, as if it was an artwork

Attitude yet femininity. Exclusiveness.
Originality, work of art

WATCH IS SUBJECT OF PLEASURE
PLEASURE IS OBJECT (the idea of
pleasure appears in the claim and the
advert presents the watch as in an
enjoyable setting; the fact that
pleasure can be designed (just like the
watch can be) entails that it is an
object)
White, creamy liquid – Cleopatra’s
bath: pleasure, delicacy, luxury
The watch resembles a snake going out
of the water, evokes Loch Ness
monster.
Trendy and original, light, delicate

APPENDIX 2: FRENCH – COLOGNE FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

HERMÈS - Voyage

CHANEL - Allure

GUERLAIN – Habit Rouge

HERMÈS - Terre

Main image – animals (a horse and a
dove)
Background image - water

Main image: man looking back.
Bottom right-hand side corner:
bottle of perfume

Whole page – Photo.
Top right-hand side corner – Brand
Bottom right-hand side corner – Bottle
Middle of the page – Product and claim.

COLOURS

Mainly blue and white, broken by
the brown horse

Black and white (except the
word “sport”, in red)

IMAGES

A horse is running over water and a
white dove is flying over its back. The
horse’s hooves are not touching the
water – as if flying.
The water reflects the light in a way
that the horse seems to be running
towards the light.
Bottle of perfume with the cap open
(parallel with the neck of the horse)

A man is sailing on his yacht and
has just had a swim when
something has made him look
back.
He is young, sporty and
attractive and probably wellsituated.

Black and white except for some red
elements (red in suit, riding crop, name
of product and sticker on bottle)
Perfume in colour
A smart, elegant man is standing with
his back to us. He is looking to the left –
where the light comes from. Serious
face expression. Closed fists, one hand
holding the other wrist.
His spotless suit is partly surrounded by
a red line (also in his fists). Riding crop
in his hand.
Feminine-looking shoulder plates

Two pages:
First page – Image
Second page – Upper half – image, lower
half the image also contains bottle of
perfume, name of product and claim.
Blue and orange (complimentary colours).
Brown ground (not so important)
Yellow cologne

Typewriter-like fonts.
The name of the product and the
claim could form a whole sentence
(“Voyage d’Hermès sur les ailes du
parfum”)
COLOGNE IS A FLYING DOVE (it has
wings, like a bird: “sur les ailes du
parfum”, it is free, like the horse:
position of the cap resembles neck of
horse, the name of the cologne
itself: voyage)
The horse is the symbol of the brand

Hardly any text (no claim)

Plain fonts.
Claim: “Genre: (très) masculin.”). It
emphasises the masculinity of the user

COLOGNE IS LUXURIOUS
LIFESTYLE (wealth, success,
relaxation… youth: name of the
product – “Appearance”)

HABIT ROUGE IS LIKE A SUIT (simile
indicated by the name of the product
and strengthened by the red line that
surrounds the suit)
COLOGNE IS POWER

Chanel – exclusive brand
(connotations: expensive,
classy, fashionable)

The only advert that does not sell
happiness or relaxation but masculinity
through severe and serious attitude.

Symbol of the brand – horse. Ads tend to
be related to nature, animals, etc.

Freedom, strength, adventure
(journey), lightness

Comfort, success, freedom,
wealth

Masculinity, strength, power. He rules
in all the aspects of his life.

Peace, connection with nature, relaxation,
power to interact with nature.

A man is throwing sand to the air and it
floats and creates a cloud of orange dust. A
drop of perfume falls from it to the bottle
of perfume underneath.
A close-up of the man’s face appears
above the man’s silhouette (transparent).
His eyes are closed and he is looking up. He
looks absorbed, as if in contact with the
earth.

TEXT
TRAITS

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

Name of the product in an orange shade,
matching the dust cloud.
Rest of text in white.
The claim refers to the density of the
perfume.
COLOGNE IS POWER OF EARTH: The man,
together with the orange colour of the
dust and the broad, flat setting can evoke
American Indian culture (the man
resembles a sorcerer from a tribe)

APPENDIX 2: FRENCH – WATCHES FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

Panerai

JAEGER-LECOULTRE

TAG HEUER

Zenith - Elite

Page divided in two: Upper part – diver
Bottom part – watch and additional
information

Upper part of page: Image of
mechanism and claim.
Watch in the middle
Lower part – Additional information
Mainly shades of grey (seriousness,
technology)

Main image: Man wearing racing outfit
Bottom part: Close-up of the watch and
short explanation of the ad
Predominantly white, brown background.
Contrast with the blue watch

Divided in two: Upper part: Name of
product and brief description. Small
image of the watch.
Lower part: Big image of watch
Black background, silver fonts, white face
and golden details.

Watch in the middle of the page.
Above it image of the inside of the
watch. Both the watch and the
mechanism resemble a human face.

Steve McQueen is getting ready for a car
race. He looks defiant.
A reference to the watch is written on his
clothes

The watch is located among the stars, in
outer space.
Its glow and position evokes a planet or a
star

Small fonts explaining the watch’s features.
Brand in blue.
Claim - Complete sentence left in English

Normal fonts in white.
Question directed to audience.
Stamps: UNESCO and “Centre de
patrimoine mondial”
Claim: “Two brains for unequalled
precision”

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

PANERAI WATCH IS SURVIVAL (trace left by
history, the historical importance of
Gamma men is related to survival in
extreme conditions)

WATCH IS PERSON (personification; the
watch is said to have brain)
MECHANISM IS BRAIN

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND
INTERDISCURSIVITY

Background knowledge included in the ad
(made explicit by text):
Website: Gamma men were Italian, like the
brand, which has an underwater tradition.
A lot of information about technical details.
Gamma men (Italian divers in WWII)
(www.forosegundaguerra.com)

Intelligence as an important
characteristic in men.

Plain fonts.
Explanation of the advert, but no mention
of the features of the product.
Claim (“History begins every morning”) left
in English and translated in one side:
French translation does not mention
History
TIME IS RACE (The watch is a time
instrument just like the car is an
instrument for the race)
Association of the importance of time in
races.
No information about technical details.
Background Information mentioned in ad:
Series Monaco: automatic chronograph
wristwatch introduced in 1969 by TAG
Heuer for the Monaco Grand Prix
Film “Le Mans” (starring Steve McQueen,
who was also keen on races)

REFLECTS

Tradition, quality, resistance, survival. It is
not just a watch, it is an important tool
used in historical events

Intelligence, top technology, precision,
quality

Ellipsis.
Both the name of the product and the
brand (zenith, elite) have related
meanings.
“Obsession” used as a positivism.
Claim: “Obsessed with precision from
1865”
Related to the metaphor MORE IS UP
(the zenith being on top of all and ergo,
the best of all; positive qualities are
associated with UP: GOOD IS UP, HAPPY
IS UP, etc.)
No information about technical details.
Focus on the brand.
Idea of stars as the summit, bright,
pleasure.
Association of the accuracy and
technology of the items used in spatial
missions and the accuracy and
technology used in this watch.
Top quality, exclusiveness, tradition,
precision

COLOURS
IMAGES

Black and white, some fonts in blue (to
strengthen the impression of a historical
event)
Old picture of a diver coming up from the
sea with a Panerai watch on his wrist.
The watch looks solid and prepared for any
situation.
Underneath, watch (same size as the man)
and text

TEXT
FEATURES

Speed, adrenaline, success, legend, fame

APPENDIX 2: JAPANESE – PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

Mystic Angel

Lanvin

Ghost

Givenchy

Main image: two different images of a
woman
Bottle of perfume superimposed on the
bottom right-hand side corner
Text in the middle of the page
Yellow-ish background. Golden fonts
Contrast between white (pureness) and red
(passion)
Two images of a woman: A naïve-looking one
is smiling, hardly any make-up. White taffetalike dress with a big flower on it.
A malicious-looking one has an alluring look
on her face. She is wearing a lot of make-up
and bright red lips. She is wearing a bright
red dress and a pony tail.

Main image – Bottle of perfume
surrounded by perfume
Text on the right-hand side bottom corner

Main image – Centred: Bottle of perfume
Text above, next to and underneath it
Text under the bottle, centred

Main image – Centred
Pictures of flowers framing the page
Text above, next to and underneath it

Mauve and gold on white background
(soft, delicate colours)

Pink and white (feminine colours)

Pink and white (feminine colours)

A bottle of perfume on the air being held
by a stream of perfume that is divided in
two jets, getting the shape of a heart.
The stream of perfume might evoke energy
Two wedding rings on the top of the bottle
(=love)

Bottle of perfume surrounded by flowers
(cherry blossoms).
The bottle has the shape of a waning
moon.
Soft pink background colour that
matches the flowers and bottle.

Bottle of perfume surrounded by flowers.
The bottle has shapes of flowers in it as
well, and so does the top. It stands over a
white background, between the flowers.

Claim: “This perfume is the trap. I hope my
other self will realise”
Text placed in the middle of the page over
the image. Mixture of Western and Japanese
characters
PERFUME IS ANGEL
PERFUME IS DEVIL
(name of product versus design of the bottle)

Plain, square fonts with curve accent
marks. Fonts match the main colour of the
ad
No claim

Plain fonts in pink.
Claim: “sheer summer”

SCENT IS HEART (Shape of the perfume
around the bottle)
SCENT IS WATER (the heart as pumping
blood, as energy, which is vital for life)

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND
INTERDISCURSIVITY

Small heart with wings and a halo with text
inside (“Angel heart”) on the top right-hand
side corner.
Occidental conception of angel and devil
(commercial development of the concept)
Japanese conception of appropriateness in
women’s behaviour.

Global campaign
Lanvin: Symbol = father and his daughter
Marguerite (background knowledge
required)

REFLECTS

Bipolarity: tender and innocent side but also
a cunning and sexy side in women.

Harmony, freshness, sweetness, emotions,
life force

PERFUME IS SUMMER MOON (cherry
blossoms, claim - sweet, fresh, beautiful.
Forceville’s integrated pictorial
metaphor)
Visual blend between the bottle and the
moon
Association between ghosts (not
necessarily negative in Japan), the
summer moon and magic
Colour pink: original meaning
(lasciviousness, pink cherry blossoms: the
samurai who died young in battle) versus
new meaning (happiness, childish
women)
Cherry blossoms = Japan (hanami)
Beauty, freshness, magical

A massive amount of text for an advert. Big
fonts in pink for the claim (“Play the
melody of Spring with this perfume”). Bold
fonts on top of it emphasising the French
origin of the product
GIVENCHY PERFUME IS SPRING FLOWERS
(anchored by the claim and expressed
through the colours and flowers)

COLOURS
IMAGES

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

Spring: Flowers, “hanami” (tradition of
looking at cherry blossoms)
Nature as an important part of people

Freshness, beauty, happiness

APPENDIX 2: JAPANESE – WATCHES FOR WOMEN
IMAGE
POSITION

Saint Honoré

Seiko

Citizen

Little Mermaid

Page divided in photos and text
Photos on upper and left sides of page,
watch in the middle
Text underneath

Main image – woman slightly to the left
Underneath her: text and watches.
The claim and the watches connect the part
of the text with the image

Watermark all over the page.
Text on the left-hand side of the page.
Watches on the lower middle of the
page.

White and yellow shades that evoke
evening light. Black (woman’s dress –
elegance and soberness)
Woman: Blurred (movement, dynamism)
but wearing a smart dress and a touched
up smile.
Background: Paris (Eiffel tower and street
light)
Watch: The biggest image. Looks informal
and carefully designed.

Pink background under the woman and
under part of the text in the bottom. She
wears a white shirt (purity).
Woman dressed in white, with a smile of
satisfaction on her face and a hand reaching
over for something.
Two watches: A pink one with jewels in it
and a more serious one in gray with a shade
of pink in the face.

Main image – Woman placed in the
right-hand side of the page. Text over
her.
Underneath her – three different
models of watches and additional
information
Mainly pink (feminine colour)

A woman with a wide smile on her face
and her hands placed on each side of
her head (coquettish gesture).
Background: no image, only shades of
pink.
Light coming from behind the woman.

Watermark: Reflection of light on the
water and a mermaid under the name
of the product.
Watches with Swarovski crystals on
the hours.

FEATURES

A lot of information about shops.
The brand and origin are more emphasised
than the model of the watch.
No claim

Logo and slogan (“design your time”):
square fonts. Rigid, efficient. Claim: “I wear
the princess style” - White with pink
borders. Easy to read. No kanji, just hiragana
and the model of the watch in katakana
(easier to read).

“Little Mermaid” on handwritten-like
style.
The rest of the fonts are plain. Poetic
description of the product. “Beauty” is
often repeated. Mixes English and
Japanese.

METAPHORS,
BLENDSAND
ASSOCIATIONS

WATCH IS MOVEMENT
Dynamism is evoked by the moving image,
and movement is associated to nightlife in
Paris
Probably a global campaign
Paris and New York evoke fashion, a big,
trendy city.

Metonymic link between the watch and
royalty (evoked by the regal posture)
TIME IS ART (“design your time”)

Sophisticated fonts in glittering pink
over the picture of the woman. –
Childish, sweet look.
Plain fonts underneath.
Claim: “The watch that works without
batteries or putting it right. And it is
the smallest of the world”.
Citizen watch evokes femininity,
childishness, happiness

Fairy-tale idea of princesses
The woman is a Japanese actress that has a
positive reputation

Importance of small sizes in
technological devices (Japan being one
of the most advanced countries in
technology)

Intertextuality: Hans Christian
Andersen – The Little Mermaid

Fashion, style, dynamism

Wearing this watch will make you feel like a
princess

Happiness, sweetness, style,
comfortable to use.

Beauty and delicacy. Brings memories
of childhood and imaginary worlds.

COLOURS
IMAGES

Blue, grey, pink (very soft, pastel
shades - feminine)

TEXT

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

SKAGEN WATCH IS LITTLE MERMAID
Visual mappings: straps that resemble
fish scales; face: pearls in the sea

APPENDIX 2: JAPANESE – WATCHES FOR MEN
IMAGE
POSITION

SEIKO - WIRED

CHOPARD

CITIZEN

PATEK PHILIPPE

Main image – Picture of watches.
Model and claim superimposed.
Underneath – White bit with text on it.

Main image – watch.
Text underneath it.
Top right-hand side corner – mention of the
tradition of the brand
Mainly black, grey and white bits. (colours
associated with masculinity)

Main image – Photo. Claim
superimposed. Brand on top of the page.
Underneath – White stripe with watches
and text in it.
Manly different shades of blue. (manly
colours)

Upper part – Image. Text superimposed.
Lower third – Claim and product
Logo on top right-hand side corner.

COLOURS

Black, blue and white (sophisticated
look, masculine colours)

Black and white (except the claim, which
is yellow)

IMAGES

Two watches over a blue background
with shapes created by some kind of
light. An intense light is coming from
the centre of the picture creating a
halo. The watches seem to “come”
from the light.
The marks inside the face of the
watches evoke rays of light.

A watch over a black background. The strap looks
like a car wheel.
Light illuminating its face.
The watch’s face is full of information to the point
of having the hours superimposed to other data.
The circles in the face resemble a racing car panel.

A man wearing some kind of bag is
looking forward to the horizon (camera
in lower position) with curiosity and
decision. Long, messy hair (because of his
lifestyle?). He is travelling around the
world, but still he wears his watch.
Background: blue sky.

A man and a boy are presented as father
and son. They both look very smart,
though casual. The father is smiling
slightly and looks proud; they seem to be
wealthy.

Mostly in Japanese. Very plain fonts.
The name of the model appears many
times and in big fonts, the name of the
brand does not. Emphasis on the
hybrid technology of the watches. “Ally
of light”
WATCH IS A LIGHTBEAM (association of
technology and futuristic items with
light and rays)

Text that alternates white and red. Plain fonts
except on the name of the product, which is
written in handwritten style.
“Classic Racing” in red.
All text left in English.

In Japanese. The fonts look a bit elegant.
Claim: “The watch that travels the world”

Name of brand and claim in English, rest
in Japanese. Sentimental description of
product. (“To inherit a watch etched with
feelings. From father to son, from this
generation to the next one.”)

TIME IS MOVEMENT
WATCH IS RACING CAR (mappings: straps that
resemble a tyre, face that evokes a racing car
panel, races mentioned in the text)
Watch – time: Metonymical relation
The wheels make the car move; the watch
measures the pass of time.
Metaphors with time and speed.
Visual blend between the watch and a tyre
References to Miglia, Gran Turismo Miglia –
automobile race
Global campaign

LIFE IS JOURNEY (adventures, emotions,
unknown things, experiences)
WATCH IS A TRAVELLER (accompanies
the man)

WATCH IS TRADITION
WATCH IS CONTINUITY
WATCH IS ENDLESS FUTURE

Romantic idea of journeys (especially
appealing in the strict Japanese society).

Global campaign not adapted to a
Japanese audience
Family tradition of inheritance.

Relation between car races and the watch –
Adrenaline, technology, masculinity

Exciting experiences, freedom, no
obligations. Confidence.

Value of tradition, wealth, valuable item,
quality.

TEXT
FEATURES

METAPHORS,
BLENDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

CULTURAL
INFERENCES
AND INTERDISCURSIVITY
REFLECTS

Light, especially white light, is often
used to evoke the future or
technology.
Informal look but latest technology.

APPENDIX 3: ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

English Informants
INFORMANT 1: FEMALE
DKNY (perfume) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A woman eating an apple, apple blossom, more apples and an apple shaped object.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Sexiness. spring, Eve eating the forbidden apple, that the fragrance is fresh, fruity and
floral.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
By associating their product with sex appeal and therefore the wearer will have sex
appeal.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
I feel that this product is aimed at young women who may want to attract a man.

BOSS advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A man and a tube shape.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Successful, good looking/ sexy man.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
By giving the impression that the user of this product will increase his sex appeal.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
That this would be a good gift to buy for any young man.

DKNY (watch) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Four girls wearing brightly coloured watches.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Feelings of friendship.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
By associating its wearer with being good looking and female.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
It would be a good gift for any young female relatives.

JORG GRAY advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A man’s black watch.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Manliness or sportiness.

c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
By making it appeal to men by making it overtly male, with the use of dark colours and
keeping it simple.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
This advert is bland and would not encourage me to purchase this product.

INFORMANT 2: FEMALE
DKNY (perfume) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A woman eating an apple, a bottle of perfume with New York reflection shown on the
bottle.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Tasty, fruit, beauty and sex.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
Telling you that you will smell so delicious, men will fall at your feet, and maybe you
will start to look like the model too and end up in New York somehow!
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
I’d like to buy this perfume and go to New York. The thought of that makes me feel
happy and inspired to buy the perfume.

BOSS advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Ryan Reynolds in a suit and a bottle of Hugo Boss.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Sex and desire.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
Men want to be like Reynolds, women want their men to be Reynolds…either way,
Ryan Reynolds would sell this product. He is wearing a suit which would draw in
business types, wives, mistresses etc.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
Desire

DKNY (watch) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Four girls and four different coloured watches.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Four very good friends, (makes me think of New York for example), living the life in the
city in cool clothes and all having the same watch in different colours.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
I’m not sure if they are selling clothes or watches here or both, but the idea that if you
buy these products you can also live the dream and be young, pretty and hip. It could
be a gift for yourself and your girlfriends.

d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
They are all very beautiful girls, but they look too serious, I wouldn’t give it a second
look, it is boring.

JORG GRAY advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A watch (black – masculine and the touches of orange – modern)
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
To me it looks like a sports watch, but I could be wrong! It makes me think of a sporty,
modern man (black – masculine and the touches of orange – modern) who needs a
watch that does everything..
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
Using the brand name, the detail about the watch is in small print, easy to miss. The
watch is black, which men would find sleek and attractive, also has lots of dials, ie:
gadget looking.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
None, it does not inspire me in any way.

INFORMANT 3: MALE
DKNY (perfume) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Pretty lady and apples
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Sexuality with the Garden of Eden idea of temptation and sin
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
Through sexiness (for men) and natural fragrances (for women).
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
Interest & confusion

BOSS advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Well dressed Actor & bottle of aftershave. The bottle is as big as he is.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Expense and style. Dark, secretive masculinity. The cologne looks phallic.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
It is implying that the rich and famous use this product and you could be like them
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
Overpriced

DKNY (watch) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)

I see four attractive women in front of city skyline, most likely NYC, with colourful
watches.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Youthfulness and generic fashion.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
Pretty girls are happy and happy girls wear watches like these..
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
Cheapness.

JORG GRAY advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Sports Watch & city background.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Expensive & quality. An aura of cool stylishness with a hint of sporty.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
By convincing you that you don't have to choose between style and sport, because
now you can have both. They present the watch as a large, important item.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
None.

INFORMANT 4: MALE
DKNY (perfume) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A sensual looking woman eating a juicy apple in the woods in spring, with one of the
apples appearing as a bottle of perfume
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
It evokes an image of the Garden of Eden with the girl representing Eve
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
If you wear this perfume your temptation to men is going to be irresistible.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
It makes me feel lust towards the girl

BOSS advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
An elegant good looking guy on the left and an expensive looking bottle of
aftershave/deodorant.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
It implies sexual innuendo through the shape of the bottle.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
If you use this product you´re going to become a male stud
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
It makes me feel motivated to become a similar kind of good looking successful guy

DKNY (watch) advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
Four beautiful women standing in a park dressed casually wearing the same watch in
different colours.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
Any type of medium/high class woman can wear this sporty watch.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
It´s trying to suggest that the women who wear this watch are going to be successful in
their life.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
It makes me see life with a kind of seriousness.

JORG GRAY advert:
a- What can you see in this advert? (brief description)
A distinguished looking black Jorg Gray watch upon a dark background from the 1600
collection.
b- In your opinion, what does it evoke?
It has the appeal of an expensive sporty/business watch.
c- How do you think the brand is trying to sell this product?
By simply displaying the watch upon a plain background with nobody in the
advertisement it widens the appeal to a broader audience, which could be a sporty,
serious business type male around 30 – 50 years of age.
d- What feelings does this advert inspire in you?
It makes me feel desire to be the kind of man to wear this watch. I suppose with this
watch you could feel powerful and distinguished.

Spanish Informants
INFORMANT 1: FEMALE
TOUS (perfume) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Una adolescente que sólo lleva puesta una pequeña joya.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Juventud, sencillez, frescura, atrevimiento.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
La idea de que el perfume te hace más joven y a la vez más solidario porque donan
parte de las ganancias. El idealismo y la franqueza de la juventud.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Envidia por la imagen fresca y joven de la chica.

LOEWE advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un torero famoso, joven y atractivo vestido para faenar.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Fuerza, juventud, belleza, masculinidad.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
A través de la idea de que el perfume es para hombres fuertes, que se arriesgan y
aúnan juventud, atractivo y éxito.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Rechazo hacia el mundo del toro pero atracción hacia la imagen del torero.

TOUS (watch) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un anuncio navideño con el inconfundible símbolo de la marca, el oso de Tous.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Navidad, diseño, exclusividad
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
El hecho de que la frase esté en inglés parece que lo hace más exclusivo porque no
todos los lectores van a comprenderlo. Además la frase es muy directa para que lo
pidas de regalo de Navidad como un deseo porque venden el hecho de que la marca
no sea barata como otro símbolo de diseño, de nuevo exclusivo por su oso.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Nostalgia por la Navidad y todo lo que ello conlleva de regalos, frío, vacaciones, etc.

VICEROY advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un joven deportista de éxito fuera de las pistas.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Sencillez, elegancia, juventud.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Un reloj fiable porque lo usa un campeón del mundo para el que llegar el primero y el
tiempo lo es todo en su trabajo y también fuera de él, sin perder elegancia por el
hecho de que sea un deportista.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Rechazo porque no me cae bien el personaje.

INFORMANT 2: FEMALE
TOUS (perfume) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Una modelo rubia y de pelo largo posa con el torso desnudo, pero con los brazos
cruzados de tal manera que no se le ve el pecho, sólo se pueda adivinar. Lleva una
pulsera de TOUS en el brazo izquierdo, y con este mismo brazo se sujeta la cara, una

cara que transmite serenidad, relajación y satisfacción. En la parte inferior izquierda
del anuncio hay un mensaje solidario: parte de los ingresos por la compra del perfume
irán destinados a acciones solidarias en colaboración con la ONG Intermon Oxfam.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
La cara de la modelo (y la pose) transmiten serenidad, tranquilidad, satisfacción.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Por un lado la marca quiere convencerte de que para sentirte segura, satisfecha, sólo
necesitas el perfume TOUS (ni siquiera necesitas ropa, maquillaje o complementos);
por otro lado, la imagen desnuda de la mujer, y el mensaje solidario nos invitan a
pensar que se trata de un perfume no asociado al lujo, sino a la sencillez, pureza y a
una actitud solidaria, características que puede atraer a un gran número de mujeres.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
La cara de la modelo del anuncio hace que el anuncio me parece un poco desagradable,
no me da ganas de leer lo que pone o de mirarlo durante mucho rato..

LOEWE advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un conocido torero con su traje de luces posando en una actitud viril, muy masculina.
Es una foto en blanco y negro, que contrasta con el color azul del perfume que anuncia.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
La imagen del torero y del perfume se identifican: el hombre viril utiliza el perfume de
Loewe, si quieres ser como él debes utilizar el mismo perfume.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
A través de la idea de que el perfume es para hombres fuertes, que se arriesgan y
aúnan juventud, atractivo y éxito.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Me deja bastante indiferente...puede que sea porque la persona que aparece
pertenece al mundo del toro, que es algo que no me interesa en absoluto, y asocio el
perfume a ese mundo.

TOUS (watch) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un oso de peluche blanco entra a una casa con un reloj de la marca TOUS bajo el brazo
que, aparentemente, ha encontrado fuera, en medio de la nieve. La puerta de la casa
está entreabierta y podemos ver que fuera está nevando. Debajo la imagen hay una
frase escrita en inglés: Make a wish (Pide un deseo).
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
La imagen y la frase hacen pensar en la Navidad en su aspecto más consumista: la
compra de regalos.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Parece claro que se trata de un anuncio aparecido en la época pre-navideña que nos
invita a pensar que el reloj TOUS sería el regalo perfecto (que todo el mundo desearía:
Make a wish) en Navidad.

d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Me parece un anuncio simpático, original, y la emoción que me provoca es la ternura.

VICEROY advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Aparece un famoso corredor de Fórmula 1 vestido con una camisa negra, cruzado de
brazos, mostrando el reloj de la marca que anuncia. Su cara refleja satisfacción.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Transmite una sensación de satisfacción, de confianza y de seguridad en uno mismo
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Es el mismo recurso que en el anuncio 1, se identifica la persona con el producto que
se quiere vender: comprando un reloj Viceroy ganarás confianza en ti mismo, te
sentirás seguro y satisfecho de lo que haces.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Pues tampoco me provoca grandes emociones este anuncio... Supongo que será por la
misma razón que el anterior: no me interesa el mundo de la fórmula 1 (al que
pertenece el personaje del anuncio) ni tampoco los relojes.

INFORMANT 3: MALE
TOUS (perfume) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Una modelo que está vistiendo solamente una pulsera de TOUS con forma de agua. El
anuncio refleja que con cada compra del perfume de TOUS donarán agua a Intermon
Oxfam.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Evoca solidaridad y la importancia de una gota de agua. Con la compra de un simple
perfume estás ayudando y colaborando con el tercer mundo.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Intenta llegar al corazón de la persona mediante la solidaridad, diciendo la aportación que
se hace al tercer mundo con cada producto vendido.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Candidez, inocencia, solidaridad.

LOEWE advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un torero, reflejo de un hombre atractivo, cuya imagen se vincula a la marca loewe y, al
perfume que se está anunciando.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Evoca el atractivo del hombre y el poderío de los toreros, si usas el perfume serás como el
torero.

c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Mediante la imagen de una persona atractiva y valerosa, intentan asociar la imagen del
modelo a los beneficios del producto, te hacen creer que por llevar ese perfume tendrás
ese atractivo.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Seriedad, elegancia.

TOUS (watch) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
El oso de TOUS te consigue lo que deseabas a pesar de que fuera haga mal tiempo, te
consigue un reloj.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Evoca que en navidades se pueden pedir deseos y son concedidos.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Está intentando dar a conocer una nueva línea de productos, relojes, que permitirá
aquellos ya fieles a la marca lucir otras piezas de la marca.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Hogar, tranquilidad. Llegas a casa y descansas del mal tiempo que hace fuera.

VICEROY advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Fernando Alonso mostrando un reloj de Viceroy, y el reloj se muestra en primer plano.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Evoca el éxito de la marca, asociado al éxito del piloto. Es un piloto número 1 del mundo y
la marca trata de obtener los beneficios de tener un piloto de éxito y asociarlo al producto.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Intenta que conozcas los relojes viceroy como relojes de personas de éxito y poderosos,
que te reconocen como persona ganadora.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Seguridad porque te mira con gesto firme y brazos tensos.

INFORMANT 4: MALE
TOUS (perfume) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Hay una modelo parcial o totalmente desnuda en una pose sugerente y el frasco de
perfume en la esquina inferior derecha.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Sexualidad, generosidad.
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
Sexo y apela a la generosidad al donar a una ONG.

d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Atracción hacia la modelo del anuncio.

LOEWE advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un torero y la el envase de la colonia en el margen inferior derecho.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Estilo, pasión, coraje
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
En realidad no creo que me lo esté intentando vender a mí sino más bien a mi pareja ya
que el hombre que usan en el anuncio es muy atractivo y de esa forma cada vez que huela
el perfume se estará imaginando que es ese torero valiente que sale en la foto.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Indignación, ¿se creen que por poner a un torero voy a comprar esa colonia? Se equivocan.

TOUS (watch) advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
En la imagen hay una estatuilla de un oso dentro de una habitación que sujeta un reloj,
fuera se puede observar que está nevando.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Frío, calor, comodidad
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
No tengo ni la menor idea. Podría ser que el reloj es tan bueno que hasta una estatua
cobra vida y se enfrenta a las inclemencias de la naturaleza para ir a buscar ese reloj.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Simpatía hacia el oso.

VICEROY advert:
a- ¿Qué ves en este anuncio? (breve descripción)
Un piloto de Fórmula 1 que tiene en la muñeca izquierda un reloj y el reloj en primer plano.
b- En tu opinión, ¿qué evoca?
Éxito, velocidad, tecnología, exclusividad
c- ¿Cómo crees que la marca está intentando venderte este producto?
El piloto de F1 conduce los vehículos sobre 4 ruedas más veloces, potentes y
tecnológicamente más exclusivos del mundo, por lo que si el que usa la tecnología más
precisa y exclusiva usa ese reloj, es porque es exclusivo y lo mejor tecnológicamente
hablando.
d- ¿Qué emociones te provoca este anuncio?
Más de lo mismo, por mucho que me guste Fernando y la F1 no voy a comprarlo porque
no me gusta ese reloj.

French Informants
INFORMANT 1: FEMALE
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Je vois d’abord la fleur, les dégradés de rose puis la bouteille et les épis d'avoine. (At
first I see the flower, the shades of pink and then the bottle and the ears of oat)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Ici c’est la féminité, la légèreté et le parfum qui sent la rose. (Here it’s femininity,
lightness and the perfume, which smells like roses)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
On insiste ici sur la rose, la transparence et la légèreté. (They insist on the rose,
transparence and lightness)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Ce parfum est agréable, léger, sent la rose. Il est printanier. (This perfume is nice, soft
and smells like roses. It’s spring-like.)

GUERLAIN advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Un homme élégant, qui porte un beau costume, avec une cravache. La bouteille de
parfum est sobre. (An elegant man who wears a beautiful suit, and a riding crop. The
bottle of perfume is sober)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Le pouvoir, la domination de l’homme et la sobriété. (Power, man domination and
sobriety)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Le contraste entre le rouge et la photo en noir et blanc fait ressortir le rouge. Il
s’adresse aux hommes/aux clientes femmes pour leurs hommes, pour marquer la
masculinité. (The contrast between red and the picture in black and white highlights
the red. It addresses men or women who buy it for their men, to emphasise manliness)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Il insiste sur l’aspect masculin du parfum, message court et direct, domination. (They
insist on the masculine aspect of the perfume, its short and direct message, and
domination)

OPEX advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
La montre, le tourbillon créé par le bracelet et le slogan dans le tourbillon. (The watch,
the whirl created by the straps and the claim within the whirl)

b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Ce qu’elle évoque ? …J’ai un blanc… la publicité est monochrome, elle évoque
probablement la pureté du plaisir mentionné. What it evokes ? I’ve gone blank… the
advert is monochrome, it probably evokes the purity of the mentioned pleasure.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Elle insiste sur la simplicité, tout en évoquant le raffinement et le design. (It insists on
simplicity by evoking the elegance and the design)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
La froideur, probablement à cause des tons monochromes, la simplicité et aussi la
féminité. (Coldness, probably due to the monochrome shades, simplicity and also
femininity)

JAEGER LE-COULTRE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
La montre, puis le mécanisme et la marque. (The watch, then the mechanism and the
brand)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
La précision, la rigueur, l'innovation, l’exclusivité. Il existe également un aspect relatif à
la collaboration avec les instances européennes y compris la préservation du
patrimoine (aspect social, développement durable, etc.). (Precision, rigour, innovation,
exclusivity. There is also an aspect that relates to the collaboration with European
entreaties and includes the preservation of the heritage (social aspect, sustainable
development, etc.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
La publicité insiste sur le caractère exclusif de cette montre, sa précision. (The advert
insists on the exclusive character of this watch, its precision)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
L’intelligence à la fois de celui qui la crée et de celui qui la porte. (Intelligence of its
creator and of its user at the same time)

INFORMANT 2: FEMALE
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Je vois une bouteille de parfum en forme de vase au milieu de pétales de fleurs roses
et d’herbes de Provence. Dans cette bouteille de parfum, il y a une fleur de pivoine
rose. Je vois aussi en haut de l’image le slogan de la marque qu’on retrouve sur la
bouteille : « L’occitane ». Et à droite du parfum, il y a son nom : « Pivoine, Eau de
Toilette ». Le fond de l’image est de couleur bleu ciel. (I see a bottle of perfume in the
shape of a vase in the middle of petals of pink flowers and plants from Provence. In the
bottle of perfume there’s a flower, a pink peony. I can also see above the image the
claim of the brand that we find on the bottle: “L’occitane”. And on the right of the

perfume, its name is written: “Peony, eau de toilette”. The background of the image is
sky blue colour.)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Cette image m’évoque :
- L’odeur délicieuse de la pivoine et sa beauté.
- Le beau temps, les odeurs très spéciales et la tranquillité d’une région du sud de la
France, c'est-à-dire la Provence.
- Cette même tranquillité est aussi reflétée dans la couleur bleu comme la tranquillité
du ciel et d’un paysage naturel de campagne avec la végétation (herbes et fleurs).
- La couleur rose m’évoque aussi la femme, sa féminité et la beauté.
(This image evokes :
- The delicious smell of peony and its beauty.
- Nice weather, the very special smells and the calmness of a region in the South of
France, that it, Provence
- The same calmness is also reflected in the blue colour, the quiet sky and the natural
landscape with plants (flowers and herbs)
- Pink colour evokes women, its femininity and beauty)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Je pense que la marque essaie de transposer les qualités de la fleur de pivoine et de la
région de Provence au parfum et donc à la femme qui va le porter, comme par
exemple l’attirance qu’elle va pouvoir provoquer. Par conséquent, je pense que la
marque essaie de créer un désir, une nécessité pour la femme d’acheter ce produit
pour pouvoir être belle, attirante, tranquille : sentir bon et se sentir bien. (I think that
the brand tries to transpose the features of the peony flower and the region of
Provence onto the perfume and therefore onto the woman who uses it, like for
example the attraction she is going to cause. Consequently, I think that the brand tries
to create in women a desire, a need of buying this product in order to be beautiful,
attractive, calm: smell nice and feel nice.)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Ces messages m’évoquent des sentiments de sensualité, de beauté, de grande
féminité et de charme ; mais aussi de tranquillité et de paix. Ils m’évoquent également,
mais plus subtilement, les vacances en Provence et ses odeurs très spéciales. (These
messages evoke in me feelings of sensuality, beauty, femininity and charm; but also
calm and peace. They evoke, subtly, the holidays in Provence and its very special
smells.)

GUERLAIN advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Je vois la photo d’un homme en noir et blanc, qui est de dos avec la tête tournée du
côté gauche de profil. Cet homme a les mains croisées derrière le dos et porte une
cravache rouge qui semble intégrée au dos de son costume. Cette couleur rouge crée
un grand contraste avec le reste qui est en noir et blanc. On retrouve aussi la couleur
rouge sur les coutures du côté droit du costume de l’homme et aux extrémités de ses
manches de chemise. Le slogan est blanc (« Genre : (très) masculin ») et se trouve au

milieu de l’image, dans le dos de l’homme, avec le nom du parfum « HABIT ROUGE »
écrit en rouge au dessus. En haut à droite, la marque GUERLAIN apparait. En bas à
droite, on trouve le plus grand contraste avec l’image en noir et blanc : c'est-à-dire,
une photo en couleur (argent, noir, jaune, rouge) de la bouteille de parfum en soi. (I
can see the picture of a man in black and white, who has his back to us, and is turned
to the left. This man has his hands crossed behind his back and bears a riding crop that
seems to be integrated in the back of his suit. This red colour contrasts with the rest of
the picture, in black and white. Red colour also appears in the sewings on the right side
of the suit and on the extremes of the sleeves of his shirt. The claim is white (“gender:
(very) masculine”) and is placed in the middle of the page, over the man’s back, with
the name of the cologne “RED SUIT” written in red on top of it. On top of the page, on
the right, the brand GUERLAIN appears. At the bottom of the page we find the biggest
contrast with the image in black and white: that is, a coloured picture (silver, black,
yellow, red) of the bottle of cologne.)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Cette pub m’évoque plusieurs choses :
- De par la présence de la cravache et des vêtements très classes et élégants, l’homme
évoque l’image d’un cavalier tout à la fois gentleman.
- Sa carrure et son style évoquent aussi la virilité et la masculinité. Le parfum semble
directement lié à ces idées : son nom fait référence à ce style/ aux habits de l’homme.
- La couleur rouge m’évoque la passion, l’amour ou le désir et la tentation.
- En association avec l’allure de l’homme, cette couleur rouge m’évoque surtout peut
être aussi le caractère de feu, le tempérament fort du sexe masculin, et la domination.
La cravache – qui est en plus rouge – en elle-même évoque le control, la domination
du cavalier avec son cheval : l’homme de cette pub pourrait donc contrôler et dominer
les autres hommes, les femmes, et sa propre vie.
(This advert evokes many things:
- The presence of the riding crop and the classy and elegant clothes make the man
evoke a gentleman.
- His shoulders and style also evoke manliness and virility. The cologne seems to be
related to these ideas: its name makes reference to the style/clothes of the man.
- Red colour evokes passion, love or desire and temptation.
- Associated with the appearance of the man, this red colour evokes mainly a fire-like
nature, the strong character of men and domination. The riding crop, which is red,
evokes by itself control, the domination of a knight over his horse: the man of this
advert could then control and dominate other men, women and his own life.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Je pense que la marque essaie de persuader les hommes à acheter ce parfum en
l’associant à l’habit, et en associant les propriétés de l’un avec celles de l’autre.
Ce n’est donc plus un simple parfum sinon un produit unique que l’on doit choisir
comme on choisirait ses vêtements pour pouvoir obtenir un genre/style très spécial.
Inconsciemment, l’homme qui voit cette pub se dit que s’il porte ce parfum alors il se
sentira plus élégant, plus fort, plus séduisant et surtout plus masculin : c'est-à-dire
« plus homme » - tout comme quand il porte son plus bel habit et tout comme

l’homme de la photo. L’aspect de domination présent dans cette publicité sert aussi à
vendre le parfum car il donne l’impression à l’homme qui la regarde que s’il possède ce
produit, alors il se sentira puissant et aura un sentiment de pouvoir et de contrôle.
Je trouve que cette pub est plus difficile à comprendre que les précédentes mais je
pense que la marque essaie de nous vendre ce produit en nous faisant passer un
message sous forme de formule [parfum = habit]. Le parfum en soi est donc présenté
comme un accessoire de mode et de beauté (et non seulement comme une lotion
pour sentir bon, sa première fonction) qui va de paire avec la personnalité de l’homme,
qui le reflète, et qui lui procure une apparence très chic, très personnelle et très
masculine : Un genre unique. (I think that the brand tries to persuade men to buy this
cologne by associating it with the suit, and by associating the properties of it with
those of the other. It isn’t therefore simple cologne, but a unique product that one has
to choose as he would choose his clothes in order to achieve a very special
gender/style. Unconsciously, the man who sees this advert thinks that if he uses this
cologne he will fell more elegant, stronger, more seductive and especially more
masculine: that is, “manlier”, just like when he wears his best suit, and just like the
man on the picture. The aspect of domination present in this picture can also help to
sell this cologne since it gives the man who sees it the impression that if he has this
product, he will feel powerful and he will have a feeling of power and control. I think
that this advert is harder to understand than the others, but I think that the brand tries
to sell the product by making us process the message in the form of a formula
[cologne=suit]. The cologne in itself is presented as an accessory of fashion and beauty
(and not only as a lotion to smell nice, which is its main function) which meets men’s
personality, it reflects it, and it gives him a very chic appearance, very individual and
masculine: a unique gender.)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Ces messages m’évoquent des sentiments positifs de respect, de pouvoir, de contrôle,
de forte masculinité, d’élégance et de valeur unique. Mais ils me suscitent aussi des
sentiments plus négatifs : c'est-à-dire l’image typique un peu machiste de l’homme
dominateur. (These messages evoke in me positive feelings of respect, power, control,
strong masculinity, elegance and unique value. But also negative feelings: that it, the
typical image, a little sexist of the dominating man)

OPEX advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Là Je vois une montre, je pense que c’est une montre pour femme, de couleur argent
avec une forme qui ondule. La montre semble baigner dans de l’eau ou des vagues
blanches opaques et épaisses qui ressemblent plus à de la crème pour le corps que de
l’eau. En bas de l’image, il y a un slogan qui dit que « le plaisir se dessine ». En haut de
l’image ; on trouve la marque de la montre : « OPEX PARIS ». (Here I see a watch, I
think that it is a watch for women, silvery colour and with a wavy shape. The watch
seems to bathe in water with soft waves, white, opaque and thick. It resembles body
milk more than water. Under the image, there is a claim that says that “pleasure is
designed”. On top of the image, we can see the brand of the watch, « OPEX PARIS ».)

b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Cette pub m’évoque de nombreuses choses :
- La première chose que cette montre m’a évoquée quand je l’ai vue est la forme d’un
serpent qui sort de l’eau. Cela est très étrange car d’image du serpent est
normalement négative ou effrayante ; mais pourtant cette montre ne l’est pas. Au
contraire, elle est très jolie et même elle évoque la sensualité.
Peut être que cela pourrait faire référence à la tentation (serpent // beauté) car la
tentation est souvent négative et positive à la fois, agréable et destructrice en même
temps.
Le serpent pourrait même aussi avoir une référence biblique (Eden), justement avec
cette référence à la tentation : le désir de la femme pour la montre présentée par
cette pub fait écho au désir d’Eve pour la pomme présentée par le serpent (Cette
vision est bien sûr très personnelle et limitée).
- D’autre part, et d’une manière totalement opposée, cette pub m’évoque la pureté, la
douceur et le plaisir, avec l’eau qui ressemble à de la crème et qui est blanche comme
du lait. Elle pourrait donc évoquer la pureté et la douceur de la femme et la féminité.
(This advert evokes many things for me:
- The first thing that this watch evoked for me when I saw i twas the shape of a snake
going out of the water. This is weird because the image of snakes is normally negative
or scary. But this watch isn’t. On the contrary, it’s beautiful and evokes sensuality.
Maybe this can make reference to temptation (snake // beauty) because temptation is
often negative and positive at the same time, nice and destructive at the same time.
The snake could also make a biblical reference (Eden), just through this reference to
temptation: the desire of the woman for the watch presented in this advert resembles
Eve’s desire for the apple presented by the snake (this vision is obviously very personal
and limited).
- Besides, and on a completely opposite direction, this advert evokes purity, softness
and pleasure, with water that resembles cream and is white as milk. It could evoke the
purity and softness of women and femininity.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Je pense que la marque essaie de transférer les propriétés de l’image et du visuel à la
montre. Elle nous donne le désir d’acheter cette montre et de la porter pour avoir le
plaisir d’être à la fois :
- sensuelle, désirable et tentatrice
- belle, douce, pure et féminine
- stylée et à la mode
De plus, la marque semble vouloir nous faire comprendre que porter cette montre est
comme porter une œuvre d’art ou autre objet design unique. Cette montre pourrait
être comme une création très précieuse d’art moderne, unique comme son
propriétaire qui la porte, avec toutes les valeurs que cela implique. (I think that the
brand tries to transfer the qualities of the product and the image to the watch. It
makes us want to buy the watch and use it in order to get pleasure and at the same
time, be:

- Sensual, desirable and tantalizing
- Beautiful, soft, pure, feminine
- Stylish and fashionable
Besides, the brand seems to want us to understand that wearing this watch is like
wearing a work of art or any other unique piece. This watch could be like a precious
creation of modern art, unique like its wearer, with all the implications it has.)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Le message publicitaire me suscite des sentiments de douceur, de tranquillité, de
pureté et de féminité, de beauté et d’attirance, mais aussi d’art, de design et
d’élégance. (The advert evokes feelings of softness, calmness, purity, femininity,
beauty and attraction, but also art, design and elegance.)

JAEGER LE-COULTRE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Je vois la photo d’une montre pour homme au milieu de la pub avec un design
classique et simple, un mécanisme très détaillé et un bracelet noir. En bas de l’image, il
y a une description de la montre et de la marque. En haut de l’image, un
cadran/mécanisme de montre seul, comme si l’intérieur de la montre avait été
découpé et placé au dessus. Juste au dessous de ceci, il y a un slogan qui parle de
cerveaux et non de montre. (I see the photo of a watch for men in the middle of the
advert, with a classical and simple design, a very detailed mechanism and black straps.
Under the image, there is a description of the watch and the brand. Over the image, a
mechanism of a watch on its own, as if the inner part of the watch had been cut out
and placed above. Right under it, there is a claim that talks about brains, and not
watches.)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Cette publicité m’évoque plusieurs choses :
- La montre me fait penser au monde en général, un peu comme une boussole. Cela
est renforcé par le mécanisme en haut de l’image qui ressemble un peu à un globe
terrestre.
- Les couleurs sombres (noir et gris) m’évoquent le sérieux de l’homme et la
masculinité.
- Le slogan et la forme du mécanisme suggèrent que la montre est une personne et
que son mécanisme est un cerveau. Cela pourrait donc indiquer que la montre est
vivante et intelligente.
- Il y a 2 objets présents et le mot « deux » lui-même est présent dans le slogan. Cela
pourrait évoquer la performance : tout est double, double utilité, double propriétés,
double qualité, double précision, etc. En conséquent ce serait la meilleur montre, d’où
le mot « inégalée ». (This advert evokes many things:
- The watch makes me think about the world in general, like a compass. This is
reinforced by the mechanism on top of the image that slightly resembles a globe.
- The dark colours (grey and black) evoke the seriousness of men and masculinity.
- The claim and the shape of the mechanism suggest that the watch is a person and its
mechanism is a brain. This could indicate that the watch is alive and intelligent.

- There are two objects and the word “two” is in itself present in the claim. This could
evoke performance: everything is double, double use, double properties, double
quality, double precision, etc. Consequently, it will be the best watch, and hence,
“unequalled”.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
En voyant cette pub on veut donc acheter cette montre car elle est très classe/chic,
très masculine, très précise et performante, et car elle nous donne un style ouvert sur
le monde. (By seeing this advert one wants to buy the watch because it is classy/chic,
very masculine, very precise and has a high-performance, and because it grants a style
that is open to the world.)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Ces messages me suscitent des sentiments de sérieux, de performance, de qualité,
d’ouverture d’esprit, d’élégance et de forte masculinité. (This advert evokes feelings of
seriousness, performance, quality, openness, elegance and strong masculinity.)

INFORMANT 3: MALE
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une bouteille de parfum confondue avec un vase portant une pivoine. Des tons très
féminins. Des éléments représentant les champs et le vent, ainsi qu'un bleu lavande et
un éclairage transversal, qui ensemble donnent une impression d'extérieur, d'air frais
et pur. (A bottle of perfume that can be mistaken for a vase with a peony in it. Very
feminine colours. Elements that represent the countryside and the wind, as well as a
blue lavender and a transversal lighting; altogether, it gives the impression of outdoors
setting, fresh and pure air.)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Evoque la nature et le grand air, une impression printanière et de fraicheur. (It evokes
the nature and outdoor life, an impression of spring and freshness.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
La marque essaie de vendre une image de parfum floral, naturel et frais, et d'évoquer
la Provence de manière subliminale (par les tons bleus et l'impression florale et
printanière). (The brand tries to sell an image of a floral perfume, natural and fresh,
and to evoke the Provence in a subliminal way (through the shades of blue and the
floral and springlike impression).)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Douceur, fraicheur, onirisme (Softness, freshness, fantasizing)

GUERLAIN advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une photo d'un style à première vue classique, en noir et blanc, où l'on voit un homme
au costume et au port élégants, assez typique d'une publicité pour parfum jouant sur
la fibre “dandy”. Saute cependant immédiatement à la vue le titre et la cravache en

rouge, qui attirent l'attention et font contraste avec le reste de la photo. On se
demande s'il s'agit d'une cravache de jockey, et quel rapport elle peut avoir avec
l'homme en costume plutôt type “businessman”, ou si il y a une autre intention,
qu'évoque la couleur rouge (sang ? passion ?). Le titre, “genre (très) masculin” appuie
cet effet, et le fait que la cravache soit cachée dans le dos a un caractère un peu
provocateur. (It is a picture that at first sight looks classical, in black and white, where
we see a man that has an elegant suit and bearing. It is quite typical in adverts of
cologne to play with the streak “dandy”. The title and the red riding crop catch
immediately the eye; they attract the attention and contrast with the rest of the photo.
One wonders whether it is a jockey riding crop and what is the relation between it and
the man that wears a suit in a “businessman” style, or if there is another intention
which is evoked by the red colour (blood? passion?). The title, “gender (very)
masculine”, supports this effect, and the fact that the riding crop is hidden behind the
back of the man has a bit of a provocative character.)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Evoque une apparence “sage” et élégante, qui cache une forme de non-conformisme,
de provocation et d'espièglerie. (It evokes a “wise” and elegant appearance that hides
some form of nonconformity, provocation and mischievousness.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
La marque veut donner l'image d'un parfum apportant une touche d'originalité et de
provocation, mais dans la nuance et sans sacrifier l'élégance. (The brand wants to give
the image of a perfume that gives a touch of originality and provocation, but with the
nuance that it does not sacrifice elegance.)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Ambigüité, sournoiserie, perversion. (Ambiguity, deviousness, preversion)

OPEX advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une montre féminine très stylisée, serpentant et surgie d'un arrière plan indéfini. Le
blanc domine, et la montre semble suspendue et tenir d'elle-même au-dessus d'un
bain de crème. (A feminine watch that is very stylised winds and emerged from an
indefinite background. White predominates and the watch seems to be hanging and
standing by itself over a bath of cream.)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Evoque un style très épuré, aérien et liquide à la fois. La montre donne l'impression de
flotter dans l'air au-dessus du bain de crème. Elle a une forme de serpent et un dessin
incomplet qui inspirent un mystère un peu inquiétant (un petit côté “monstre du Loch
Ness”), par ailleurs un aspect aérien et une simplicité des formes et des tons qui
évoquent pureté, élégance et délicatesse, en même temps que l'élément liquide et
crémeux dans lequel se “coule” le bracelet ainsi que le slogan mentionnant le plaisir
inspirent sérénité, confort et bien-être. (It evokes a very refined style, floating and
liquid at the same time. The watch gives the impression of floating on the air over a
bath of cream. It has the shape of a snake and an incomplete design that inspires a
mystery a little frightening (a bit like The Loch Ness Monster). Besides there is an aerial

look and simplicity in its forms and shades of colour that evoke purity, elegance and
delicacy; at the same time the creamy liquid element in which the straps plunge, as
well as the slogan that mentions pleasure, inspires serenity, comfort and wellness.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
La marque veut donner une image de la montre qui conjugue mystère (curiosité),
finesse et élégance pour celui qui regarde, à une impression de confort et de plaisir
pour celle qui la porte. (The brand wants to transmit to the viewer an image of the
watch that combines mystery (curiosity), delicacy and elegance, and an impression of
comfort and pleasure for its bearer.)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Etrangeté, mystère, confusion. (Strangeness, mystery, confusion)

JAEGER LE-COULTRE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une montre en vis-à-vis de son mécanisme. Le mécanisme apparait à la fois complexe
(évoque un cerveau) et compact. Il est mis en regard de la montre, pour montrer que
cette mécanique complexe tient dans le peu d'espace de la montre. La première
question qui vient à l'esprit est : qui sont les deux cerveaux mentionnés ? On
comprend que le premier est le mécanisme de la montre. On se dit que le deuxième
est donc la montre en-dessous, ou bien l'homme qui la porte. Probablement
l'intention est de montrer que la montre, avec son design élégant, a un caractère
humain qu'on peut associer à celui qui la porte (le deuxième cerveau). (A watch in
relation with its mechanism. The mechanism looks at the same time complex (it
resembles a brain) and compact. It is compared with the watch to show that this
complex mechanism is placed in the little space within the watch. The first question
that comes to your mind is: “which ones are the two brains that are mentioned?”. One
can understand that the first one is the mechanism of the watch. One can think that
the second one is therefore the watch over it, or the man who wears it. Probably the
intention is to show that the watch, with its elegant design, has a human character
that people can associate with that of its bearer (the second brain).
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Evoque l'alliance d'une technologie de précision sophistiquée, et d'un design humain
et élégant, pour un duo gagnant, “intelligent”. (It evokes the combination of a
technology of sophisticated precision and a human and elegant design for a winner
team, “intelligent”.)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
La marque essaie de jouer sur les deux tableaux, élégance et finesse de l'objet, alliées
à la modernité d'un objet technologique. (The brand tries to hedge its bets, the
elegance and delicacy of the object combined with the modernity of a technological
item)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Froideur, élégance. (Coldness, elegance)

INFORMANT 4: MALE
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une bouteille d’eau de toilette entourée de fleurs et d’herbes. (A bottle of perfume
surrounded by flowers and herbs)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
Le parfum des fleurs et la fraicheur des plantes. (The perfume of flowers and the
freshness of plants)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Elle associe son produit avec les éléments qui le composent, ce qui nous fait penser
qu’il détient les mêmes qualités. (They associate their product with the elements that
for mit, which makes us think that it has the same features)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Cette publicité ne me provoque pas d’émotion, je dirais plutôt quelle me transmet une
idée. (This advert doesn’t cause any emotion in me, I’d better say that it transmits an
idea)

GUERLAIN advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Un homme jeune de dos vêtu d’un costume et tenant une cravache rouge. (A young
man with his back to us wearing a suit and holding a red riding crop)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
La virilité. (Manliness)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Elle associe son produit à la virilité et cela donne un caractère masculin au parfum
qu’elle veut vendre. (They associate their product to manliness and that gives the
cologne they want to sell a masculine nature)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Cette publicité ne me provoque aucune émotion. Cela est sûrement dû au fait que je
ne me sente pas du tout concerné par ce qu’elle représente. (This advert doesn’t cause
any emotion. That is probably due to the fact that what it represent doesn’t concern
me at all.)

OPEX advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une montre pour femme au design moderne accompagnée de la phrase : « le plaisir se
dessine ». (A watch for women with a modern design accompanied by the sentence:
“pleasure is designed”)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
La finesse et la légèreté. (Delicacy and lightness)

c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Elle vente le design de son produit et cela nous fait penser qu’il n’a pas seulement
comme une montre mais aussi comme un bijou. (They sell the design of their product
and that makes us think that it’s not just a watch, but also a jewel)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Cette publicité non plus ne me transmet pas d’émotion, son but ne me semble pas
être la transmission d’une émotion. (This advert doesn’t transmit any emotion either; I
don’t think its purpose is transmitting any emotion)

JAEGER LE-COULTRE advert:
a- Qu’est-ce que tu vois, dans cette publicité ? (bref description)
Une montre pour homme et son mécanisme avec entre les deux la phrase : « Deux
cerveaux pour une précision inégalée. ». (A watch for men and its mechanism with the
sentence: “two brains for unequalled precision”)
b- À ton avis, qu’est-ce qu’elle évoque ?
La qualité. (Quality)
c- Comment est-ce que la marque essaie de te vendre ce produit ?
Avec la phrase « Deux cerveaux pour une précision inégalée. » et l’image du
mécanisme, la marque vente la précision de son produit, ce qui donne une impression
de haute qualité. (With the sentence “two brains for unequalled precision” and the
image of the mechanism, the brand sells the precision of their product, which gives an
impression of high quality)
d- Quels sentiments est-ce que ces messages publicitaires te suscitent ?
Je ne ressens pas non plus d’émotion en regardant cette publicité, ce qu’elle
représente ne me semble pas à même de provoquer une émotion. (I don’t feel any
emotion either while looking at this advert, and I don’t think what it represents can
cause any emotion)

Japanese Informants
INFORMANT 1: FEMALE
MYSTIC ANGEL advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。異なるタイプの 2 人のアイドルを
起用して、女性の中に潜む 2 つの異なる顔をイメージした香水をアピールする
広告。(It shows two different types of celebrities, it is an advert of perfume that
appeals to the image of two hidden faces within women)
b- 何を連想しますか？明るいあっけらかんとした女の子と何を考えてるか全くわ
からない不思議ちゃん的な女の子、全く違う性格の２人が実は一人の女性の中
に住んでいるということ。(A cheerful, extroverted kind of girl and another one, a

mysterious girl, we cannot know everything she is thinking. Both kinds are different,
but they merge together inside women)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？男性にも女
性にも支持されているアイドルを起用し、清楚な顔と情熱的な顔という２つの
イメージをひとつの空間に現し「この香りは罠、気づいてほしい。もう一人の
私に」と言うコピー。若い女性のアイドル模倣志向、不思議ちゃん願望や変身
願望に訴求している。(They use in the same space two different images of a
celebrity who is followed both by men and women; one of the images’ gaze is clean
and the other’s is a passionate one. “This perfume is the trap, I want the other me to
realize”, she says. It appeals to the wish of change in young women, their tendency to
imitate celebrities in order to become mysterious.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？
清楚なイメージのアイドル、彼女が持つイメージとは大きく異なる大人の雰囲
気を持つ別の顔が並んでいるのはインパクトがある。(I am shocked to see how
much the clean image changes, and her looks become more apt for an adult world.)
SEIKO advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。清楚なイメージの女優を起用して、
実用的な中にもエレガントなかわいらしさを持つ時計をアピール。(The advert
shows an actress whose image is pure and clean, and it also shows a watch that is
beautiful, elegant and practical)

b- 何を連想しますか？

十代や 20 台前半ではなく、社会に出てある程度の経験

を積んだ女性が、自分自身にちょっと女の子らしい、かわいいアイテムをさり
げなく身に着けたいと思う感じ。(Women who have experience in working life are
not teenagers or in their early 20s. They want to use beautiful and feminine things, but
being discreet)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？30 代になっ
ても清楚なイメージをキープしながら、それでいてボケもツッコミもできる、
柔軟性と人間的幅を感じさせる女優、伊東美咲は男性ファンも多いが、30 代の
中堅 OL にとっても親近感のある存在。きっとこの世代の女性は「いまさら、
かわいこぶってもねぇ」とは言うものの、ほんとはどこかで「かわいい」もの
を求めている。そんな時、洗いざらしのシャツに身を包んだ伊東美咲と「わた
しは、プリンセス・モードでいこうか、と。」というコピー。照れや気負いを
忘れて、私もこんなかわいい時計をつけてしまえ！と思わせてしまう。(The
actress Misaki Itou is in her 30s, but she keeps her clean and pure image; still, she can
play any kind of role, she is very flexible and gives depth to the characters she plays.
She has many fans that are men and women who work in companies –in their 30s or
more– and have responsibilities; they really like her. Maybe these women think that it

is too late to use feminine clothes or accessories, though they would actually like to. So
Itou, wearing a spotless white shirt and with the words “I use the princess style” makes
me think that I also want to wear that feminine look unashamedly.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？ すっぴんで普段着、「素」を感じさせる美
咲ちゃん、かわいい。社会的な肩書きや立場の下にあるのは、いくつになって
もやっぱいつまでもかわいくいたいと思うおんなごころなのよ。(Her clothes
make me think that Misaki is beautiful. Disregarding social positions or titles, there are
many women of all ages who truly think that they want to be beautiful.)
CITIZEN advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。今最も注目されている男性俳優の
ひとり、福山雅治を起用した男性用の時計の広告。(It is an advert of a watch for
men that shows Fukuyama Masaharu, a very famous actor)
b- 何を連想しますか？世界を旅するアクティブな男、そして彼がいつでもどこで
も身につけているたよりになる時計。(An attractive man who travels around the
world, and a watch that can be trusted in any place and in any situation)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？ 広い年齢層
の男性に指示されると同時に、女性ファンの多いこの俳優、柔軟でいて芯の強
いイメージを与える。「世界を旅する時計」というコピーと融合して、サラリ
ーマンだけでなく、より自由なライフスタイルを求める男性購買層にアピール
している。また、男性だけでなく、男性へのプレゼントを購入する女性もター
ゲットにしている。(It is aimed at men from a wide range of age and, at the same
time, to all the women who are fans of this actor. It shows an image of strong will and
flexibility. “The watch that travels to the world” combines not just company employees,
but also the guys who want to lead a more flexible lifestyle. The aims are not only men,
but also women who want to make a present for a man.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？
力むことなく自然体でいながら、しっかりとした自分のビジョンを持つ人、
「世界へ」とは空間的な意味だけでなく、ひとつの視点に囚われず何にでもト
ライできる広い視野と柔軟性を持つことなのだろう。そんなことをあっさりと
やりとげてしまいそうな福山雅治はかっこいい。この時計もそんなフィロソフ
ィーで作られているんだろうなぁ。(While many people have a solid, innate and
effortless vision, “to the world” does not refer only to the spatial meaning: with a wide
and flexible perspective you can try anything in order to break free.)

INFORMANT 2: FEMALE
MYSTIC ANGEL advert :

a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。２人の若い女性がいるが、メイク
と服装が違うだけで同一人物。香水に付けられた名前のように、左側の一人は
しっかりメイクで赤い口紅とドレスを身につけ、まっすぐにこちらを見ている。
右のもう一人は微笑み、薄ピンクのワンピースでナチュラルメイク。(There are
two girls, but it is the same girl wearing two different styles. Just like the name of the
perfume, the girl on the left wears a red dress and red lips (and a lot of make-up), and
stares at me. The girl on the right is smiling and her make-up is natural. She is wearing
a pink dress.)
b- 何を連想しますか？左は小悪魔系の女性をイメージさせ、右は天使系。 “ミス
テリアスで成熟した、誘惑する女性を演じてみたい”、“愛される素直で清楚な
女性になりたい”という女性の願望を描いている。(I think that the image on the
left expresses “mysterious” (mystic), and the other one is like an angel. Those are girls’
wishes: “I want to be a mysterious girl (coquettish, mature)” and “I want to be like an
angel (pure, obedient)”
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？対象はモデ
ルと同じくらいの 18 歳から 20 歳くらいの若い女性。日本の女性は、日本社会
の求める女性像を要求され、大半の女性たちはそれに応えている。とはいうも
のの、奥底にはなりたい自分との葛藤を抱えている。愛想よく物分かりのよい
女性を演じているが、香水をつけた時には自分を解放し誘惑しては、というイ
メージを売りにしている。(The target public are girls who are 18 or 20, like the
model in the advert. In Japan, society forces girls to be “typical”. And girls normally
accept it and behave according to the Japanese standard. But deep inside they want to
behave as they choose. They normally behave like an angel, but when they use this
perfume, their attitude changes and they can flirt with boys. This is what the brand is
selling.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？現在使用している香水が気に入っている上、
広告が提起するどちらの女性像にも興味がないため特には何も感じなかった。
(I am happy with the perfume that I currently use. Since I do not want to be an angelwoman or a devil-woman, this perfume does not inspire me in any particular way.)
SEIKO advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。有名女優を起用、白いシャツにセ
イコーの時計をしている。背景は淡いピンクで、“プリンセスモードで行こうか
と”の文字。2 種類のセイコーの時計の写真があり、１つは女優の使用モデル、
もう１つは金属製の時計。(There is a famous actress. She is wearing a white shirt
and Seiko watch. The background is pale pink. She says “I use princess style”. There are
also two Seiko watches, one is the one she is wearing, the other is different, metallic.)
b- 何を連想しますか？

彼女のような現代のシンデレラをイメージさせる。働き

もので趣味がよく、エレガントで清楚、真新しい白いシャツは純粋で正直であ
ることをイメージさせる。背面が淡いピンクで統一されているため、愛情深く、

感じのよい、周囲との調和を尊重する人物であることをイメージさせる。(The
image of a modern princess like herself, hard-working, polite, elegant, clean, pure and
honest (spotless white shirt) is highlighted. The background is pale pink, so she looks
loving, nice, she respects people’s harmony.)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？電車男など
のドラマでヒロインの賢く性格のいいお嬢様を多く演じている彼女のイメージ
を利用している。対象は 25-35 歳位であることが容易に予想される。時計はス
テータスでもあり、経済状況を反映する。このような時計は高すぎず安すぎず
手ごろであり、なおかつセイコーというブランドで真面目でデキル女というイ
メージを与えることもできる。
また、日本はスペインよりも時間に厳しく、すべては時計（時間）を中心に動
いている。街中の時計も正確だし、３分おきに来る地下鉄やバスにさえきちん
とした時刻表があるから、仕事もデートも遅れることは許されない。というわ
けで、一日 20 回以上は時計を見ることになり、お気に入りの姫な時計はオア
シスの役割も果たすのである。(She often plays the role of the daughter in a rich
family (like in Densha Otoko), she is intelligent and a good person. So the brand uses
her image. It is easy to imagine that this advert aims at women who are 25-35. Besides,
the watch is a symbol of status, it shows people’s economical situation. This model will
be very adequate for them: it is not especially cheap or expensive and using the brand
Seiko one projects a serious and hard-working image. On the other hand, in Japan
everything spins around the watch (time), much more than in Spain; it is compulsory to
be on time (everything is very punctual): one cannot be late for work or a date, all the
underground and bus timetables are fixed within the minute even if they arrive every
three minutes, all the clocks in the street work really well. People have to look at their
watches more than 20 time a day, so a watch that is “princess mode” can be like an
oasis for its user.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？購買意欲が湧いた。少なくとも、現在この
メーカーの似たようなピンクの時計をつけている。この広告で時計をみて、か
わいいと思った。ソーラー発電に興味があり、この時計を夏に購入した。ピン
クを選んだのはこの広告で好印象を持っていたからかもしれない。(This advert
has influenced me. Now I use a Seiko watch, a very similar model, in pink. When I saw
this watch in the advert, I thought it was beautiful. When I bought it I was interested in
its solar function. I chose this colour because I had a good impression of it, maybe
caused by the advert)
CITIZEN advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。広告中央に大きく上半身の福山雅
治（俳優・歌手）を配置。大きい荷物を持って、手にはシチズンの時計をして
いる。上には“シチズン”、“世界へ”の文字、下方に時計２つの写真と短い説明。
(In the middle of the advert there is an actor-singer called Masaharu Fukuyama. Only
his face, shoulder and left arm are visible. He is carrying a big backpack and the Citizen

watch on his wrist. The word “Citizen” is written on top of the advert and “to the world”
in the middle. Underneath there are two pictures of watches and a short explanation.)
b- 何を連想しますか？福山は大きな荷物を持ち、時計をしている。背面には大き
な空を映しこみ、建物はない。おそらく空港かどこか広い所、これから世界へ
旅立つのだと想像される。想い起こされる言葉は旅、自由、挑戦、積極性、獲
得など。(Fukuyama is carrying a big backpack and a watch, since there is no building
on the background, I imagine that he is in an airport or any big, empty place. So he is
going “to the world”. Words like journey, freedom, try or challenge, positive, win, etc.
come to my mind.)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？最近、日本
人スポーツ選手が世界で活躍し成果を収めている。購買対象は 25 歳から 35 歳
程の世界へ羽ばたきたい男性。いつの広告かは分からないが、今年 NHK の大河
ドラマで主役・坂本龍馬を演じた。坂本龍馬も福山も、男性の間で特に支持さ
れる憧れの存在であることを利用している。(Lately, Japanese sportspeople have
participated in international competitions and won. This brand is trying to sell this
product to men who are 25-35 (like Fukuyama) who want to leave Japan. I do not
know when this advert has appeared, but this year he is starring as the main character
in a NHK series; he is playing a very famous Japanese hero, Sakamoto Ryouma from
Shinsengumi. So many guys want to be both Ryouma and Fukuyama and are interested
in his image.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？旅行に行きたくなった。長いこと旅行して
いないから。(I feel like travelling abroad. I have not travelled for a long time.)

INFORMANT 3: MALE
MYSTIC ANGEL advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。香水の広告。かわいいです。(It is
an advert of a perfume for women. It is cute)
b- 何を連想しますか？理性を刺激する力があると思う。パーティーの感じがあり
ます。(I think that it has the effect of stimulating the external part of women,
changing them from rational to irrational. It makes me think of a party).
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？他の人々に
注目したいのなら、この香水を使用しなければならないと強調することだ。
プレゼントに良い！(They highlight that this perfume can be used to attract
people’s attention. It would be a good present)
d-

この広告を見て何を感じましたか？ 女に魅力をかんじます。(I feel attraction
for the woman)

SEIKO advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。女性用の時計の広告。きれいな俳
優です。(It is an advert of a watch for women. There is a beautiful actress)
b- 何を連想しますか？

シンプルで実用性も考えたの適切な設計。(The design of

the watch is adequate, they have taken into account its usefulness, it is practical and
simple. She is a grown-up woman.)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？ 有名モデル
が直接身に着けている姿を見せて購買意欲を高める。オンでもオフでも使え
る大人の時計。(They want the audience to feel like buying the product by showing
the image of a famous actress in the advert. This watch can be used at work and out
of it.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？ 正直、楽しい感じ。(Honest and agreeable
feeling)
CITIZEN advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。時計の広告。ハンサム、かっこい
い俳優。(It is an advert os a watch. There is a handsome, cocky actor.)
b- 何を連想しますか？

素敵なモデルを利用することで人々の購買意欲を作るん

だ。旅行の考え。(They try to sell it by using a handsome actor and the idea of
travelling.)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？

ファッシ

ョンの完成は、時計のだということを強調するんだ。世界中でどこでも使え
る時計。(They highlight that it is the finishing touch to make your style perfect with
the watch. This watch can be used in any part of the world.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？

旅行をしたいと思う。(I feel like travelling.)

INFORMANT 4: MALE
MYSTIC ANGEL advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。華やかで、若い女性向けの香りの
強い香水の広告。(It is an advert of a strong, elegant perfume for young women).
b- 何を連想しますか？ クリスマス。2 面性を持つ小悪魔。男性へアピールしたい
女心。(Christmas. A little devil that has two dimensions. It has the intention of being
liked by men)

c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？ 男性を意識
したときに使用する香水という印象を与え、クリスマスなどのイベント向け
商品として売ろうとしている印象。(It seems that they want to sell it as a product
for events such as Christmas, it looks like a coquettish perfume that makes men
notice when it is being used.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？ ウイスキーなどの洋酒の宣伝みたいだと感
じた。(I get the impression that this perfume must attract men, so that is what they
use to sell the product in Christmas and other events)
SEIKO advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。さらっとしたシンプルで女性的な
広告。(An advert of a woman who is as simple as water)
b- 何を連想しますか？

女性的。シンプル。淡いイメージ。(Feminine. Simplicity.

Soft image.)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？ シンプルで
飽きのこない時計を普段使いに売ろうとしている印象。(It seems that they
want to sell it as a simple watch that can be used every day, you will not get tired of
it.)
d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？ インパクトがないけれど、押し付けがまし
くなく無難だなと感じた。(Though it causes no impact, it transmits security, it
does not trample on viewers)
CITIZEN advert :
a- どんな広告ですか。短く記述してください。海外旅行に便利な時計の広告。(It
is an advert of a watch that is practical to travel to other countries.)
b- 何を連想しますか？男性が、これから見知らぬ土地へ旅立とうとバスや電車を
待っている。(A man is waiting for the bus or train to go to an unknown land.)
c- ブランドはこの製品をどのように売ろうとしていると思いますか？ 時計のデザ
イン云々より、旅行用に便利な時計として売ろうとしている印象と、商品は
男性ものだけど、人気俳優を前面に持ってくることで、男性へのプレゼント
として女性が購入することを目的としている印象を受ける。(With its refined
design, I get the impression that they want to sell it as a watch that is practical to
travel. Even if it is a product for men, by using a famous actor I think that they want
women to buy it as a present for men.)

d- この広告を見て何を感じましたか？ 旅行の宣伝っぽいと感じた。(I get journeylike feelings.)

APPENDIX 4: Tables with the answers to the questionnaire
ENGLISH INFORMANTS

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

ENGLISH – DKNY (PERFUME FOR WOMEN)
FEMALE 1
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
A woman
Sensual looking woman
Woman
Eating an apple
Eating a juicy apple in the
Eating an apple
woods in spring
Bottle of perfume with New York One of the apples
Apple blossom, more apples reflection shown on the bottle.
appearing as a bottle of
and an apple shaped object
perfume

MALE 2
Pretty lady
Apples

Sexiness
Spring
Eve eating the forbidden
apple
That the fragrance is fresh,
fruity and floral…
By associating their product
with sex appeal and
therefore the wearer will
have sex appeal

Tasty, fruit, beauty and sex

Image of the Garden of
Eden with the girl
representing Eve

Sexuality with the Garden
of Eden idea of temptation
and sin

Telling you that you will smell so
delicious, men will fall at your
feet, and maybe you will start to
look like the model too and end
up in New York somehow

If you wear this perfume
your temptation to men is
going to be irresistible

Men: Through sexiness
Women: natural fragrances

I feel that this product is
aimed at young women who
may want to attract a man.

I’d like to buy this perfume and
go to New York. The thought of
that makes me feel happy and
inspired to buy the perfume.

Lust towards the girl

Interest
Confusion

ENGLISH – HUGO BOSS (COLOGNE FOR MEN)
QUESTION

FEMALE 1

FEMALE 2

MALE 1

MALE 2

What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

A man and a tube shape

Ryan Reynolds in a suit
Bottle of Hugo Boss

Elegant good looking guy on the left
Expensive looking bottle of
aftershave/deodorant

Well dressed Actor
Bottle of aftershave
Man-sized bottle

In your opinion, what
does it evoke?

Successful, good looking/
sexy man

Sex and desire

It implies sexual innuendo through
the shape of the bottle

Expense
Style
Dark, secretive
masculinity. Phallic
bottle

How do you think the
brand is trying to sell this
product?

By giving the impression
that the user of this
product will increase his
sex appeal.

Men want to be like
Reynolds, women want
their men to be
Reynolds…either way,
Ryan Reynolds would
sell this product. He is
wearing a suit which
would draw in business
types, wives,
mistresses etc

If you use this product you´re going
to become a male stud

It is implying that the
rich and famous use
this product and you
could be like them

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in
you?

That this would be a good
gift to buy for any young
man

Desire

Motivated to become a similar kind
of good looking successful guy

Overpriced

ENGLISH – DKNY (WATCH FOR WOMEN)
QUESTION

FEMALE 1

FEMALE 2

MALE 1

MALE 2

What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

Four girls wearing
brightly coloured
watches

Four girls

Four beautiful women
Standing in a park
Dressed casually
Wearing the same watch in
different colours

Four attractive young
women
City skyline, most likely
NYC
Colourful watches

Four different coloured watches

In your opinion, what
does it evoke?

Feelings of friendship

Four very good friends
New York
City and cool clothes
Same watch in different
colours.

Any type of medium/high
class woman can wear this
sporty watch

Youthfulness
Generic fashion

How do you think the
brand is trying to sell this
product?

By associating its wearer
with being good looking
and female

If you buy these products you
can also live the dream and be
young, pretty and hip
It could be a gift for yourself and
your girlfriends.

The women who wear this
watch are going to be
successful in their life

Pretty girls are happy
and happy girls wear
watches like these

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in
you?

It would be a good gift
for any young female
relatives.

They are all very beautiful girls,
but they look too serious, I
wouldn’t give it a second look, it
is boring

It makes me see life with a
kind of seriousness

Cheapness

ENGLISH – JORG GRAY (WATCH FOR MEN)
QUESTION

FEMALE 1

What can you see in this
A man’s black watch
advert? (brief description)

FEMALE 2

MALE 1

MALE 2

A watch

Distinguished looking black
Jorg grey watch
Dark background
1600 collection
Appeal of an expensive
sporty/business watch.

Sports Watch
City background

In your opinion, what
does it evoke?

Manliness /sportiness

Sports watch
Watch that does everything
Black – masculine
Touches of orange – modern

How do you think the
brand is trying to sell this
product?

By making it appeal to
men by making it overtly
male, with the use of dark
colours and keeping it
simple.

Using the brand name, the
detail about the watch is in
small print, easy to miss. The
watch is black, which men
would find sleek and
attractive, also has lots of
dials, ie: gadget looking.

Only the watch, plain
background - wider appeal to
a broader audience (sporty,
serious business type male
around 30 – 50 years of age)

By convincing you
that you don't have
to choose between
style and sport,
because now you
can have both
Watch presented as
a large, important
item

None, it does not inspire me in
any way

Desire to be the kind of man
to wear this watch.
I suppose with this watch you
could feel powerful and
distinguished

none

What are the feelings that This advert is bland and
this advert inspires in
would not encourage me
you?
to purchase this product

Expensive
Quality
An aura of cool
stylishness with a
hint of sporty

SPANISH INFORMANTS

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

SPANISH – TOUS PERFUME FOR WOMEN
FEMALE 1
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Teenager who only wears a Blonde model with long hair,
Model who only wears a
little jewel
and naked torso, crossed arms Tous water-shaped bracelet
that hide her breasts.
Donations to Intermón
Tous bracelet on her left arm, Oxfam for every purchase
holds her head with it.
Face expression: serenity,
relaxation, satisfaction
Solidary message on the
bottom left-hand side
(donations for Intermón
Oxfam)
Youth
Serenity
Solidarity
Simplicity
Peacefulness
Importance of a water drop
Freshness
Satisfaction
Just buying a perfume you
Audacity
can help the Third World
The perfume makes you
To feel confident and satisfied They try to get to people’s
younger and more
you only need the perfume –
hearts through solidarity
supportive (donations)
not even clothes or make-up
Youth’s idealism and
Naked woman and supportive
frankness
message – product not
associated to luxury but
simplicity, purity and
solidarity: this attracts many
women
Envy for the young and
Unpleasant face of the model
Naivety
fresh image of the girl
– Does not feel like looking at
Innocence
it for long
Solidarity

MALE 2
Model partially or totally
naked
Suggestive pose
Bottle on the bottom righthand side corner

Sexuality
Generosity

Sex
Appeals to generosity
(donations)

Attraction for the model

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

FEMALE 1
Famous bullfighter
Attractive
Dressed for a bullfight

Strength
Youth
Beauty
Masculinity

SPANISH – LOEWE COLOGNE FOR MEN
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Famous bullfighter
Bullfighter
Attractive
Bullfighter’s costume
Contrast between black and Image of the bullfighter
white photo and blue bottle identified with perfume
Very masculine attitude
Bullfighter’s power

MALE 2
Bullfighter

Bottle of cologne on bottom
right-hand side margin
Bravery

Men’s attractive

Style

Use the perfume and you
will be like the bullfighter
Through the image of a
brave and attractive person.
Association of the image of
the model and the benefits
of the product, you will be as
attractive if you use the
cologne
Sobriety
Elegance

Passion

Masculinity

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

Perfume is for strong men
who combine youth,
strength, attractive and
success and who take risks

Identification of the image of
the bullfighter and cologne.
To be like him, use Loewe

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

Reject towards bullfighting
Attraction for the
bullfighter’s image

Indiference, maybe because
of the association between
the product and bullfight –
lack of interest about
bullfighting

Target – women (use of an
attractive man in the advert.
Mental association with him
when the cologne is smelt)

Indignation about the way
they try to sell the product

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?
How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

SPANISH – TOUS WATCH FOR WOMEN
FEMALE 1
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Christmas advert
White teddy bear enters a
Tous’ bear gets you your
Tous’ bear
house bearing a Tous watch
wishes – the watch
that it has found outside in
Bad weather
the snow.
Half open door, snow
outside
Sentence: “Make a wish”
Christmas
Christmas and its
Wishes are granted in
Design
consumerism – buying
Christmas
Exclusivity
presents
Sentence in English –
Advert from before
They try to get people to
Exclusivity
Christmas, makes us think
know their new products,
They encourage people to
that it would be the perfect
watches –a new item for
ask for it for Christmas.
present
those who like the brand
They show it as a wish
Everyone’s wish for
because the brand is
Christmas
exclusive and expensive
Nostalgia for Christmas,
Amusing and original advert Home
presents, cold, holidays
that causes tenderness.
Peacefulness
You arrive home and rest
from outside’s bad weather

MALE 2
Statue of a bear in a room
holding a watch
Snow outside

Cold
Heat
Comfort
I do not know
Maybe the watch is so good
that even a statue becomes
alive and faces poor weather
conditions to go fetch the
watch
Friendliness for the bear

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

SPANISH – VICEROY WATCH FOR MEN
FEMALE 1
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Young successful sportsman Famous F1 racing driver
Fernando Alonso
out of the circuits
Watch
Close up of the watch
Black T-shirt
Crossed arms
Satisfaction gesture
Success of the brand
Satisfaction
associated to the success of
Confidence
Alonso (the brand benefits
Self-confidence
from the image of a world’s
Simplicity
no .1 racing driver and
Elegance
associates the product to
Youth
him)
A trustworthy watch used by They identify the product
They try to make people
the no.1 racing driver for
and the person. If you buy a
know viceroy’s watches as
whom time is essential
Viceroy watch you will be
the watches used by
Elegant even being a
more self-confident, you will successful, powerful people,
sportsman
feel confident
and winners
Reject – Dislike for Alonso
Indiference, because of a
Confidence (because of
lack of interest in F1 or
facial expression and arm
watches
position)

MALE 2
F1 racing driver
Close up of the watch on his
left wrist

Success
Speed
Technology
Exclusivity

F1 racing driver uses the
best cars (top technology
and exclusiveness), so he
chooses that watch for
similar reasons.
Indignation about the way
they try to sell the product,
even if he likes the driver

FRENCH INFORMANTS

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

FRENCH – L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE (PERFUME FOR WOMEN)
FEMALE 1
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Flower
Pink peony over the bottle
Shaded tones of pink
Bottle
Bottle – Shape of a vase
Bottle of perfume that
Spikes of peony
Petals and Provence herbs
resembles a vase that
around it
contains a peony.
Slogan
Elements that represent the
Background: Sky blue
countryside and the wind
Lavender blue, transversal
lighting – outdoors, pure and
fresh impression
Femininity
Femininity (pink colour)
Lightness
Tranquility
Freshness
Rose-smelling perfume
Scent of peony and its beauty
Fine weather, scents of
Nature, open air
Provence
Spring
Focus on the rose,
By transposing the features of
Image of a floral perfume,
transparence and
peony and Provence onto the
natural and fresh
lightness
perfume and thus, onto women. Evokes La Provence (with the
By creating in women the need
colours and spring-like
to buy the product in order to
elements)
be beautiful, attractive, calm.
Smell and feel nice.
Spring
Sensuality, beauty, femininity
Softness
Rose smell
Peace, tranquility
Freshness
Nice and light perfume
Holidays in Provence
Fantasizing

MALE 2

Bottle surrounded by
flowers and grass

Freshness of plants
Perfume of flowers

Association of products and
its ingredients – they both
have the same properties

None – it inspires ideas
rather than emotions

QUESTION
What can you see in
this advert? (brief
description)

FEMALE 1
Elegant man

Suit
Riding crop
Sober bottle of cologne

In your opinion, what
does it evoke?

How do you think the
brand is trying to sell
this product?

What are the feelings
that this advert
inspires in you?

Power
Man’s domination
Sobriety

Red emphasized by the
contrast with the black
and white photo.
Aimed at men or women
Masculinity
Masculine aspect of
cologne
Short message
Directness
Domination

FRENCH – GUERLAIN (COLOGNE FOR MEN)
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Man in black and white
Elegant man (typical for cologne adverts dandy)
He has his back to us – left profile
Suit
Red riding crop – part of his suit (contrast in Red riding crop hidden behind his back colour)
provocation (contrast in colour): Jockey?
Bottle in colour (contrast)
Why does he have it (being a
Crossed hands in his back
businessman)? Another intention?
Red border in suit and shirt
Black and white photo (classic). Is red
Slogan in the middle, brand on top, right
used to evoke blood or passion?
side
Claim: supports the photo’s effect
Riding crop, suit – Gentleman, elegance
Wise and elegant appearance that hides
Shoulders and style – manliness
nonconformity, provocation and
Red colour: passion, love, temptation,
mischievousness.
desire
Appearance, red colour: fiery temperament
(masculine), domination
Riding crop: domination, control
That man can control men, women, his own
life
By associating the cologne with the suit:
The cologne brings originality and
not just cologne, but an object they have to provocation to its users, but without
choose, as they would choose their suit.
sacrificing elegance.
Users will feel stronger, more elegant, and
manlier, in control.
Positive feelings: Respect, power and
Ambiguity, hypocrisy and perversion
control, elegance, uniqueness
Negative feelings: Dominating man - sexist

MALE 2
Young man
He has his back to us
Suit
Riding crop

Masculinity

Association between
product and
masculinity. Users
will become more
masculine
Indifference – Not
interested on what
it represents

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

FEMALE 1
Watch
Whirl created by the strap
Slogan on the whirl

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

Monochrome advert –
purity of the mentioned
pleasure

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

Focus on simplicity,
refinement and design

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

Cold – probably due to
monochrome shades of
colour
Simplicity and femininity

FRENCH – OPEX (WATCH FOR WOMEN)
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Silver watch for women that
Watch – Feminine and stylized
swirls. It bathes on body
that twists and emerges from
cream-like water making thick, an indefinite back shot.
white waves
Dominance of white
Slogan underneath
The watch seems to be standing
Brand on top
by itself over a bath of cream.
Snake going out from the
Very refined style, floating and
water – not the usual,
liquid at the same time.
negative image of a snake, but It forms a snake and a design
a positive one – sensuality
that are incomplete – mystery –
Temptation (snake / beauty) – Loch Ness monster
both negative and positive
Floating look and simplicity of
Garden of Eden (woman’s
shape and colour evoke purity,
desire for the apple – for the
elegance and delicateness.
watch)
Creamy liquid and slogan –
Purity, sweetness, pleasure
inspire serenity, comfort and
Femininity
wellness
Art and design
By transposing the features of Through mystery – curiosity,
the image to the watch –
refinement and elegance of its
sensual, desirable, tempting,
viewer
beautiful, sweet, pure,
Comfort and pleasure for its
feminine, fashionable
bearer
The watch is presented as a
work of art, unique
Softness, tranquility, purity,
Strangeness
femininity, beauty, attractive, Mystery
art, design, ellegance
Confusion

MALE 2
Watch for women
Modern design
Slogan “pleasure is designed”

Delicacy and lightness

Focus on the design of the
product, it is not just a watch,
but also a jewel

None – Not aimed at
transmitting emotions

QUESTION
What can you see in
this advert? (brief
description)

FEMALE 1
Watch
Mechanism

Brand

In your opinion, what
does it evoke?

How do you think the
brand is trying to sell
this product?

What are the feelings
that this advert
inspires in you?

Precision
Rigor
Innovation
Exclusivity
Relation with
European
institutions
Focus on the
exclusivity of the
product and its
precision

Intelligence, both of
the user and of the
creator of the watch

FRENCH – JAEGER LE-COULTRE (WATCH FOR MEN)
FEMALE 2
MALE 1
Man in the middle
Watch
Detailed mechanism
Mechanism that resembles a brain
Black strap
(complex and compact)
Both are compared, emphasizing the
Classic and simple design
complex device that is in such a little
Description of watch and brand
space.
On top, inner mechanism of the watch (as
Which ones are the two brains that
if extracted from the watch below
are mentioned? The mechanism of the
Slogan that talks about the brain (not the
watch, and the watch. Or the user?
watch)
Elegant design
Human character – Associated with its
bearer (the second brain)
Compass (the image above resembles a
Technology
globe)
Precision
Manliness (because of sober colours)
Watch = person, its mechanism = brain (the
watch is alive and intelligent)
“Double” (uses, quality, precision…) – thus, Human and elegant design for a
“unequalled”
winner team, “intelligent”
By making men identify themselves with
the watch – (brain = intelligence)
Classic / chic appearance
Manliness
Precision
Good performance

Focus on elegance and delicacy
combined with modernity and
technology

Seriousness, good performance, quality,
open-mindedness, elegance, manliness

Coldness, elegance

MALE 2
Watch for men
Mechanism
Between them, “two brains
for an unequalled
precision”

Quality

Precision of the product
emphasized with the claim:
“two brains for an
unequalled precision” and
the image of the
mechanism.
High quality
Indifference – Non-emotive
advert

JAPANESE INFORMANTS

QUESTION
What can you see in this
advert? (brief description)

In your opinion, what does
it evoke?

JAPANESE – MYSTIC ANGEL (PERFUME FOR WOMEN)
FEMALE 1
FEMALE 2
The same girl wearing two different Two types of famous women
styles
Two faces hidden in women
Like the name of the perfume, the
girl on the left wears a red dress,
heavy make-up, red lips, stares at
me.
The girl on the right smiles, natural
make-up, pink dress
Image on the left – mysterious
Mysterious girl, unknown thoughts
(mystic)
Image on the right – angel
Cheerful, extroverted girl
Girls’ wishes: be mysterious
Both personalities are different but
(coquettish, mature) and angelic
they mix together in women
(pure, obedient)

How do you think the brand
is trying to sell this product?

Aimed at 18-20 year-old girls.
Japanese girls are forced to follow
a stereotype. They normally
behave like angels, but when they
use this perfume their attitude
changes and can flirt with boys.

What are the feelings that
this advert inspires in you?

No particular feelings – not looking
for a new perfume, does not want
to be either angel or demon

Famous woman followed by men
and women – clean / passionate
gaze.
Appeals to young women’s wish of
transformation
Tendency to imitate famous women
to be mysterious
Impact due to the difference
between both images.

MALE 1
Strong perfume, elegant
Aimed at young women

MALE 2
Perfume
Cute

Christmas
Little devil with two
dimensions
Intention of being liked by
men

It stimulates the
external part of
women.
From rational to
irrational
Party

As a product for Christmas or
other events
Coquettish perfume that
men notice

Focus on the
perfume to attract
attention
Good present

Attraction (men attracted by
perfume)

Attraction for
woman

QUESTION
What can you see
in this advert?
(brief description)

In your opinion,
what does it
evoke?

How do you think
the brand is trying
to sell this
product?

What are the
feelings that this
advert inspires in
you?

FEMALE 1
Famous actress
White shirt and watch
Soft pink background
“I wear princess style”
Two different Seiko watches
Modern princess – works, is polite,
elegant, clean, pure and honest
(white, spotless shirt)
Soft pink – loving, agreeable, she
respects people’s harmony
She normally plays the part of rich
girl, is intelligent and a good person.
Aimed at 25-35 year-old girls
(suitable for their economical
situation and serious, working
image)
Watch – status, economical situation
Importance of time (and watch) in
Japan – punctuality – watch: oasis
effect
Influenced by advert – uses similar
Seiko watch. Liked it when she saw
the advert – bought it because it was
solar and colour choice maybe
influenced by advert

JAPANESE – SEIKO (WATCH FOR WOMEN)
FEMALE 2
Famous actress – pure and clean image
Watch – beautiful, elegant, practical

MALE 1
Woman as simple as water

MALE 2
Watch for women
Beautiful actress

Working women – passed their early 20s
Wish to use beautiful, feminine items, but
not striking

Femininity
Simplicity
Soft image

Watch – Adequate design,
practical, simple
Grown-up woman

Misaki Itou – in her 30s but keeps her
pure and clean image, can play any part
Many fans (men and women) working in
companies
Misaki makes women think that it is not
too late for them to use feminine things.

Simple watch that can be
used every day, you will
not get tired of it

Tries to attract people
through the image of the
actress.
A watch to be used at work
and out of it

Clothes – Misaki is beautiful
Feeling that women of all ages want to be
beautiful

No impact, but transmits
security, it does not
trample on viewers

Honesty
Agreeable

QUESTION
What can you see in
this advert? (brief
description)

In your opinion, what
does it evoke?

How do you think the
brand is trying to sell
this product?

What are the feelings
that this advert
inspires in you?

JAPANESE - CITIZEN (WATCH FOR MEN)
FEMALE 2
Watch for men
Fukuyama Masaharu (actor and singer) – Fukuyama Masaharu (famous
only face, shoulder and arm. He carries a
actor)
big backpack and wears a watch
“Citizen” on top
“To the world” in the middle
Underneath two pictures of watches and
brief explanation
Fukuyama carries a big backpack and a
Active man who travels to the
watch, no building – probably in an
world
airport or big empty place.
Trustworthy watch for any
He is going “to the world”
time or ocassion
Journey, freedom, challenge, positive,
win…
Advertisers focus on 25-35 year-old men
Aimed at men of a wide range
who want to leave Japan
of age and women who like
This year this actor plays the part of a
the actor – reflects strong will
Japanese hero – both actor and part are
and flexibility.
interesting for young men.
“The watch that travels to the
world” – for company
employees and men who want
a more flexible lifestyle.
Aimed at men and women (as
a present)
Feels like going abroad – long time since
Wide perspective and
her last journey.
flexibility in order to break
free
FEMALE 1

MALE 1
Watch – practical to
travel to other
countries.

MALE 2
Watch
Handsome, cocky man

A man waiting for the
bus or train to go to an
unknown land

Handsome actor is used in
order to get women to buy
the watch.
Journey

Refined design
Practical for journeys
Use of an actor –
appeals to men and
women (as a present)

The brand presents the
watch as the last touch for
one’s style.
This watch can be used
anywhere

Journey-like feelings

Desire to travel

APPENDIX 5: ADVERTS
ENGLISH COLOGNES FOR MEN

A1: Hugo Boss Night

A2: Calvin Klein Eternity

A3: Davidoff Champion

A4: Gaultier Le Male

ENGLISH WATCHES FOR MEN

B1: Jorg Gray

B2: Breitling

B3: Marine

B4: Frédérique Constant

ENGLISH PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
C1: DKNY Be Delicious

C3: Gaultier Classique

C2: D&G

C4: Kenzo Flower

ENGLISH WATCHES FOR WOMEN
D1: DKNY

D3: Dior

D2: Citizen

D4: Rolex

SPANISH COLOGNES FOR MEN
E1: Loewe 7

E3: V&L Hombre

E2: Rochas

E4:Banderas The Secret

SPANISH WATCHES FOR MEN
F1: Viceroy

F3: Rolex (Federer)

F2: Bell&Ross

F4: Rolex

SPANISH PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
G1: Tous H2O

G2: Loewe Aire Loco

G3: Custo

G4: Lancome Trésor

SPANISH WATCHES FOR WOMEN
H1: Tous

H2: Longines

H3: Plastichic

H4: Patek Philippe

FRENCH COLOGNES FOR MEN
I1: Guerlain Habit Rouge

I2: Chanel Allure

I3: Hermès Voyage

I4: Hermès Terre

FRENCH WATCHES FOR MEN
J1: Jaeger Le-Coultre

J3: Tag Heuer

J2: Panerai

J4: Zenith

FRENCH PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
K1: L’occitane en Provence Pivoine

K3: Gaultier Madame

K2: Lanvin

K4: Sisley

FRENCH WATCHES FOR WOMEN
L1: Opex

L2: Richard Mille

L3: Delaneau

L4: Omega Constellation

JAPANESE WATCHES FOR MEN
M1: Citizen

M2: Chopard

M3: Patek Philippe

M4: Wired

JAPANESE PERFUMES FOR WOMEN
N1: Mystic Angel

N2: Ghost

N3:Lanvin Éclat d’arpège

N4: Givenchy

JAPANESE WATCHES FOR WOMEN
O1: Seiko

O2: Citizen

O3: Skagen Little Mermaid

O4: Saint Honoré

